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PREFACE

This is in no sense a Text Book. It is rather

an attempt to state the leading principles and

facts of physiology, and more especially of

human physiology, in such a way as wll be

understood by an intelligent reader who has

had no special scientific training. If the

perusal of this little book leads the reader

to wish to know more of this fascinating

science, which, in a sense, is the meeting-point

of many sciences, he is referred to the Bib>

liography, and the aim of the writer will be

accomplished.

J. G. M.

Maxiebubn,

Stonehaven,

January^ 1912.
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THE PRINCIPLES OF
PHYSIOLOGY

CHAPTER I

ITS SCOPE, AIMS AND EELAIIONS

1. Physiology is the science which describes

and endeavours to explain the phenomena

manifested by living beings. It may also be

said to treat of the changes that occur in

living matter. It deals with that special

mode of activity we call Life,

2. Living beings are divided into plants

and animals. There are many forms difficult

to classify ; these seem to belong to either the

plant or the animal world, according to the

point of view from which we regard them.

All living things, however, show certain

general characters, by which we know they

are alive. They arc developed from a parent

or parents, they require food and oxygen,



10 PRINCIPLES OP PHYSIOLOGY

they pass through a number of stages in their

existence, they reproduce their kind, and they

die. It may not always be easy to observe

some of these phenomena in the lower forms,

but we find that their bodies are composed of

matter that possesses certain properties, and

we characterize such matter as being alive.

8. One of the lessons of scientific investiga-

tion is that in the study of phenomena we find

transition—a series of changes, and the gradual

passage of one state into another—^while a

superficial examination mayappear to establish

clear lines of division between different depart-

ments of knowledge. Thus we distinguish

between that which we say is dead matter,

and that which we consider to be alive.

More careful examination, however, shows

that certain properties may be the same, or

similar, in both dead and living matter. Thus

a crystal, which we regard as dead, grows

and increases in size in accordance with

physical laws. Living matter also grows and

increases in size, but by a different process

from that of a crystal. So that mere increase

in size, in certain conditions, may characterize

ill

111-



SCOPE AND AIMS U
both that which is dead and that which is

alive. Changes even in the minute structure

of both dead and living matter may occur.

For example, it is known that slow changes

may happen in the structure of even hard

metals. Particles of gold may penetrate

into a mass of solid lead, and solid bodies

may even, by slow movements, sink into an

apparently brittle mass of cobblers' wax.

Slow changes probably occur in all kinds of

matter, even the most dense and durable.

Thus molecular changes, or, in other words,

movements, may occur in matter which we

call dead. Molecular movements also occur

in living matter, so that such minute move-

ments do not enable us to distinguish between

what is dead and what is alive. Both dead

and living matter, again, are subject to the

laws of gravitation, and many electrical and

optical phenomena are manifested in a

similar way by so-called dead and by so-called

living matter.

4. There is no difficulty, however, in recog-

nizing many of the phenomena of life in one

of the higher forms, whether it be a plant

•

—-



12 PRINCIPLES OF PHYSIOLOGY

or an animal. Thus one of the higher plants

is rooted to the soil, from which it mainly

derives nourishment ; it spreads its branches

and leaves and flowers to the air, and it

breathes. An animal of the higher orders

shows active movements such as running or

leaping, it breathes, it requires food, and it

can produce heat. We find accordingly that

there are phenomena to be observed and
explained in both the plant and the animal.

It is the province of the physiologist to study

those phenomena and to offer explanations.

The field of work, however, is so immense that

the science naturally subdivides into plant and
animal physiology. The first is a division of

the science of Botany, while that of the latter

falls into the domain of the Zoologist. Thus,

in a sense, all the phenomena of living things

fall into those two sciences, but, by common
consent, the task of describing and explaining

the phenomena on which life depends, is

relegated to physiology, and this again may be

subdivided into the physiologies of the various

an. ,. We discuss the phenomena occur-

ring in the body of man as Human Physiology

.
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but we might equally well discuss the physi-

ology of the domestic animals, such as that

of the horse or ox, or the physiology of birds,

or, indeed, of any group of animals. It is

found that no sufficient explanation of many
vital phenomena can be given by the study

of one animal, or group of animals, and

accordingly knowledge may be brought to a

focus in the department of science called

Comparative Physiology.

At one time the word physiology expressed

all that we now term physics {phtisiSf nature,

logosy a description), a description of natural

phenomena in general. For many years,

however, its meaning has been limited to the

discussion of phenomena as these occur in

living beings.

5. But all science is in a sense one, and

accordingly we find that the compartments of

knowledge we call the sciences are related to

each other. Physiology is closely related to,

and largely depends on, three sciences

:

Anatomy, Physics and Chemistry. A general

acquaintance with these sciences is of para-

mount importance to any one about to enter

I



14 PRINCIPLES OF PHYSIOLOGY

on the study of physiology. One should know
something of the plan of structure met with

in the great subdivisions of the animal kingdom.

The student of human physiology, for exam-
ple, should be acquainted with the general

anatomy of the human body, and of its various

organs, although much may be learned from

the dissection of one of the lower mammals,
such as the rabbit. Not only is it necessary

to study the forms and relations to other

parts of the various organs, as seen by the

naked eye, but also the minute structure of the

organs and tissues as revealed by the micro-

scope, and by modem technical methods of

preparing these for examination. This is the

department known as Histology, a depart-

ment of science that in recent years has made
enormous progress. The demands of one

science stimulate another, and we find an
example in the development of the modern

micfD3as«»efc,which, both in its mechanical and
optical arrangeme'iWs,' 'sss»

nearly perfect scientific instrument. The
methods of hardening, cutting into thin

sections, and staining by various colouring

M
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matters are now highly skilful and accurate.

Histology has both a morphological side, in

as far as it deals with form, and a physiological

when it treats of the functions performed by

these tissues. Further, much information is

furnished to the physiologist by the examina-

tion of the body at various stages of growth,

and more especially in the earlier stages.

Thus the study of the formation and early

development of the embryo, and tracing the

origin of the tissues, and the gradual building

up of the more complicated organs, have

thrown light on vital phenomena. This line

of research is known as Embryology,

The body is also the theatre of many
phenomena of a chemical character; indeed

it may be said that the phenomena of life

depend essentially on chemical changes. As

we shall see, food and oxygen are

into the hody,a3^^^0J00f^itnihanges,

oftg^||p0i0l^^ateakind, many chemical

>viO!itttnces are formed, some of which are built

into the tissues, while others are thrown out

as effete. Many of the operations in the

digestion of food and in the formation of

i

P



16 PRINCIPLES^' PHYSIOLOGY

substances ig^e blood are purely chemical.

Physi^afflru Chemistry has as its field a

de^j^fpuon of the physical and chemical char-

^jcer of the substances forming the tissues

and existing in the fluids of the body. It

also gives an explanation of the chemical

processes occurring in the body. This depart-

ment of science has also made great progress

in recent years. At one time it was thought

that certain substances formed in the body

could be formed only in living matter. The

synthesis of urea by Wohler in 1828 upset this

notion. This experiment laid the foundations

of organic chemistry. Since then hundreds of

chemical substances found in plant or animal

tissues have been formed synthetically by the

chemist by the operation of chemical methods.

It is remarkable, however, that in living matter

such substances are formed by molecular

action and by hidden processes, while the

chemist can only form them by the agency

of high temperatures, and the action of power-

ful substances such as acids or oxydising or

reducing substances. It is possible that the

processes of nature and of the chemist may in
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3.

essence be identical, or at all events sianilar,

but this is doubtful.

6. The laws of physics are applied by the

physiologist to the investigation of the

motions of the solids and fluids in the animal

organism. Thus the movements of the limbs

in locomotion are mechanical, the movements
of the blood in the circulation are subject to

the physical laws of hydrodynamics, the

interchanges of gases between the air and
the blood in respiration are to be explained

as special cases of the transfusion of gases

through thin membranes, while the actions

of the eye and ear can only be understood

by the study of optics and acoustics and

their application to these highly specialized

mechanisms. The absorption into the blood

of nutrient matters, after their preparation by

digestion, and the elimination of waste matters

from the blood by various organs, are so far

to be explained by the laws regulating the

passage of fluids through thin membranes,

and which are studied by the physicist.

It may indeed be said that physical processes

are more or less involved in all the phenomena
B
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of living matter. It would also seem that

electricity plays an important part in vital

activities, or, at all events, it is intimately

related to the intricate and hidden molecular

phenomena on which life depends. Finally,

the phenomena of the living being can only

be accoimted for by their consideration in the

light of the modem doctrine of the conserva-

tion of energy, a doctrine which may be said

to have originated in the study of these

phenomena. The history of this great idea

shows that the endeavour to account for

animal heat and the relation of food and

oxygen to the production of heat and of

animal movements, was one of the first steps

towards the building up this doctrine, which

lies at the foundation of all physical, chemical

and biological science.

7. Thus, physiology rests on a tripod of

three sciences—Anatomy, Chemistry, and
Physics. It brings to bear on its problems

all the information that can be gathered from
those sciences, considered in their broadest

relations, and while physiology has its own
methods, it may be said to be the mechanical
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and chemical interpretation of phenomena
happening in living matter. We shall see,

however, that in the present state of the

science there are not a few phenomena which

cannot be so explained. Such phenomena
are provisionally termed vital. Meantime
we may note that as physiological science

advances, vital phenomena are more and
more regarded as special examples of the

operation of chemical and physical laws.

Still there are at present, and it is not going

too far to assert that there must always be,

some phenomena that cannot be so explained.

Thus it would appear to be impossible ever to

account for feeling, willing, thinking, and n-^^^er

mental (psychical) states or processes by iiy

purely physical or chemical operations.

i
Si
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CHAPTER II

THE CHABACTEBISTICS OF UTINO ORGANISMS

Certain of these have already been referred

to. We may now consider some of the

characteristics of living beings more fully.

8. Physical stntdure. No living matter

ever assumes a crystalline form, but crystals

may be imbedded in it. Living matter is

always soft, jelly-like, dififluent, readily per-

meated by water, oxygen, and the crystalloids.

It is matter in a colloidal state, which, as it

permits of the free play of molecular inter-

changes, has been termed a dynamical state

of matter. The colloidal shape is not, however,

peculiar to living matter, as it is shown by

certain conditions of silicic acid, peroxide of

iron, etc. The firmer portions of living matter

are always soft ; they readily absorb water

by imbibition. It has been supposed that

living matter consists of still more minute
20
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particles, pouibly of irregular form, and that

water flili up the spaces betweei . such particles.

Such molecules are assumed to be in a state

of incessant movement, and these movements

are associated with the absorption and libera-

tion of water. A watery consistence is

essential to the phenomena of life. Move-

ments of minute particles of matter in a

fluid are well illustrated by the Brownian

movements seen under the microscope, magni-

fying say 250 diameters, if we squeeze and

examine a little bit of fresh vegetable tissue.

The minute p <i-fcles are seen to be in a state

of incessant vi itttion.

9. Chemical composition. Of the seventy

elements known to chemists only from eighteen

to twenty have been found in living matter,

and of these the chief are oxygen, hydrogen,

nitrogen and carbon. With these are asso-

ciated, of the non-metals, sulphur, phosphorus,

and chlorine; of the alkalies, sodium and

potassium; of the alkaline earths, calcium

and magnesimn ; and of the metals only one,

iron. Minute quantities of other substances

have been found, such as argon, silicon.

1
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fluorine, iodine, bromine, manganese, and

copper, but the presence of some of these sub-

stances may be accidental. It should be noted

that carbon and nitrogen, along with hydrogen

and oxygen, are essential to life. Oxygen and

hydrogen are often in the proportions that form

water—2 of hydrogen to 1 of oxygen. From

these elements complex chemical substances

are built up. Thus the living matter in the

cells of a plant, mainly under the stimulus

of light, so combines carbon, hydrogen and

oxygen as to form starches, sugars, and fats ;

and it may also form still more complex

chemical substances, known as proteins,

which contain carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen,

and the all important element nitrogen.

Such bodies, often termed proximate prin-

dpleSy thus formed in a plant, may become

the food of an animal and be built into its

tissues, or be directly used up in various

transformations connected with vital activity.

The term proximate principle was given by

the earlier physiological chemists, because they

thought that certain substances, such as the

proteins (albumen, etc.) existed in the tissues
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or fluids as they were known to the chemist.

We now know that this is an assumption.

These so-called principle? probably only arise

from the decomposition of matter that was

once alive. One of the characteristics of

these complex organic substances, whether

as found in the bodies of plants or animals,

is their instability. They are liable to split

up into simpler bodies, and this splitting up

is always associated with the liberation of

energy, chiefly as heat or- movement. Thus,

in living matter two apparently opposite

chemical processes are continually at work

;

there is either the building up of simpler

substances into more complex ones, such as the

formation of starch from the elements carbon,

hydrogen, and oxygen, or the pulling down of

complex substances into simpler ones, as the

resolution of starch into carbonic acid and

water. In the upbuilding process, often termed

anabolic^ energy is locked up, or becomes

latent, while in the pulling down process,

termed katabolic, energy is liberated and

becomes kinetic. Thus starch (or oil), when

burnt, that is oxidised, yields carbonic acid

I

I



24 PRINCIPLES OF PHYSIOLOGY

and water, and energy is liberated as heat,

which may be transformed into the motion

of a steam engine and caused to do work.

Living matter is thus continually undergoing

a series of chemical changes of composition

and decomposition, as a result of which there

is an incessant renovation of its particles.

It would appear that chemical changes are a
necessary condition of the action of living

matter; part of the living matter dies, is

decomposed, or rather, its decomposition is

coincident with its death, and the dead matter
is thrown out of the body. New matter is

then added from the outer world. There is

thus a perpetual exchange between the dead
and the living worlds, which may be termed a
circulation of matter between the dead and the

living. Portions of the earth's surfacenowdead
were once part of the bodies of living beings,

and may again enter into the living state.

10. Form and Mode of Growth. As already

pointed out, hving matter is jelly-like in its

consistence. It often changes its form, as

may be seen in an amoeba or in the colourless

cells in the blood. At the beginning of
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existence, the tjrpical form is nearly spherical,

as seen in the ovum, and also in many of the

minute cells of which the body is composed.

Living matter never assmnes crystalline forms;

it does not grow like a crystal, by the deposition

of new matter on its surfaces, but by absorbing

matter into its substance and usually trans-

forming this into matter like itself. A crystal

does not transform, and it grows by the

deposition of new layers on its surface

;

living matter can transform, or eusimilate,

and it can grow by the transformed matter

becoming part of its substance. It is re-

markable, however, that dead matte' may
assume forms very similar to the foi is of

living matter. In certain media crystallisable

substances may take on organic shapes, and
various mixtures of soaps, gums, etc., may
form a froth which, under the microscope, may
show forms very similar to that seen in living

stuff. In some circumstances even the move-
ments of living matter may be imitat'sd.

Thus, a highly complex substance called

protagon can be extracted from yolk of egg

by hot alcohol. If a minute portion be

i
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placed under the microscope and a drop of

water be allowed to impinge on the edge of the

morsel, curious twisted or spiral structures

may be seen shooting out. These myelin

forms, as they are called, are instructive, as

showing lifelike movements in dead matter

—

depending on changes in surface tension.

Some have even asserted that living matter is

essentially a kind of froth, and that the

structural forms are similar to those seen

when one blows a mass of soap bubbles

Walls and partitions may then appear,

and even one part may seem to be withm

another, not unlike certain structures seen

in a thin section of living matter. Such

imitation-forms, however, do not imply life.

11. EvoltUional History. A living being,

during the course of its existence, passes

through phases that follow each other in a

certain order. It originates in a germ which is

developed in a parent, that is, in a previously

existing being that has essentially the same

structure and properties. This germ, which

is known as the spore, seed, or egg of plants

and animals, is a cell, a comparatively simple
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structure. After its separation from the

parent body, it is capable of independent exist-

ence, and, under favourable circumstances,

of developing into a new individual, in most

respects similar to that from which it derived

its origin Living beings form a continuous

series, from the first appearance of life on the

earth until now. The offspring have usually

characters which they have inherited from

their parents, but they may develop new

characters which may arise from new cir-

ciunstances affecting them during their own

lives. If these characters, either inherited

or acquired, are transmitted to descendants,

the phenomenon is known as heredity. Each

living being shows a period during which

there is a maadmum vital activityy when the

liberation of energy is greatest. During life

it passes by stages up to this period ; then,

after a stage of maximum activity, the

powers of the organism slowly decline.

During its life an organism undergoes change

of form, there is increase of mass, and it shows

increasing complexity of structure. These

changes, however, do not go on indefinitely.
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A condition of fully developed organization

is reached, for each kind of living thing,

reproductive processes occur, the processes

of life go on more slowly and less completely,

and finally some part of the machinery of

life breaks down, and death occurs. This is

the last stage in the evolution of that particular

organism. After death of the tissues of the
body, it is submitted to the action of external

agencies, both physical, chemical, and vital

(the vital being due to the activities of

micro-organisms of an inferior order), and
these ultimately reduce it to the simple

elements of which the body was at first com-
posed.

12. A living being is affected during every

moment of its life by the medium in which it

lives. The medium furnishes the material

necessary for its existence. Dead matter is

supplied to take the place of the living matter
that has died after having done its work.

External modes of energy, such as heat, light,

and electricity, act upon it, and energy is

supplied also by the chemical changes brought
about ultimately, but by many subsidiary
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processes, by the interaction of the elements of

food and of the oxygen of the air. There is

thus action and reaction between the living

being and the conditions in which it lives.

These conditions are termed the environment.

The living being has, within limits, the faculty

of suiting itself to the surrounding conditions.

Such a power, which is a necessary condition

of the existence of every living being, is known
as its variability. It is the power of adaptation

to external conditions.



CHAPTER III

THE ACTIVITIES OF LIVING BEINGS

18. Life is a condition of activity. In the
body of one of the higher animals we see

activities manifested in various forms. Some
of these have already been referred to, but we
must now give a statement of those which
it is the special province of the physiologist

to explain.

(1) Animal Heat. The body of an animal
(we may leave plants out of this discussion,

although much that will here be indicated

also applies to them) has a certain mean
temperature. In so called warm-blooded
animals, such as the birds and mammals,
the temperature of the body varies only

through a few degrees, even although there

may be very considerable variations in the

temperature of the surrounding medium.
Thus the temperature of the body of a man,

30
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taken by a suitable thennometer placed for

a few minutes in the arm-pit, varies in a

state of health only within a few fractions of

a degree above or below 98° Fahr. whether

the temperature be taken within the Arctic

circle or at the Equator. On the other hand,

the temperature of the body of a frog or of a

fish varies as the surrounding temperature

rises and falls. Such an animal is said to

be cold-blooded. The terms cold-blooded

and warm-blooded are not jcientifically

appropriate. A warm-blooded animal, such

as a man or a dog, has a temperature that

is fairly constant, whereas a so-called cold-

blooded animal, like a frog or a fish, has

a temperature that varies considerably with

the temperature of the medimn in which it

lives. But if the temperature of the air

surrounding a man's body is lower than 98.4°

F., then the body must be constantly losing

heat by radiation and conduction. The

questions at once arise : What is the origin of

this heat ? By what channels is it lost from

the body ? By what arra." qjement is the

temperature kept so uniform ? Are there
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heat regulating mechanigms ? These ques-
tions wiU be afterwards discussed. It it to
be noted that living matter can only perform
its functions xoithin a narrow range of tem-
perature.

(2) Motion. Animals move and parts of
their body move. They leap, run. or walk,
the chest moves in respiration, and the heart
beats. These movements are accomplished
by the muscular tissues, which are the seat of
intense activities. Energy is here liberated
as motion. The physiologist has to study the
structure, nutrition, and the contractile func-
tions of muscular tissue. He finds that every
contraction of muscular tissue is associated
with active chemical changes occurring in the
tissue, by which there is a breaking down of
muscle substance, and the formation of
chemical substances of a simpler nature.
These chemical changes are intimately con-
nected with the breathing of the living muscle
substance, that is to say, they depend on
chemical phenomena in the muscle substance
which require the presence of oxygen and lead
to the elimination of carbonic acid and of other
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waste matters. The muscle substance must be

repaired. This is done by nutritional changes

in the muscle. Materials are supplied in food,

which, after many chemical and physical

changes, are rebuilt into the muscle sub-

stance, thus renewing both the matter and

the energy that have been expended in

the muscle during its contractile activity.

The muscle liberates energy as heat, motion,

and, to a small extent, under the form of

electrical change.

(8) Secretion. This is a peculiar form of

vital activity occurring in glands, of which

there are many forms. The product of this

activity is termed a secretion. The essential

structures in a gland are a thin membrane on

one side of which we find living cells, and on

the other, and in intimate relation to these

cells, a network of minute blood vessels,

termed capillaries. From the capillaries a

fluid exudes from the blood, and this fluid

supplies nutrient material to the living cells.

These cells f^ake such mateiial into their sub-

stance and complex chemical processes then

go on. Each cell is a minute laboratory in

c

i^
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which special subttances are fonned. The
cell gradually is filled with these substances and
then it bursts, liberating its contents, or in

some cases there seems to be a gradual removal
from the cell of the products of its secretion.

The matters thus collected from innumerable
cells become the secretion of the gland. We
may take as an example tb secretion of

saliva. The cells of the salivary gland elabor-

ate the materials that form the secretion. In
particular, they form a peculiar body, known
as ptyalin, belonging to the class of ferments.

There is no ptyalin in the blood. It is formed
in the cells of the gland. Nor is it at once
formed from materials supplied by the blood.

There is at least one antecedent substance,

probably more than one, markinj? stages in the
gradual formation of ptyalin. In like man-
ner, the cells of the mammary gland elaborate

the complex fluid, milk, and those of the

pancreatic gland the remarkable bodies found
in the secretion of that gland, all of which are

ferments. Secretion, howevery is easentially

a form of growth depending on the actinities

of the secreting cell.
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(4) Nervous acHviUet. All the various vital

activities are more or less controlled and
regulated by the nervous system, which may
be regarded as the master system of the body.

This consists of the brain, spinal cord, ganglia,

and nerves, but it may be more shortly de-

scribed as formed of nerve centres and nerves.

The nerves pass to and from the centres,

connecting up all parts of the body with those

centres. Nervous energy may originate in the

centres,—brain, or cord, or ganglia,—and it

may stream out along the fibres in the nerves

to various organs, such as muscles, glands,

blood vessels, and, in some animals (such as

the electric fishes), electric organs. Thi3

energy, as to the nature of which we know
little, awakens the activities of those organs.

Under its influence, muscular fibres will

contract, the cells of a gland will secrete,

the walls of small vessels will alter their

calibre, and an electric organ will be the seat

of electrical changes. The centres, in their

turn, receive from the periphery of the body,

from the sense organs, and from all other

i organs, nervous impulses that awaken activi-

i
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ties in the centres. These activities may
cause other impulses to stream outwards to

the various organs and thus stimulate them,

or they may, as in the higher brain centres,

be associated with various states of con-

sciousness, such as sensations, emotions or

intellectual and volitional processes. Thtis

the whole body is bound together, and controlled

and regulated, by the nervous system.
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i

ORIGIN A>rD DEVELOPMENT OF THE
INDIVIDUAL

14. After a general survey of some of the

fundamental characteristics of living beings, we
now turn our attention more especially to the

physiology of man, and the first question that

naturally presents itself is—How does he,

as an individual, originate ? At once the

answer will be given that he springs from

parents, a mother and a father. This easy

answer, however, gives no information, and
one may be rather startled by the statement

that he springs from structures of micros-

copical dimensions, that he owes his origin

to the combination of an egg or ovum with

a body called a spermatozoon. In this

he resembles the great majority of living

things. To appreciate, however, the wonder-

ful story of how this comes about, it is neces-
37
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sary to fix our attention on what is known as

a cell, the first and smallest unit of structure

from which the tissues of the body are formed.

If we examine the body, say of a rabbit, we find

it is built up of various tissues. Thus we had
the flesh, consisting chiefly of muscular tissue,

the cartilages or gristles, the bones, the brain

and structures related to it (constituting the

nervous system), and the various glands and
internal organs, such as lungs, stomach and
liver. But if, by appropriate methods, such

as are used in the examination of tissues and
organs by the microscope, we pursue the

analysis farther, and more especially if we
study the tissues at various periods in their

development, we find that they all originate

from cells. A cell is a small bag or vesicle,

varying in size from the 1/6000 of an inch

to bodies just visible to the naked eye. Ante-

cedent even to cells, there is a still more
primitive substance known as protoplasm.

It is a jelly-like, colourless, or faintly yellow

substance, having often embedded in it

minute granules. It may either form large

masses, as in certain fungus-like forms, or it
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may be in small portions, like the well-known

amoeba found in stagnant pools. One of its

most remarkable characteristics is that of

free movement, by which it may change its

shape from time to time. It has the power also

of absorbing organic matter from the medium

in which it lives, and of converting this into

protoplasm. It breathes : using up oxygen

and producing carbonic acid.

Protoplasm is always a constituent of

living cells. A cell may consist simply of a

bit of protoplasm, or it may consist of proto-

plasm having embedded in it a minute more

or less globular body known as a niicleusy

or it may have a thin envelope surroundincr it

called the cell wall. A typical cell, therci e,

consists of a cell-wall, the protoplasmic

contents of the cell, and a nucleus. It c^-n be

shown that the cell substance (or cytoplasm),

and also the nucleus, often show a network of

very fine fibres or a coiled fibre, and that the

contents are not structureless, as was at

one time supposed. The minute fibres, or

portions of fibres, found in the nucleus have

a special significance. These take up certain

i
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stains readily, and the material forming them
is termed chromatin or coloui le stuff.

Further, the minute bodies thus stainable are

termed chromosomes, and it is remarkable that

the number of chromosomes is almost invaria-

bly the same for the cells of each species of

animal. The cell also contains matter that

is not stainable, or achromatin, as well as

matters formed from the substance of the

cells, such as droplets of fat, granules of a

starchy substance called glycogen, and other

bodies, as in secreting cells already mentioned.

There is usually a layer of absolutely struc-

tureless matter next the cell wall termed

hyaloplasm ; and it can be shown that certain

matters may pass through this layer while

others cannot do so. This is of importance

in connection with absorption of matters by
the cell and the elimination of matters from it

It is important to note that the cell is the

theatre of activities, of a physical, chemi-

cal, and vital nature, and that probably

all the phenomena of life may be manifested

by a cell. It often shows irritability, or the

power of responding to a stimulus, a property
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which may be the banning of psychical

states. These activities are all more or less

controlled and regulated by the nucleus. If a
cell be divided artificially so that one portion of

the protoplasm contains the nucleus, while

the other has no nucleus, the latter portion

soon dies, but the other portion remains alive,

and may grow and perform its functions as

before. Cells apparently secrete certain mat-

ters which collect outside the cells, forming

intercellular matter, so as to form a tissue,

such as cartilage or gristle ; in other cases,

this intercellular matter may form a fibrous

structure impregnated with earthy matter,

as in bone ; or the cells themselves may
be modified so as to form more complicated

tissues, such as muscle ; or the cells may cover

such surfaces as the skin, or, as secreting cells,

line the pouches of glands. All tissues are

primarily formed of cells, and the activities of

these tissues are the sum of the activities of

the cells. All cells arise from cells. Omnis

cellula e cellula.

15. The formation of the body is the result

of the union of two primitive cells, an ovum.

i
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or egg, derived from a female, and a sper-

matozoon, derived from a male parent. The
ovum is a small spherical vesicle about 1 /100

of an inch in diameter. Imbedded in its

protoplasm there is a large spherical nucleus,

termed the germinal vesicle, and, in the nucleus,

there is a still smaller body, the germinal

spot. Both the cell protoplasm and the

nucleus show a network of fine fibres, and in

the rucleus of the human ovum there are

chromosomes. The ovum is formed in a

special organ, the ovary, and at certain

periods the ovum is extruded into the Fallo-

pian Tube, a duct which leads to the uterine

cavity.

The male element, the spermatosoon, is a

minute body consisting of a head and a long

vibratile tail. The total length is about 1 /500

of an inch, while the head, which is the im-

portant part, is about 1/10 of the length.

The head represents the nucleus of a cell in

which the spermatozoon has been developed,

and it contains the all-important chromatin.

The spermatozoa are formed in enormous num-
bers in the cells of a special organ, the testis.
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16. It is remarkable that both the ova and

the spermatozoa appear in the same part

of the early embryo, a layer of germinal

matter, which is cut off, at an early period,

from the matter that is to form the body of

the individual, whether male or female. The

exact origin of the reproductive elements has

not been clearly established. It is suggestive

that immature ova are found in the ovary of

a female long before birth. There they lie

dormant, or undergo very slow changes till

puberty. The early origin of spermatozoa

has not been clearly established; the cells

that produce them are not active till the begin-

ning of adolescence. In the female the

extrusion of ova continues until perhaps fifty

years of age, but the production of sperma-

tozoa by the male may last through a long

life. Many intricate arrangements for the

nutrition and support of Lrth are found in

the ovary and testis. Of themselves, at all

events in the higher animals, neither male

nor female element alone can originate a new
individual. The two must unite and blend

together This is fecundation. Antecedent

i
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to this event, however, both the sperma-
tozoid and the ovum undergo remarkable
changes, which have bejn studied in certain of

the simpler forms of animals, but while fo.

obvious reasons these phenomena cannot be
followed in a human being, there is every reason
to suppose they are of the same nature. These
phenomena consists essentially of various forms
of cell division, by which, in the case of the

spermatozoa, these bodies are increased four-

fold, while in that of the ovum, by a process

of splitting and separating of the chromosomes
in the nucleus or germinal vesicle, half of the

chromosomes are extruded and are practically

lost. Thus, suppose the number of chromo-
somes before these changes to be twenty, ten
are thrown out and ten are retained. Fecunda-
tion then occurs by the blending of the head
of the spermatozoid (containing chromosomes
from the male parent) with the germinal
vesicle of the ovum (containing chromosomes
from the female). It would appear that the
number of chromosomes in the fecundated
ovum is now doubled, that is to say, in the
case we have supposed, the number is again
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twenty, but half are now maternal and half

are paternal. This is believed to be the

physical basis of heredity^ as it is assumed

that hereditary characteristics are conveyed by

the chromosomes. This statement implies that

hereditary matter has been transmitted not

from parents only but from grandparents and

possibly from individuals of many previous

generations.

17. The fecundated ovum then divides

into two, each of the two into four, and so on

until a large number of cells are formed—and

by a remarkable series of processes, known as

KaryokinesiSf each cell, when it divides,

transmits to its two descendants exactly the

same number of chromosomes, one half

representing the male while the other half

represents the female side. Thus, according to

modern theory, every cell in the body may possess

hereditary characteristics.

18. The early cells form certain layers from

which all the organs and tissues of the body

are developed.

The early embryonic tissue in which the

future being is formed is composed of two

-

1
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portions. One part is called the irophoblatt.

It has to do with the formation of structures

for connecting the ovum with the mucous
layer of the uterus in which the embryo is

to spend the first part of its existence. The
other is the blasioekrtih in which the future

being is to be developed. The blastoderm

divides into three germinal layers, an inner

called the endoderm, an outer named the
ectoderm, and between the two a third, the

mesoderm. The embryo at first consists of

only two layers, the endo- and ecto-derm, but
at a very early period the mesoderm makes its

appearance and is probably formed by the
other two. In turn, the mesoderm splits

into two layers, one of which becomes closely

adapted to the ectoderm, to form a thick layer,

the somatopleure, while the other clings to the
endoderm and becomes the splanchnopleure.

The somatopleure becomes the wall of the body,
and the splanchnopleure forms the outer wall

of the alimentary canal. Between the two
there is a space, the body cavity, which, in

full development, constitutes the pleural and
peritoneal cavities, in which lie the viscera of
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the body. Several layers may combine in

the formation of the various organs and
tissues. A transverse muscular partition, the

diaphragm, divides the body cavit/ into two,

the thorax and the abdomen.

19. From the ectoderm are derived the

epidermic covering, the skin, and structures

such as nails and hair ; the epitheliimi of the

glands of the skin, of the mammary gland, of

the anterior part of the mouth, of part of

the alimentary canal at the anus, of the

anterior part of the nasal openings, of a

portion of the pituitary body, the enamel of

the teeth ; the whole of the nervous system ;

the epithelium of the sense organs, and a
portion of the suprarenal bodies. It U
important to observe that the nervous system

and the sensory layers of the organs of special

sense are formed from the outer layer of the

embryo.

20. Passing to the inner layer, the endoderm,

we find it develops into the epithelium of the

alimentary canal and the glands communicat-
ing with it ; the epithelium of the two Eusta-

chian tubes passing from the throat to the

<
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tympanum, or middle ear ; the lining of the
tympanum itself; the epithelium of the
respiratory passages, larynx, trachea, bronchi,

and pulmonary air cells ; the epithelium of

the thymus and thyroid bodies; and the
epithelium of the urinary bladder and of a
portion of the urethra.

21. From the epithelial portion of the
metoderm, that is the somatopleure portion

of the mesoderm, are developed all the
voluntary muscles, the epithelium of the

Wolffian and Mlillerian ducts (primitive excre-

tory organs) ; the epithelium of the excretory

tubules of the kidneys and Wolffian bodies

;

the epithelium of the lining of the body cavity,

sometimes called endothelium, the cortex of

the suprarenal body, and some of the cells

of the ovary and testis. Possibly the germ
ceUs are formed in this layer, but their place

of origin has not been conclusively established.

Lastly, from the mesenchyme, that is the
splanchnopleure layer of the mesoderm that
has become associated with the endoderm,
we find developed the connective tissues,

involuntary muscles, the spleen, the lymphatic
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glands, lymphoid or adenoid if ue in vmrious

organs, the lining epithelium of the heart and
bio; 1 and lymph vessels (endothelium) the

red corpuscles of the blood, and probably, but
not certainly, the white corpuscles of the

blood.

22. As already pointed out, the portion of the

ectoderm that takes no part in the formation

of the embryo is known as the trophoblast.

This structure by and by comes into relation

with the maternal tissues in the uterus and
an important organ is formed, the placenia.

By means of this organ the blood of the mother
is brought into close relation with the blood of

the offspring. A thin membrane and layers

of cells intervene, and both respuratory and
nutritional changes are carried on. The foetus

breathes by the placenta, receiving oxygen
from the mother's blood and giving up to it

carbonic acid. The placenta also supplies

materials for the nourishment of the foetus,

and no doubt proteins, carbo-hydrates, fats,

salme matters, and water are thus supplied,

for the growth of the foetal tissues. At this

period the tissues of the foetus are so nourished

[i,
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as to ensure constant growth, while its sluggish

life implies the production of a tninimnni of

waste products. Thus growth goes on steadily

and with astonishing rapidity. Tissue after

tissue and organ after organ are formed, not in

a definite order as regards time but contem-

poraneously, as if some kind of directive agency

were at work. There are even examples of

something like foreknowledge in the building

up of the foetus. Stores of glycogen are sup-

plied for the nutrition of embryonic tissues.

Iron is collected in the body of the foetus,

from the mother's blood, so that an abundance
of this metal, all important for the develop-

ment of red blood corpuscles, is foimd in the

newly-born when in the new condition of exist-

ence it is nourished by milk, which contains

only a small supply of iron. Iron is needed,

but as the milk does not contain enough of iron

for the wants of the organism during lactation,

the child utilizes the iron that has been already

stored. In development, too, one of the most
remarkable phenomena is the formation of

organs in most of which tissues take part that

are supplied by different layers of the embryo.
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Thus, as an example, the framework of the
liver is formed by connective tissue from the
mesoderm, while the hepatic cells are derived

from the cells of the endoderm and have the
same origin as the cells lining the alimentary
canal. To bring those two structures together

to form a liver implies growth from different

points and at the proper time.

28. Each tissue and organ has its heredi-

tary peculiarities. These are often obvious in

the features, the colour of the eyes and hair,

and the stature ; they are seen also in many of

those mental peculiarities that contribute to
the making of character and individuality;

but they are not so evident in the arrange-

ments of individual organs. There can be
little doubt, however, that hereditary char-

acters may affect all the tissues and organs
of the body. They are not merely superficial.

All of these remarkable phenomena that lie

at the beginning of life are physiological

processes ; but science has not yet been able

to trace them from the physiological stand-

point. Interest in them, at present, is mainly
morphological, that is as regards the laws that

'
i',
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regulate form in living mechanisms, but
physiological considerations cannot be ex-
cluded. How are we to explain the forces
in operation in producing the cleavages and
movements that are apparent ? How can we
account for the nutrition of the chromatin,
said to be the fundamental basis of heredity,
by which it multiplies itself ? Is there, as
some suppose, an inner world of molecular
movement in the chromatin, by which, influ-

enced by nutrition and by a kind of struggle for
existence and survival of the fittest, new com-
binations of chromatin-particlesare effected so
as ultimately to produce individuals different

in some ways from their parents, or are the
phenomena only under the laws of chance like

the results of the rattle of the dice box?
These are all profound questions lying at the
very basis of physiology.

24. Not many years ago it was not uncom-
mon for physiologists to think of the repro-

ductive elements, ova and spermatozoa, as
practically structureless, and to regard them
as being composed simply of granular, jelly-like

matter. Since then, owing to the improve-
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ments in microscopes and in the methods of

microscopy, structure has been rendered

apparent where it was not supposed to exist.

Physicists had endeavoured to fix physiolo-

gists on the horns of a dilemma. Either an
ovum must have structure, which physiologists

at one time doubted, otherwise complicated

structures must have been evolved out of

what was structureless (which is inconceivable)

or, if the physiologists admit the existence

of structure, then the minute cubical capacity

of the fecundated ovum could not contain all

the organic molecules necessary to account

for the transmission of hereditary characteris-

tics. Since this criticism was made, in the

first place, structure in a fecundated ovum has

been admitted, and, in the second, we now have
more accurate estimates of the size of atoms
and molecules than was then available, with

the result that, even in the minute cubical

mass of a fecundated ovum, there is room
enough for all the molecules necessary to

transmit, by their combinations, all that is

required to account for even minute character-

istics in offspring. Further, the new physical
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conception of an atom or molecule as matter
in which there is incessant movement, to
and fro and rotatory, makes it still less

difficult to conceive of a physical basis for
heredity.

I
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CHAPTER V

DEVELOPMENT OF TISSUES AND ORGANS

I

25. We have seen that the first organized

matter that forms the physical basis of life

is protoplasm. Then appears the more

specialized form, the cell, and from the

primitive cells the layers of the embryo are

developed. From these layers the various

organs and tissues of the future being are

produced. All embryonic tissues are very

similar to each other, consisting of protoplasm,

in which appear nuclei and cells in a more or

less rapid state of transition. From these the

various tissues are formed. The cells cover-

ing surfaces, either external, or tL « lining the

alimentary canal and the ducts and pouches

of the various glands, form a layer termed

epithelium. Such epithelial cells may be

close together to form a single layer, or the

layer may consist of cells three or four deep,

55
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in diffeient degrees of development, those on
the surface being fully formed. It is to be
noted that aU free surfaces are covered by
such ceUs, and it follows that matter
can neither enter the tissues of the body,
nor issue from them into the external world,
^'^ihoui passing through an epithelial layer.
Such matters do not, however, pass through
epithelium as a fluid passes through a filter
but the matter is modified chemically and
physically by the epithelial cells.

26. Other cells become differentiated into
tissues that form, as it were, the framework
of the body, moulding the shape of organs, and
supporting their constituent structures. These
are called the connective tissues. This variety
of tissue is so abundant as to exist in every
organ, while it forms a framework for every
other tissue. Sometimes it is soft and con-
sists of delicate fibres forming networks or
membranes or cords (as in sinews), but it may
be infiltrated with earthy matter, and form
a hard structure of bone, and again it may be
hard without earthy matter, in cartilage or
gnstle. Lying in it. we always find cells in a
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condition of vital activity, and these ceUs

produce the intervening substaiice, such as the

fibres of ordinary connective tissue, the solid

basis ol gristle or the hard substance of bone.

All such cells are engaged in forming a frame-

work to support other structures, and they

can also repair any injury to an organ, such
as may be caused by a cutting instrument.

Thus, a wound of the skin is healed and filled

up by connective tissues, as seen in a cicatrix

or scar. So abundant is connective tissue

that if we can imagine the body to be
immersed in a fluid which dissolved all the

tissues except connective tissues, we should

still have a cast of the body, spongy-like

in structure, formed of this tissue. It is

richly supplied with blood by fine capillaries

and by numerous lymphatic spaces and
channels for drainage of l3maph. No doubt
it is the scene of active physiological changes.

27. The next tissue of importance is mtts-

cular or contractile tissue^ of which there are

several varieties. The masses of flesh we
find on the trunk and limbs are composed of a
variety of this tissue called striated muscle.
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on aooount of its striped appearance when
examined microscopically. It consists of a
mass of elongated nucleated cells, each an
inch or two in length, having pointed ends, and
its minute structure is so complicated that it

is still one of the puzzles of histologists. The
cell substonce has become highly differentiated

into disk-like structures, which give the
tissue an appearance of striation, that is of

bands passing transversely across the fibre.

There is also a differentiation into longitudinal

structures called sarcostyles or fibrils, each of
which shows striation, due to the existence
of sarcous elements, or sarcomeres. When a
fibre contracts the sarcous elements contract
and a fluid substance, the sarcoplasm, is

pressed out in both directions till it is arrested
by a thin membrane, the membrane of Krause.
This membrane passes transversely across a
fibre and separates bundles of sarcostyles.

The sarcous elements are doubly refractive,

while the other parts between are singly

refractive. There appears also to be a very
fine reticulum, with longitudinal meshes,
n the fibre Another variety, called non-
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striated muaclet consists of elongated cells,

with no striation. It is found chiefly in the

wall of the stomach and bowel, in the ducts of

glands, in the walls of blood vessels, and in

the skin.

Finally, we find the power of movement,
or contractility, manifested by many cells,

usually isolated in a fluid, or embedded in a

tissue. Thus the white blood corpuscles

(leucocytes of several varieties), cartilage

cells, the cells in bone, connective tissue cells,

the cilia (hair-like structures) found on some
epithelial cells, are all contractile and are

capable of changing their shape. All forms

of contractile tissues are for purpcMses of

movement. Thus the movements of the

limbs in locomotion, and the movements of

the chest wall in respiration, are effected

by means of striated muscles. Again, the

slow contractions by which, during diges-

tion and absorption, the food stuffs are

propelled along the alimentary canal, are

effected by non-striated muscle. The heart

beats, the changes in the calibre of the

smaller arteries by which the quantity of
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blood goin, to . part i, „g„uted. movementom certam duct.. « in the u«t«r (the duet
!>«»>"« from the kidney to the bl«lder), the
cont»ction, of the sicin. .re aU effected by
Don-strmted muscle. The contn«>tion. of
cUia create a current in one direction, a. i„tho« m the respiratory passage, causing .movement of air and mucus toward, theopenmg of the respiratory passage, lie

Si'T^ '" 1"" contractions^^, p...out of the vessels into surrounding tis^es.

di^foreip, organisms, such as many bacteria
«dbacJl. that cause disease. Robably. also,by this power of ingesting fo«ign bodieswey take part m processes of nutrition. All
contractile tissues, except the isolated ceUs.
are related to the central nervous system bynerv« that pa« to and tron, these centra
to the contractUe tis^aes. They are alsovery nchly supplied with blood vessels, and

out of the vessels, and bathes every fibre.
This fluid, called lymph, carries away all
excess of fluid, and aUo many substanl il
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solution that are formed by the destruction of

muscle substance, or of chemical matters

in it, during contractile activity. Contractile

tissue constantly requires oxygen, and it

constantly produces carbonic acid; this is

so, even during the resting of muscle, but,

when it contracts, much more oxygen is used

and much more carbonic acid is produced.

So complicated are the chemical processes

in contrad:iIe tissue that there is still uncer-

tainty regarding them.

28. The controlling and regulatmg tissue is

nervoua Ulssue. It is found in the brain,

spinal marrow, ganglia, parts of the organs

of sense, and in nerves, and it consists of

nerve fibres and nerve cells. These will be

more fully considered when we treat of

nervous actions. Suffice it to say here

that nerve fibres generate and conduct what
we term a nervous impulse, a change, the

true nature of which we do not know.

Such an impulse, issuing from a nerve

centn;, such as a portion of the spinal

cord, may travel to a muscle and cause the

striated tissue to shorten, when there may
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the tube (peristaltic) , or it may affect ih.number and rtrength of the heart^b^S^or

t

tr«* and thM «^.te the amount of bloodflowmg though them ..or it may.tJS
n tTiT ' "^ • •?~«°"- -» »~n. 'or example•n tte mcreased flow of «riiy, whe„ , „;

'

wbrtanee i. i„ the mouth, or even ^^fte „ght or thought of delicious food JLthe «me effect. The electric discharge of i^el^tac flsh is also under the cont^fof t^

ffc , w ? "*" ''"'''• 8'o'^orm, and even

2st^°"''r»- ^"'-'y.mth.ner^e
cells that form the main part of the nenre
centres, such a. the brain and spinal ZZ
next to nothing, and yet on these all nervous

^"f depend, even those associat^™
mental processes.
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29. It would leeiii that during oountleM

•gef evolution hai tlowly built up Teat

variety of animals. This evolutionary process

has also affected more or less every tissue.

We may detect primitive types of tissue, such

as we find in the embryo, in the tissue of the

placenta and umbilical cord, in the cells

between the bodies of the vertebrae, in the

vitreous humour of the eye, in the so-^salled

lymphoid tissue foimd in various organs,

and in connective tissues generally. Cartilage

or gristle has preceded bone. Non-striated

may be regarded as more primitive than
striated muscle. Even some striated muscles

seem to be more primitive than others. These

muscles are usually pale, but certain muscles,

such as the semi-membranous muscle in a
rabbit's leg, are red. Red muscles contract

more slowly than pale muscles, and their

structure seems to be of a lower type. Nervous
tissues have passed through many forms, until

we reach the highly complicated cells of the

nerve centres. The nervous elements of the
sense organs also show differentiation as we
pass from lower to higher forms. Thus the
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'^element, of th« eye of . eodfid. arevwy different fcom thoM in the human retina.
I-ttle attention has yet been paid to the
e,rf»t.on of tissues, and the question ofwhether it has been brought about by the
agency of ortemal circumstances on a particu-
lar tjssue, or by the influence of one ti«n,e on
another, cannot yet be answered. ItUtMi-
"*. however, to d^erve that evolution, which*P«* <« phyrioU^icoi proce^, ageds not

'Z't^
«*«r<» torn bu, even the ti»,ue,

"•^ t>«>d up the body of an animal.



CHAPTER VI

MATTEE AND ENERGY IN THE LIVING
BODY

80. Matter and chemical processes. As has
already been pointed out. the phenomena of
life depend on chemical changes occurring in
the body. These changes are largely oxida-
tions, thr' is the union of oxygen with cer-
tain constituents of the body, and decomposi-
tions, that is the splitting up of more complex
chemical substances into simpler ones. There
are also, to some extent, reductions, that is,

the taking of oxygen from chemical constitu-
ents; and there are syntheses, the reverse of
decompositions, or the building up of com-
plex substances from simpler ones.

81. We are still ignorant of the exact
nature of many of the chemical processes
occurring in living tissue, but they may be
shortly noticed.

65
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(1) Oxidation is the most common chemical
reaction. By continuous processes of oxida-
tion complex bodies are split up into simpler
ones. Thus by oxidation, protein, such as
exists in white of egg, may be split up into
leucin, tyrosin, glycine, and the fatty acids ;

uric acid into urea, allantoin, oxalic acid and
carbonic acid. Oxidation has been carried

out by the chemist, with the production of
chemical substances the same as those found
in the fluids and tissues ; and the inference

is that in the living body they are also pro-
duced by oxidation. But in living matter
the processes are obscure, and there are
probably intermediate steps still unknown.
There can be little doubt that oxidations
occur almost wholly in the tissues; but
we must avoid taking too mechanical a
view of the nature of oxidation in living

matter. There is no such phenomenon as
the direct union of oxygen with carbon, or
with hydrogen, as in burning a candle. The
combustion of a candle will always yield, for a
given weight, the same amount of carbonic
acid and of water, and the same amount of
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oxygen will be used up. But there is no
parallelism in the so-called oxidation in living
stuff. Oxygen may disappear in the process,
and the amount of combustion products cannot
always be accounted for by the amount of
oxygen used. Oxidation in living matter is

a complicated process.

(2) Reduction is due to the abstraction of
oxygen. It plays an important part in the
chemistry of plant life, but it is not so common
ii the animal body. Fats may be formed
frcn carbo-hydrates, as in the feeding of
pigs vith starchy matter; much more fat is

formed than can be accounted for by the fat
in the food. But fats presumably are formed
from carbo-hydrates (starches, sugars, etc.),

by the abstraction of oxygen. Not a few
substances passed through the body suffer
reduction. Thus the iodides and bromides
of the alkalies are formed from iodates and
bromates, and malic acid (as in fruits), becomes
succinic acid,

(8) Decompositions frequently occur, when
complex substances are split into simpler
ones. Thus taurocholic acid, the acid of one

i i.
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of the salts found in bile, taurocholate of soda,

may be resolved into its two constituents,

taurine and cholalic acid. Sometimes water

is removed from a compound, and the remain-

der then decomposes. Thus creatin, a sub-

stance foT uid in flesh-juice, by the abstraction

of water becomes creatinin, which is voided

in the urine. On the other hand there is a

reverse process. Watermay be first taken up in

chemical combination, and a new substance

then formed. Thus urea, found in the

urine, combines with water, and there is then

a re-formation of the molecules to form car-

bonate of ammonia.

(4) Living matter, in certain circumstances,

may combine with oxygen, and possibly with

other bodies, not by a chemical combination,

but by a physical process depending on tem-

perature and pressure. This has not been

absolutely proved with protoplasm, but it

is suspected. The colouring matter of the

red blocd corpuscle, a highly complex sub-

stance called haemoglobin, combines with

oxygen to form a compound known as oxy-

haemoglobin. The amount of oxygen taken
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up varies directly as the pressure and inverse-

ly as the temperature. Thus, at the same

temperature, by lowering the pressure by

placing the oxy-haemoglobin in the partial

vacuum of an air pump, the compound

gives off the oxygen, without itself suffering

decomposition. When the pressure is raised,

the oxy-haemoglobin again tales up oxygen.

This process, known as dissociation, depends

on physical conditions. It plays an important

part in respiration.

(5) By syrUhesis is meant the building up

of complex chemical substances by the union

of simpler bodies. This has been accomplished

by the chemist, and, as already stated,

numerous organic bodies have been formed

artificially in the laboratory, such are urea,

hippuric acid, glycine, taurin, creatin, glu-

cose, and numerous organic acids, such as

oxalic, lactic, succinic, benzoic, propionic,

acetic, and formic acids. Even bodies

resembling proteins have recently been

formed synthetically, and it is probable

that, by following out synthetic processes

that are suggested by theory, proteins of
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higher complexity may yet be fonned. It
is not easy to give examples of syntheses in the
animal body. If benzoic acid is given in
food or as a drug, it miites with glycine,
probably in the liver, to form hippuric acid,
with the elimination of a molecule of water
Many organic adds may thus be built up.
Thus aromatic bodies unite with sulphuric
acid, and conjugated sulpho-acids thus formed
are eliminated by the kidneys. No doubt
synthetic processes may also build up fatty
phosphorized substances existing in nervous
matter, haemoglobin (the colouring matter of
the red corpuscles), and even proteins.

(C) Enzyme or Ferment Action. One of the
most interesting chapters in the history of
scientific discovery has been that of the
nature of fermentation. Fermentation and
putrefactionhave been known from early times,
but their true nature has been discovered only in
comparatively recent years. It is now known
that both are connected with the life-history
of micro-organisms, such as in the ordinary
fermentation of sugar into alcohol, carbonic
acid, and other substances, by the agency of
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various kinds of yeast cells or toruiae, and the

putrefaction of dead nitrogenous matter by

the activity of various bacteria. A recogni-

tion of these facts, and of the part played by

micro-organisms in many diseases, has led to

the evolution of the vast realm of knowledge

now known as bacteriology. Physiologists

have long been acquainted with the existence

in the body of ferments, such as the ptyalin

of the saliva and the pepsin of the gastric

juice, but it is only in recent years that there

has been an adequate recognition of the part

played by ferments in many physiological

processes. It is now known that all ferments,

or enzymest as they are now called, are formed

in the interior of cells. For a long time it was

held that the plant known as the yeast cell

effected fermentation in the juice of the grape

or in a solution of sugar by its vital activity,

and this view was favoured by the fact that

during fermentation there was a remarkable

multiplication of the cells of the yeast

It is now known, however, that even this

fermentation is caused by an enzyme (xymase)

formed in the interior of the yeast cell.

r
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In a simUar way all enzymes are fonned in
cseUs, as, for example, ptyalin in certain ceUs
of the salivary glands, and pepsin in certain
cells in the tubular glands in the mucous
membrane lining the stomach.

82. The enzyme, however, is preceded in
the cell by an enzyme-forming substance, a
zymogen, as it is called, and while the cell is

secreting, matter appears in the form of small
granules. Thus ptyalin is preceded by pty-
alinogen, pepsin by pepsinogen, and so on.
It would appear that just when the secretion
is poured out the zymogen is changed into
the enzyme, and the enzyme at once begins
to act. Each enzyme has a limited field of
activity. Thus three are required to modify
the three varieties of di-saccharides, cane
sugar, milk sugar (lactose) and maltose, one
and only one for each sugar. The activity of
enzyme is greatest at about 40" C : at about
50** C. the ferment is destroyed Extreme
cold arrests the activity, but it does not appear
to injure it, as it will again act at, say, 40° C.
One remarkable feature of the action of an
enzyme is that only a small amount is neces-
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sary, and at the end of the process the amount

of enzyme is the same as at the beginning

II the enayme is used up, or if a portion

of it is used up, there must be a process

by which the enzyme is reconstructed. To

avoid this difficulty, it has been supposed that

the enzyme acts catalytically, that is, merely

by its presence. It is difficult to imagine that

any substance can modify a chemical product

merely by its presence. This idea arose from

the fact that the enzyme appeared to be

unaltered in the process. The chemist is also

aware of chemical processes influenced by the

presence of inorganic substances. Thus a

mixture of oxygen and hydrogen immediately

explodes when brought into contact with

platinum black. If so, we may imagine that

some kind of vibratory action is communi-

cated to the molecules of the fermentable

matter from the enzyme, and that this vibra-

tion causes the change in the substance. The

analogy is that of sympathetic vibrations

between two tuning forks of the same pitch.

Thus a fork Ut^ will, if caused to vibrate

by bowing, at once set in action the prongs of
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another fork, also Ut^ even U the two forkj
M« at a considerable distance from each
other As we know nothing of the chemical
constitution of enzymes, except that they
are proteins, this can onjy be a conjecture,
but it is to be borne in mind that proteins are
very unstable. Enzymes may act alone or
they may apparently be stimulated by other
enzymes or by the presence of other sub-
stances. In chemical reactions we have to
consider the element of time, or what we may
term the velocity of the reaction. It would
appear that aU so-caUcd catalytic actions,
mcluding the action of enzymes, have the
effect of quickening the velocity of the chemi-
cal changes involved.

98. As already pointed out. enzymes are
formed in cells. Cells may be frozen and then
pounded into a paste. Enzymes are thus set
free, and at the proper temperature they will
manifest their usual activities. This shows
that they do not depend on the life of the
cells. There can be no doubt that as almost
all ceUs contain enzymes, they take part in
nutritional processes, by exciting changes in
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the protoplaim of the ceU, or powibly in the

fubrtances stored in the ceU. They may thus

carry on metebolic changes, during the life of

the cell, and they may even cause destruction

of the ccU after death, by a kind of auto-

digestion, or autolysis.

84. Most enzymes are hydrolytic, that is

to say, we may represent their action by the

addition of water to the fermentable matter

and then a decomposition. Thus cane sugar

plus water plus the enzyme, is changed into

dextrose and levulose, two other varieties of

sugar. But other enzymes are believed to

carry oxygen to the tissues. These have

probably to do with respiratory processes.

They are termed oxidases.

85. Enzymes may be readily classified

thus:

—

(1) Atnylolytic—€hAug^ polysaccharides

such as starch into sugar. Example: Piyalin

of saliva and the diastase of plants.

(2) ini?tfrt»jw—Change disaccharides into

mono-saccharides. Ex. : Invertase of intestinal

juice, which changes cane sugar into dextrose

and levulose.

i
r
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(•) SltaMytic «• i^jtf^-Decompow, teb

into fatty «ad.MMl glycerine. «...• 5|,»p,*,
or lapate of panereatie juice.

(<) iVote)/»«is_Ch«nge p,.^^ j^j^
teo«*>. peptones, polypeptide^ uid .t liut into
anuno-acids. iSr. , p^„ „, ^^^ ^^
trypsin ol pancreatic juice.

(5) i'epto^Ki.^Decompo.e proteoses and
peptones into polypeptides and amino-acids.
«»•.• «r«}»»<n of intestinal juice.

(«) Btood fmnenti-caust clotting of blood,
fir.. Thrombtn (fibrin ferment), r«.mn of
gastnc juice converts caseinogen of milk into
casern.

(J)

fown* of/emem-Eiaymt that stim-
lUates the formation and action of the trypsin
of the pancreatic juice. E<c: BntcrokinJeot
duodenum.

(8) The acid chyme, when it leaves the
stomach, leads to the formation of «, enzyme,
.«Trt.„, which is absorbed into the blood and

Probably other chemical substances act ina similar way. on various secretions. These
are called hormones
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80. Matter and Energy. All chemical

phenomena are anociated with changef in

energy, one of the great conceptions of modem
phyiical icience. Energy may be latent or

locked up in a chemical substance, and it is

then said to be potential. Thus, take any oil

as an example. An oil obtains carbon,

hydrogen and oxygen so uji-*«d af 'o form a

complex substance, say the Ufeir< of ,: e oil,

each molecule of whir 1 h^^s :» c^vfirjifi ^h lical

composition. The « • {oj vrhv oicui). ho jver,

is conceived to be . ^«wit cd »rith energy in

a latent state, that is to -sHy. tae c'n^rgy that

binds the atoms into it' i> locuie U there

locked up, and so long as it is so, the molecule

is chemically inert. But if it be oxidized, that is

if it be burned in a suitable contrivance, say a

lamp, the oxygen of the air unites with the

carbon of the oil to form carbonic acid, and

with the hydrogen, to form steam or water.

The carbon appears in the form of soot.

But during the burning, energy appears as

heat, and the heat, by a suitable machi: ^,

might be converted into motion, and uj
work by lifting a weight and overcoming the

i
r
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friction of a train of wheels. While the energy
is thus doing work it is said to be actual or
kinetic. The complete combustion of a
given amount of olein would produce a certain
equivalent of heat, and the heat, again, might
be transformed into a certain equivalent of
motion. There is a fixed quantitative rela-
tion between the two modes of energy. Thus
physical science tells us that a unit of heat is

the amount of heat that is required to raise
the temperature of 1 gramme (15.4824 grains)
from IS*' to 16"» centigrade, and the unit of
work is the grammetre, or the amount of work
expended in lifting 1 gramme to the height of 1
metre (89.87 inches). Apply this to a special
case

;
a decomposition liberating heat, develops

1 heat unit, and this heat, if it does mechanical
work, will perform 424 grammetres of work.
Thus 1 unit of work may be converted into
1 unit of heat, and conversely.

87. Energy therefore may be either potential
or kinetic. When simple substances are
combined to form complex ones, energy
becomes latent or potential, and when a
complex substance is split up into simpler
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ones energy becomes kinetic; it may appear,

for example, as heat or motion. In the case

we are considering, it is possible to determine

with accuracy the energy the oil contains, or,

in other words, the heat produced by its

combustion ; this amount of heat is conceived

as kinetic energy ; and if it were possible, by

a synthetic process, so to combine the carbon,

hydrogen, and oxygen as to re-form the olein,

the same amount of energy would have to be

expended as was liberated by decomposition.

In any such system of operations the sum of

the energy at the close would be the same as

at the beginning.

88. Chemical Substances. We are now in

a position to consider from the chemical

point of view, the matter of which the body is

composed. The chemical elements in living

matter have been referred to in section 7.

These elements are combined to form chemi-

cal compounds, divided into organic and

inorganic. Organic compoimds are again

classified into nitrogenous and non-nitrogen-

ous. The nitrogenous are the more important

;

they are necessary for the constitution of
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protoplasm. It must be observed that a
chemical analysis of living matter is not
possible, because, in the processes to which it

must be subjected, the condition we associate
with life disappears. The living matter is

killed by the attempt at analysis, so that what
we are able to analyse is dead matter that
was once alive. Suppose a chemist is asked to
reveal to us the chemical constituents of a
muscle, he might be able to enumerate the
elements of which it was composed. This
would teach us very little. But during the
analysis it would be found that numerous
more or less complicated chemical substances
appeared, and that these could be arranged
into groups, the members of which showed
certain characters in common. In this
way we learn that organic matter is built
up of certain compounds called proximate
constituents, or principles, already referred to
These are proteins, carbo-hydrates, and fats,
and along with these we find many other
substances which are derivatives of these three,
along with various saline substances and water!

39. The proteins are bodies of highly
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complex chemical constitution. They ali
contain about 16 per cent, of nitrogen, along
wiUi carbon (more than half their weight),
hydrogen, oxygen, and usually a small amount
of sulphur or phosphorus, or both. Proteins,
a typical example of which we find in the
albumen in white of egg, are essential in
piX)toplasm. and they are more intimately
associated with the phenomena of life than
any of the other proxfnate principles, in the
sense that we never find vital phenomena
without them, and that vital phenomena are
nevermanifested by carbo-hydrates, fats, saline
matter, orwater,eitheraloneorin combination
Proteins are usually colloidal or glue-like, and
are non^iiffusible through animal membranes.
A colloid does not form a true solution, but in a
fluid ,t forms a kind of emulsion consisting of
mmute particles or globules suspended in the
flmd. (Such an emulsion-coUoid is termed
a geh but there are colloids, having much
finer particles, and which have different
properties. Such are caUed sols. Proto-
plasm, alive, is probably of the nature of a
sol.)
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Of the true chemical stracture of proteins

we know little, but it has been shown that

by various agencies they split up into numer-

ous simpler bodies which also may be arranged

in groups. There seem, as it were, to be

lines of cleavage, so that the complex pro-

teins, under the influence of acids, alkalies,

high temperatures, and various enzjrmes,

decompose into acids, bodies of a fatty

nature, aromatic bodies,—which all contain

nitrogen,—and bodies that belong to the carbo-

hydrate group,—containing no nitrogen,—such

as starch and sugar. Such bodies are pro-

duced when proteins are split up, whether

it be by the processes of the chemist in the

laboratory, in the process of digestion under

the action of the digestive enzymes, or in

putrefaction as carried on by many micro-

organisms, and more especially by the Bac-

terium termo, a minute organism found

wherever there is decay. Proteins are ulti-

mately resolved into certain ammoniacal

compounds and urea, a substance abundant in

the urine.

40. The carbo-hydrates are the starches
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and sugars. They consist of carbon, hydrogen
and oxygen, the two latter elements being in

the proportions that form water, that is,

two of hydrogen to one of oxygen, hence the

somewhat inappropriate name. They contain

no nitrogen. They are usually classified into

the polysaccharides, such as starch and glyco-

gen (an animal starch found in the liver),

monosaccharides, such as dextrose, glucose or

grape sugar ; and disaccharides, such as cane
sugar, lactose, and maltose. When cane
sugar is inverted, it takes up water and is

changed into equal parts of dextrose (grape

sugar) and levulose (fructose). By hydro-
lysis of starch various forms of dextrin are

formed. Cellulose, as found in the cell-

walls of plants, is also a carbo-hydrate.

Carbo-hydrates, by various chemical agencies,

may also be resolved into simple substances,

and ultimately into carbonic acid and water.

41. The Fats consist of a combination of

a fatty acid and glycerine. They consist of

carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, but the amount
of carbon present in proportion to the oxygen
present is much greater than in carbo-
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hydrates. When oxidized, at by burning, they
are resolved into carbonic acid and water,

with a great evolution of heat. The chief fats

are tri-stearin, tri-palmitin, and tri-olein.

When a fat is acted on by lipase (an enzyme),

it hydrolyses and splits into a fatty acid and
glycerine. If a fat is acted on by an alkali

a soap is formed and glycerine is liberated.

42. Along with proteins, carbo-hydrates, and
fats, there are various salts, such as chloride of

sodium (common salt), chloride of potassium,

various phosphates of soda, potash, lime, and
magnesia. In the ash of organic matters we
also find sulphur and iron compounds, but these

are derived not from inorganic compounds
of these elements, but from decomposition of

the proteins It is doubtful if any of these

inorganic salts exist diuing life in a free state

;

it is more than probable that they are usually

combined with organic bodies, and that in

this way they take their part in vital pheno-

mena. The proportions of the various salts,

as determined by chemical analysis, is very

uncertain. It may be that certain saline

matters are simply dissolved in the ooUoidai
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living matter. There is, however, another

way in which they may be taken up, when
they are not dissolved, but pass into the

colloidal matter in virtue of some affinity for

it. This process is called adsorption. The
electrical state of the colloid influences this

process. Adsorption plays an important part

in physiological processes.

48. Finally we have water, the general

solvent, and the medium by which the mole-

cules of the other bodies are brought so close

together as to permit of those reciprocal

actions on which life depends. About two-
thirds of the weight of the body consists of

water.

44. Chemical Phenomena of Plant Life.

We can now form some conception of the

relation of matter and energy in the living body,

and we shall be assisted if we consider the

chemical phenomena of plant life and contrast

these with what happens in an animal. A
plant requires ammoniacal salts, water and
carbonic acid. These it derives from the

soil and the air, and ammoniacal com-
pounds that are mainly the result of chemical
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operations in the animal body. The proto-

plasm of the plant combines these with oxygen,

forming more comploc chemical compounds.
Thus by means of chlorophyll, and under the

action of the energy of light, it decomposes the

carbonic acid of the air, retaining the carbon

and returning the oxygen to the air. The
carbon is then united with oxygen and hydro-

gen to form starchy substances, which, by the

action of an amylolytic ferment (diastase), may
be changed into sugars. In a similar way, the

ammoniacal bodies are used up to form pro-

teins. All this is done by the protoplasm of

the plant cell, and there can be little doubt that

the formation of these bodies is the result of

chemical operations in the protoplasm, which
is alive. To do this it must have oxygen, and
it must get rid of the waste body, carbonic acid.

This constitutes the true respiration of a plant,

and must not be confused with the chlorophyll

action above referred to. The plant thus

transforms the kinetic energy of the sun's

rays into the potential energy stored up
in the starch and in the protein matter
in its cells. Fats may also be formed. The
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plant protoplam, however, while it perfomif

this operation, also, in connection with its

own special activities, sets free kinetic energy.

Thus certain of the parts of plants produce

heat, and energy may appear as motion,

when rootlets press through the soil, or when
certain parts more. Still the main relation of

plant life to energy is that it stores it up, or

renders it potential.

45. Chemical Phenomena of Animal Life.

The activities of an animal are mainly of an

opposite kind. The animal lives on plants

or upon the tissues of other animals. Animal

protoplasm cannot exist on ammoniacal

compoimds, water, and saline matters alone.

It has little or no power of forming those

into more complex substances. But it

takes proteins, carbo-hydrates, and fats,

and along with saline matters and water it

builds these up into its own protoplasm. It

may possibly use them to some extent

directly, that is to say, without incorporation

into its protoplasm, but this h doubtful.

It is probable that there is a true incor-

poration, but, before incorporation, the
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proteins, carbo-hydrates, and fats must bt
modified by digestive processes. So far the

animal protoplasm, like that of the plant,

has been storing energy There is now a
reversal of the operation Under various

stimuli, which may be the nervous impulse,

or a mechanical, thermal, or electrical

stimulation, the protoplasm either contracts

(as m muscle) or is the seat of chemical

(^»erations (as in a secreting cell or an electrical

organ), and energy is set free as motion and
heat, or, it may be, luminous or electrical

energy This implies decompositions and
oxidations, and requires oxygen from the air.

The splitting up of the complex protoplasm
causes the formation of simpler bodies. These
may be again and again further oxidized into

simpler compounds, always with the evolution

of energy, as heat, until ultunately we reach
simple ammonia-like bodies, urea, and water.

Thus the protoplasm of animal cells is chiefly

engaged in the liberation of potential into

kinetic energy. Both plant and animal take
part in both processes. In the plant there

are oxidations as well as reductions, but
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nuunly reductions ; in the animal there are

reductions ai well as oxidations, but mainly

the latter. Both, as in processes of. develop-

ment, convert potential into kinetic energy,

but in the plant the conversion is mainly from

kinetic into potential, while in the animal

the action is far and away a passage from

potential into kinetic energy. Thus the plant

world »», physiologically, the complement of the

animal world

M
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CHAPTER VII

i

INCOME OF MATTER. THE ABSORPTION

OF FOOD STUFFS

46. As all forms of vital activity cause a

certain amount of tear and wear owing to the

breaking down of living matter, or, in other

words, the decomposition of complex organic

substances into simpler ones,—^usually accom-

panied either with the withdrawal of oxygen

(reductions) or with the union of oxygen with

oxidizable substances (oxidations),—^matter

must be supplied in the form of food. Food

stuffs however, as a rule, are very unlike the

tissues of the body. Observation also shows

that animals may live on food stuffs that are

very unlike in appearance. Thus an ox can live

upon grass, a horse on hay and oats, a rabbit

on turnips or carrots, a tiger and other flesh-

eating animals on flesh of various kinds.

Man is so constituted as to And a mixed diet

90
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most suitable. All mammals begin their

existence on milk. The tissues of a chick

are built up out of materials contained

within an egg. If, however, we analyze

food stuffs, or diets that are known from

experience to suit all dietetic requirements, we

find they always contain representatives of

the five proximate constituents found in

the tissues of the body, and which we

have considered. Thus a suitable dietary for

almost any animal, and certainly for men,

always contains proteins, carbo-hydrates, fats,

saline matters and water. Other substances,

such as the condiments that are often added,

are merely adjuncts to the diet. Thus milk

contains more than one protein substance,

the chief one being caseinogen, which yields,

when acid or rennin is added to the milk, a

protein, casein, the chief constituent of curd ;

a carbo-hydrate as sugar of milk ; a fat,

or rather several fatty matters that all together

form butter ; various salts (chiefly chloride of

sodium and phosphate of lime) ; and water.

These proximate constituents are found in

varying amounts in different articles of food

r
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met with in dietaries. Thus, butcher meat

abounds in protein and fat. potatoes in starch

(a carbo-hydrate); and vegetable oils and

animal fat are rich in fat. By combinations

of these, a suitable dietary is formed, and

experience has taught mankind, even in

savage conditions, empiricaUy to combine

such substances. Further, science has shown

that a suitable dietary supplies the requisite

amount of carbon and the requisite amount

of nitrogen to make up for the daily loss of

carbon eliminated chiefly by the lungs, as car-

bonic acid, and of nitrogen thrown out by the

kidneys mainly as urea.

47. In order to become incorporated with

the living tissues, food stuffs must pass

through a series of elaborate physical and

chemical processes, the object of which is

to render them soluble and suitable for ab-

sorption into the blood. These processes

constitute Digestion. The food is broken

down and mixed in the mouth with saliva

so as to form a pulpy mass. Such matters

as saline substances may be at once dissolved,

and the whole process is facilitated by the
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heat of the mouth. Mastication is a physical

process carried on by the movements of the

jaws bearing the teeth. Saliva is a fluid

poured Iv^rth from three pairs of salivary

glands and by numerous small glands in

the membrane lining the various parts of the

mouth. Chemically, the saliva acts only on

carbo-hydrates in the form of starch: it has

no chemical action on proteins or fats. The

saliva, in addition to being a watery solvent,

contains an enzyme called ptyalin, which con-

verts starch into dextrose or grape sugar, thus

rendering the carbo-hydrate soluble. The

saliva also lubricates the mouthful with

mucus, and thus facilitates swallowing.

48. The food is then swallowed {DegltUi-

tion) and by a muscular mechanism (con-

trolled by nerves) it is prevented from escaping

by the mouth, or into the nose by the posterior

apertures of the nostrils, or into the chink

between the true vocal cords which is the

entrance into the trachea, or windpipe, and

the respiratory passages. It is propelled

into the gullet {oesophagiis), and carried into

the stomach by a series of contractile move-
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ments. The greater part o! this nervo-muscu-

lar mechanism is beyond the control of the

wUl, after the food has passed sufficiently far

into the mouth, and so exquisite are its adap-

tations that only when food is swallowed

hurriedly, or with great gulps of liquid, is there

any danger of the matter entering the wrong

passage.
.

49. In the stomach, which is simply a special

enlargement of the alimentary canal, the food

is subjected to three processes Ml) The

action of a temperature of about 98° F.;

(2) a chuming-like motion produced by slow

contractions of the muscular walls by which the

food is thoroughly mixed with the special

secretion of the stomach, the gastric juice

;

and (8), the chemical action of the gastnc

juice itself. This juice is secreted by numerous

tubular glands in the mucous membrane,

It is a clear watery fluid containing a

minute quantity of various salts in solution,

a small amount (-2 per cent.) of hydrochlonc

acid, and a special enzyme, pepHn. It is only

secreted in ordinary circumstances when food

enters the stomach, and by the contractions

i
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of the walls it is thoroughly mixed with

the contents. The action of pepsin is on

proteins, converting these into a more special-

ized form of protein, termed peptone; and
in this action it is assisted by the free hydro-

chloric acid of the gastric juice. The juice,

by acting on the walls of the cells in the food

stuffs, liberates fatty matters, or granules of

more or less cooked starch, and thus these are

prepared for further digestion. Saline matters,

that may have escaped the solvent action of

the saliva, are dissolved. Protein food stuffs,

as in cooked butcher meat, are disintegrated

into fibres and small morsels; these are

then acted on by the pepsin and hydro-

chloric acid. The result is the formation of

a semi-digested mass, the chyme, which, as it

is formed, escapes through the pyloric opening

into the first portion of the small intestine, the

duodenum. During the digestive process in

the stomach, the orifices at the lower end of the

oesophagus and at the beginning of the small

intestine, the pyloric opening, are tightly

closed by sphincters. Thus a portion of any
protein in the food is converted into simpler

:i
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and more soluble forms of protein called

peptonest and the mass, contoining, in addition

to peptones, imdigested protein matters,

sugars, starch-granules that have escaped

the action of the saliva, fats in a more or less

fluid state, salts in solution, constitutes

the chyme. It is doubtful if absorption

to any extent occurs in the stomach. The

free hydrochloric acid of the juice may

cause some proteins to sweU and become

gelatinous-looking, forming what is called

ayrOonin. The acid also, to some extent,

destroys bacteria that are almost inevitably

swallowed with the food, but many escape

into the bowel. The gastric juice of young

mammals also contain rennin, a mUk-curdling

enzyme. Thus the special action of the gastric

juice is on proteins.

60. The Intestine. The chyme is propelled

into the smaU intestine, which is of great

length; in it two processes occur: (1) the

completion of digestion, and (2) the absorp-

tion of digested matters. Near the beginning

of the small intestine, in the duodenum, two

fluids mix with the chyme, the bile, formed
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by the liver, and the pancreaHe juice, secreted

by a gland similar in structure to the

salivary glands, called the pancreas. The
bile is constantly being formed by the liver,

and passes drop by drop from the end of the

bile-duct into the duodenum. This fluid

does not take an active part in the digestion

of the constituents of food, and it may be re-

garded more as an excretion or waste product

of the complicated chemical processes occur-

ring in the liver. Still, as it is poured
into the small bowel so near its beginning,

it must exert some influence. That influence

may or may not be beneficial according to its

quantity. If in great amount it may pass back
into the stomach and partly arrest the digestive

process there, as happens in a bilious attack
;

or it may to some extent interfere with
processes in the bowel if in excessive amount,
and it appears to act as a stimulant

to the musculo-nervous mechanism of the
bowel by which the chyme is propelled on-

wards. In excess it may cause diarrhoea.

A portion of the bile may be stored in the
gall bladder, an organ, however, that docs not

i
r
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appear to be indispensable, as many animals

have no such reservoir.

Along with the bile from the liver, the

pancreatic fluid enters, often by a duct formed

by the ^confluence of the ducts of the two

glands This fluid is secreted only during

the digestive process, and the secretion appears

to be stimulated and modified in character

by a special enzyme in the duodeniun called

secretin^ a remarkable example of a ferment

body acting so as to excite the activity of

another enzyme-forming gland. Another

enzyme, known as entero-kiruuet formed in

the duodenum, appears to facilitate the

action of one of the pancreatic ferments,

trypsin The pancreatic fluid is assumed

to contain three ferments : (1) one acting

on proteins and peptones, called trypsin,

splitting those up into simpler bodies,

mainly such as leucin and tyrosin (crystal-

lizable bodies) ; (2) another, amylopaiih acting

on the starch, cooked or raw, which has escaped

the saliva, changing it into grape sugar; and

(8) one that acts on fats, lipasct splitting them

up into glycerine and a fatty acid, while the
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the bowel, potash and soda, to form highly

soluble 9oapa. The pancreatic juice also con-

tains a milk-curdling ferment. The action on
proteins is to split up the protein molecule into

simpler soluble substances, such as leucin,

tyrosin, and simpler bodies known as amino-

acids. Some of the bodies so formed may be

absorbed into the blood, while any excess

is probably voided in the faeces.

51. The whole length cl the small intestine

contains numerous glands, those in the duo-

denum termed the glands of Brunner, while

the others are known as Lieberkuhn's glands.

These glands secrete the intestinal juice,

which has a feeble action somewhat resem-
bling that of the pancreas. It contains a
special enzyme, erepsin, (See p. 76.) There
is also present an enzjrme called invertase,

which splits up cane sugar into dextrose and
levulose.

52. The great intestine^ which is much
shorter and wider than the small, may be
regarded as a receptacle for the refuse

materials of food stuffs that have not been

i
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digested, and for various substances excreted

by numerous tubular glands. The secretions

of the great bowel do not take an active part

in true digestion. Putrefactive processes also

are carried on, even in the small bowel, and

still more in the larger bowel, and these

processes, due to the activities of numerous

bacteria, still further split up the protein

molecules, with the production of offensive

smelling bodies, indol, skatol, phenol, etc.

These bodies, by uniting with sulphuric

acid arising from sulphates (originating from

the sulphur of proteins), form etheribl sul-

phates, such as indoxy^-sulphate of potassium.

This body is called indican, and is voided

in the urine. Such fermentative and putrefac-

tive processes, all due to specific organisms,

also attack carbo-hydrates and fats, producing

Iact*r! acid, butyric acid, sulphuretted hydro-

gen, carbonic acid, and other substances.

The absorption of these may cause a kind of

auto poisoning of the individual.

58. It will be seen that all the constituents

of food are now soluble and ready for absorp-

tion. This is accomplished mainly in the
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small intestine, partly by the blood vessels,

and partly by special absorbents, the ladealt.

Covering the whole of the mucous membrane

of the small bowel there are innumerable

small finger-like processes, like the pile of

velvet. Each process is a little organ called

a villtu. In the centre of each villus there is

a tube, the outer end of which communicates

with numerous minute channels ; this is the

commencement of the absorbent system. By
the confluence of the bases of these tubes a

network of fine tubes, running in the mesen-

tery (or web connecting the bowel with the

wall of the abdomen) is formed, and these

tubes, by confluence, form larger and larger

tubes until they reach certain gland-like

structures, the mesenteric glands. The ducts

of these glands, now called mesenteric lymph'

otic glands, pass to a special receptacle, the

receptaculum ckyli, and from it a large

duct, the thoracic duct, runs up through

the thorax, and, at the root of the neck,

on the left side, opens obliquely into the

venous system, just it the confluence of

the internal jugular vein, carrying blood

i
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from the head and neck, with the superior

subclavian vein, coming from the left arm.

This ladeal system (so called because, during

the digestion of fat, it is filled with a milky

like fluid, the chyle) is the absorbent system

mainly for fats, taken up, either as a fine

emulsion or as soaps, from the bowel by the

villi

54. In each villus, between its epithelial

covering and the centre, in addition to the

fine absorbents already noticed, there is a

rich plexus of capillary blood vessels. These

absorb all soluble matters, such as peptones,

sugars, possibly soaps, saline matters, water,

and any other substances in solution. The

blood thus circulating in the villi is gathered

up by veins, and these form the mesenteric

system of vessels. Blood is thus gathered

from all parts of the intestinal canal,

stomach, small intestine, and large intestine,

and by the vessels forming the portal system

and, by a large vein called the portal

vein, it is carried to the liver. It will thus

be seen that all the products of digestion,

except emulsive fats, and all soluble matters,
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are in ihe first instance carried to the liver.

In that organ, the largest gland in the body,

and the seat of intense physiological activities,

intricate chemical processes occur. One of

the results of these is the formation of bile,

which may be regarded as a waste product

arising from the chemical processes occurring

in the gland. The blood, laden with matters

absorbed from the alimentary canal, and

modified by the cells in the liver, issues from

the organ by the hepatic vein, which then

pours the blood into the venous system. The

matters thrown out in the bile will be con-

sidered in connection with excretion.

Thus it will be seen that all the matters

absorbed in the alimentary canal ultimately

reach the venous system. They aU contribute

to the making of blood. The fatty matters

absorbed by the villi are modified by the

mesenteric glands. They feed the protoplasm

of these glands, which then gives off leuco-

cytes or colourless corpuscles. These glands

are abdominal lymphatic glands, and they

share with other lymphatic glands (found

in many parts of the body) in the
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production of leucoc3rtes. Finally, matters

that are undigested; chemical substances

arising from proteins that have not been

absorbed; special matters secreted by the

glands of the great intestine of which we know
little ; countless bacteria ; and earthy matters,

such as phosphates of lime and magnesia,

—

aie voided in the faecea

66 There are several interesting questions

as to absorption that must be noticed, as an
answer to them takes us to first principles.

Water and soluble salts are absorbed un-

changed. The salts may be adsorbed. Carbo-

hydrates are all absorbed as sugars, and
they are carried to the liver and are there

transformed into glycogen (a kind of animal

starchy substance), and stored for a time

No doubt some may pass along in the

blood stream, and be at once used by the

tissues. It is highly probable that when
no fresh sugar is coming from the intestine

sugar is supplied from the liver to the

tissues, that is to say glycogen is changed

by a liver enzyme into sugar, and this is at

once washed away. There are good grounds

iJ!
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for the view that leucocytes take some

part in these processes, as we find always a

great increase of these cells during absorp-

tion. Fat we have seen to be absorbed by

the lacteals of the villi Ultimately the mole-

cules of fat reach the protoplasm in lymphatic

glands, and are there changed ; but probably

a portion of the fat is seized by special cells

in connective tissue (fat cells), and is stored

there in a liquid state. How it is used up by

the tissues is still obscure, but we may be

sure it contributes to the making of proto-

plasm in muscular, and more especially in

nervous, tissues.

It is also difl&cult fully to explain the

changes that happen in proteins. At one

time it was supposed that peptones were

absorbed as such, and thus entered the

portal circulation. This view has been

abandoned, and now it would appear that

protein matter is absorbed in simpler forms

than peptones, and especially as amino-

acids. These are acids belonging to the

group known to chemists as fatty acids,

substitution compounds in which one of the

r
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hydrogens of the radicle is replaced by a

molecule containing two atoms of hydrogen

and one of nitrogen. Thus take caproic acid,

one of the fatty acid series. It is represented

by the chemical formula CgHi].COOH;

substitute for one of Hjj a group NH^ and

we have CjHio.NH,.COOH, or amino-

caprcic acid, a well-known body called

leucin. It is important to note that these

amino-acids, of which there is a large num-

ber known to chemists, are always among the

final products of the decomposition of proteins.

Hence it was inferred that proteins were ab-

sorbed as amino-acids. These, however, have

not been foimd in the blood, possibly owing

to great technical difficulties, and it is still

a matter undecided as to (1) whether proteins

are so absorbed, and (2) how and where they

are re-transformed into the proteins of the

blood. It is a fact, however, that they all

pass to the ^iver, and that during the absorp-

tion of p. .us the nitrogen in the blood

increases.

Further, it would seem that protein matter

may be used up in two ways. A certain portion
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in the blood is carried to the tissues, and there

it is metebolized for the upbuilding of proto-

plasm. As we now know there are many

tissue-enzymes, it may be that in the living cell

these enzymes, in a sense, re-digest this portion

of proteid, changing it again into amino-acid

bodies, and that these are used for upbuilding

protoplasm. But there may be an excess of

protein, and it may then be thrown aside as

creatin and other bodies found in muscle-juice.

This portion we may call tissue-protein. Prob-

ably it has characters of its own different from

those of the other portion of the protein which

we must now consider. This second portion of

protein, which we may term excess-proieirh is

decomposed by cells in the liver, passes prob-

ably through many stages and is ultimately

voided by the kidneys in the form of urea. A

rich protein diet always causes an increase in

the amount of urea eliminated. There are, how-

ever, critical objections to this view. Is this

complicated process merely an arrangement

for getting rid of excess of protein ? One

can hardly imagine this to be the case. At

present we are not yet in a position to state

r
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what occurs in a hepatic cell. The process may
not be a series of processes,—one having to do

with the storage of glycogen, another with the

making of substances in the bile, such as bile

pigments, bile salts, cholesterin, etc.,—^but one

synthesis and one decomposition.

•ill I
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THE BLOOD. ITS RELATION TO THE UVINO

TISSUES

56. We have seen that the various food stuffs

rendered soluble by the processes of digestion

are taken into the blood. This fluid is brought

by the smaller vessels, the capillaries, into

close proximity to all the elements of the

living tissues. From the blood vessels a fluid

passes out through their walls and permeates

all the tissues, bathing their elements, so that

there is much truth in the aphorism that the

elements of the living tissues, and more especi-

ally the living cells, live like aquatic organ-

isms, that is to say, they live in a fluid, and

their lives and activities depend on inter-

changes between them and the fluid. This

fluid is the lymph. Some of it is used up in

the nutrition of the tissues, and the surplusage,

now containing in solution matters derived

109
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from the breaking up of substances in the

tissues—substances derived from their physio,

logical tear and wear—^is carried off by a drain-

age system of tubes, the lymphatics. The
lymph, however, is not thrown out of the

body as useless, but, as in the economy of a

well-arranged manufactory, it is utilized ; it

is carried to lymphatic glands found

in many parts of the body and of the

same class as those already alluded to as

existing in the mesentery. By these glands

it is used up, elaborated, as is often

said, so as to nourish the protoplasm

of those organs, and it is ultimately

poured into the blood, either along with

the chyle in the thoracic duct, or by a

special duct, the lymphatic duct, which

joins the venous system at the root of

the neck on the right side. Thus the

blood receives all the Ijrmph and all the

chyle. It also receives cellular elements

from the lymphatic glands, from the kind of

tissue called lymphoid or adenoid tissue,

found in many organs and beneath many
mucous membranes, and, in particular, from

n
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the red marroiw found in the cavities in the

bones. It also receives oxygen from the air

by the process of respiration. The blood also

receives matters that may be absorbed from

many surfaces, both internal and external,

such as the pleural and peritoneal cavities.

The blood is therefore a highly complex

fluid. It must be regarded not so much as

a fluid as a complex tissue, and as the physical

condition of its cellular constituents, the blood

corpuscles, as well as the nutrition of the tissues

to which it supplies lymph, depends on it,

we find that it varies very little either in its

physical characters or in its chemical constitu-

tion. Thus its specific gravity and its

viscosity vary within very narrow limits.

Matters coming to it by the channels above

indicated are constantly being used up by

the tissues ; so that, although a considerable

amount of these matters enters the blood daily,

the percentage amount of any one of them is,

as a rule, small. Again, matters that are waste

products—and which would be injurious to

living tissues, if they accimiulated above a

small percmtage—are continually being elimi-

!• m
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nated by various excreting organs. Thm
the blood does not vary much either in quantity

or quality, a physiological condition of great

importance,

07. As already mentioned, the blood is a

highly complex fluid. It contains three

kinds of corpuscles, (1) red corpuscles, op

erythrocytes, (2) white or colourless corpuscles,

{leucocytes), of which there are several varie-

ties; and (8) minute particles called

blood plates. The red corpuscles, chiefly

concerned in respiratory exchanges, exist

in enormous numbers,—^in human blood

amounting to as much as five million

in a drop of blood about one-twenty-
fifth of an inch in diameter. The white

cells probably perform several functions.

They may imbibe certain matters from
the fluid of the blood and elaborate these

into other substances. By their power of

spontaneous amoeboid movement they may
seize upon and digest worn out effete red cells,

or micro-organisms that in many diseases find

their way into the blood.

58. Recent observations on the blood,
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mostly by way of experiment, have shown

that in the blood there are substances which

are of physiological importance although their

quantities may be so small as to be beyond

our present methods of analysis. These

bodies seem to act as chemical defensive agents

against disease. It is well known that the leu-

cocytes act as phagoctftea, that is they seize,

hold, and devour bacteria and other micro-

organisms. But, in addition to this phago-

cytic action of leucocjrtes, the fluid of the blood

contains substances that are bactericidal.

These substances, probably protein in their

character, are destroyed by heating the blood

for an hour to 55** C. Possibly they are

derived from leucocytes. They may be called

baderio-lysins. Other substances in the blood

may have the power of destroying red cor-

puscles. Thus the blood serum of one animal

has the power of dissolving the red corpuscles

of another species. Such bodies are called

haemolysins.

The importance of these bodies is now
generally recognized. Bacteria or bacilli of

many kinds, if they find entrance into the

i]
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body, cause diteaie, either by multiplying in

enonnous numbers or by producing substances,

called iogintt which act as poisons. A toxin

is probably of the nature of a protein or

proteose, and usually there is associated with

it another body, called an antitowint sad to

be of the nature of a globulin. Toxin and

antitoxin neutralize ea^h other, so that a

mixture injected into an animal may produce

no effect. By a system of inoculating a

healthy horse with small but increasing doses

of the diphtheria virus, the serum of the

animal by and by contains a large amount o{

antitoxin, and the injection of this serum in a

case of diphtheria may save life by neutralizing

the toxin of the disease. Sera prepared in this

way are now used in practical medicine with

beneficial effects. Further, they may confer

immunity, that is to say, the injection of such

fluids may protect against attacks of the

disease. Thus the body may be protected

against the invasion of specific organisms by

the phagocytic action of leucocytes, by the

globulicidal action of various substances in

the blood, and by the formation of antitoxin.

ili^
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There may also be present in the blood lub-

stances called aggluHnins, that arrest the

movements of bacteria and throw them
into masses oe clumps, and in this con-

dition they are more readily devoured by

leucocytes. Lastly, there are substances

known as opsonins, that also appear to

increase the phagocytic power of leucocytes.

The true nature of these chemical sub-

stances is unknown. They are probably

proteins, but whether they are different

substances or modificati^ ^-i of one substance

s a question to be ansT ^red by further re-

search. The history of this obscure subject

is a striking illustration of the complexity

of the physiological processes that may
possibly occur in the blood.

59. The blood is rich in proteins, especially

in the form of a variety of albumen and of a

protein substance known as serum globulin

or fibrinogen. It contains traces of many
other substances. If we examine the blood

as it circulates in the capillaries, under

the microscope, we see that the fluid, liquor

sanguiniSf is an almost colourless fluid, and
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that the corpuscles, in single file, are

carried along by the stream. When shed,

however, it quickly coagulates^ that is it

clots, and the clot, in a suitable vessel, is

soon surrounded by and floats in a serum.

This power of clotting no doubt is a salutary

function, as when vessels have been accident-

ally cut, they are, as a rule, soon plugged by
the clot, and bleeding ceases. Much investi-

gation has been expended on the phenomenon
of clotting, a process somewhat analogous to

the clotting of milk when it sours, from the

formation of lactic acid, or when acted on by

the ferment of rennet. The milk separates into

curd and whey; the blood separates into serum %

and clot. A clot consists of blood corpuscles

and a substance called fhrin. If we place

a piece of blood clot under a water tap, we can

wash out the corpuscles and we obtain fhrin

in the form of a yellowish fibrous material.

It is evident that the formation of fibrin, which

entangles the corpuscles in its fibrous meshes, \

produces a blood clot. There is, however, no fib-

rin in blood, but a substance called fibrinogen.

The theory at present in vogue is that when
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blood is shed there is at once the death of

many colourless cells. These contain a pro-

tein called pro-thrombifif which, in turn,

produces an enzyme known as thrombin^ and

this ferment, in association with salts of lime,

converts fibrinogen into fibrin. To account

for the fact that blood rarely clots in living

vessels, we may assume the existence of a

body produced by the living cells lining the

vessels which prevents thrombin from acting

(an anii-thrombin). There is still uncertainty

as to what precisely happens in the remark*

able phenomenon of the clotting of blood,

and there is little doubt that if it were

thoroughly understood, light would be thrown

on other physiological phenomena, as it may
be taken as the tjrpe of a certain class of

changes in living matter.

60. The blood is not only a nutritional

medium but it is also intimately connected

with respiration. The red cells, by the action

of the pigment they contain, known as

haemoglobin, are engaged in carrying oxygen
to the tissues and also it would appear to

some extent in the cariying of carbonic acid
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from the tissues to the lungs, there to be

diminated.

61. In order that the blood may be

brought into close projcimity to the tissues,

we find a system of tubes, the organs of the

circukUion, known as arteries^ capillarieSt and

veifUf and at one point of the circulation,

where the arteries begin and the veins ter-

minate, we find a contractile force-pump, the

heart. The walls of the arteries near the heart

are thick, strong, and highly elastic ; in those

farther away we find the elastic wall gradually

becoming thinner, and a contractile wall of

non-striated muscle appears, and becomes

thicker as we pass onwards, until in the smaller

arteries, or arterioles, the muscular coat is

the most pronounced. The arteries terminate

in the capillaries, which form a network of

minute tubes, many having a diameter of not

more than the three-thousandth of an inch.

These capillary networks bring the blood

close to the living tissue elements. Some
tissues, and always those in which there is

great physiological activity, are more vascular

than others. The capillaries terminate in the

-^1
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veins, thin walled vessels, which carry the

blood back to the heart. The smaller veins,

by their confluence, form larger and larger

veins, and the large veins, in various situations,

are furnished with valves which, when open,

are directed towards the heart, and thus direct

the flow of blood to that organ. The heart

itself, in man, has four cavities, two atuicles,

a right and left, that receive blood, and

two vei ;ricles, right and left, that drive

the blood out. The right auricle receives

the blood from the peripheral parts of the

body, and the left receives it from the

lungs. The two auricles contract simul-

taneously. The two ventricles then simul-

taneously contract, the right driving the

blood through the pulmonary circulaHon—
arteries, pulmonary capillaries, veins—^to the

lungs, for respiratory purposes, while the left

ventricle drives the blood through the

systemic circtUation,—arteries, capillaries, and

veins,—^through the body, so as to bring the

highly oxygenated and nutritious blood to

the tissues. Valves are placed at various

orifices of the heart and they so work
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that the blood must flow in the required

direction.

62. The hydraulic principles of the circu-

lation are remarkable. Blood must flow from
situations of higher pressure to situations of

lower pressure. High pressure is kept up in

the great arteries by the contractile action of

the left ventricle of the heart acting like a

force pump and, with each stroke of contrac-

tion, throwing blood into them, so that, in a

sense, they are over-distended. During the

intervals between the heart beats, the walls

of the arteries recover themselves by the

resiliency of their elastic coats. This disten-

sion and elastic recoil constitutes the piUae,

which is a wave of motion along the walls of

the arteries, starting from the heart, travel-

ling onwards with a certain velocity, and
becoming smaller and smaller until there i«^

no pulse in the smallest vessels, the capil-

laries. In consequence also of the loss of

energy by friction, and by the distension of

the arterial coats, the movement of the blood

becomes slower and slower until, in the capil-

laries, the blc»/d is slowly meandering onwards

i i:
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at a very low pressure. This is exactly the

condition most favourable for the transuda-

tion of fluid through the thin walls of the

capillaries for the nourishment of the living

tissues. But there is another remarkable

arrangement that suits two purposes : the

muscular walls of the arterioles, by contracting,

can vary the diameter of these small vessels.

When the calibre is diminished, it will be

evident that the blood will not pass through

the small vessels so easily as it will do when

the calibre is increased. The contractile

arterioles act like a kind of stop-cock at one

part of the system. When the stop-cock is

open, as when the arterioles are dilated,

the blood flows through easily, the arterial

system empties quickly through the capillaries

into the veins, and the pressure in the greater

arteries falls. When the stop-cock is partly

closed, the blood will meet with resistance,

and the pressure in the larger arteries rises.

Thus, as the arterioles are always partially

contracted under the influence of special

nerves, there is always e; sufficiently high

pressure in the arterial system to keep up the

i
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supply of blood to the capiUary districts even
between the heart beats. When the heart

ceases to beat, as at death, the arterioles

become at the same time widely dilated, the
pulse disappears, and by the elastic recoil of

the walls of the great arteries the blood
passes through the capillaries into the veins.

Hence, after death, in ordinary circumstances,

the blood is found in the veins, while the

heart and arteries are empty It will be
seen, also, that the contractile coat of the
arteries regulates the supply of blood to various

capillary districts, according to their physio-

logical necessities.

68. The movements of respiration also

assist the circulation. During inspiration,

when the chest is dilated, pressure is removed
from the surface of the heart and of the great

vessels springing from it ; these tend to dilate

and thus the blood is as it were sucked towards
the heart by the great veins and by the
right auricle and right ventricle. During
expiration there is increased pressure on the
heart, more especially when expiration is

forced, and the blood does not flow towards
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the heart so easily. The flow of blood

towards the heart is also favoured by muscular

movements in the limbs pressing on the thin

walled veins, and as these are provided with

valves opening towards the heart, the blood

must flow onwards. Pressure on the veins

of the organs in the abdomen must also assist,

and so great is the capacity of the circulatory

system in the abdominal and pelvic cavities

that a quantity of blood equal to all the blood

in the body might be therein contained. If

there is more blood in one part of the body

there will be less in another. An adjustment

of local circulations is constantly going on,

according to the degree of physiological

activity of one organ or another. If there is

a large supply of blood to the abdominal

viscera, as during digestion, or to the skin,

as when exposed to heat, there will be less

blood in other internal organs. This may in

part account for the mental lethargy after a

full meal, and for the lassitude one feels

during hot weather.

64. The circulation of the blood is thus

carried on in accordance with the physical laws

4:
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of hydraulics. We might imitate it roughly
by elastic tubes and a force pump. We can
drive water through the streets and houses
of a town by a head of water or a powerful
engine, but even with our present technical

skill, we could not automatically regulate the
supply according to the wants of different

districts by using automatically working
elastic and contractile pipes.
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CHAPTER IX

THE OUTPUT OF WASTE MATTER

65. It has already been pointed out that the

activities of the living tissues cause to some

extent a breaking up of living matter, and Che

appearance of waste products. In addition

to this, waste matters may arise from the

using up by the protoplasm in cells of matters

previously stored up in them. That is to

say, there may be intracellular chemical

changes excited by enzymes in stored matters,

as well as chemical changes involving the

protoplasm. Both of these varieties of chemi-

cal change may produce substances that are

of no further use in the body, and may even

be injurious if allowed to accumulate in the

blood. Such matters are not allowed to

accumulate: they are quickly remo ed so

that only small percentages are usually found

in the blood, and this fluid, as has already

125
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been explained, is maintained in a state of

nutritive equilibrium. The separation and
elimination of waste matters are effected by
the process termed excretion. A secretion,

such as saliva, or gastric juice, is a fluid

holding matters in solution which have been

formed by the activities of the cells in secreting

glands, and it is intended to be used for some
other purpose in the economy of the living

body. Reference has already been made to

the uses of the saliva and of the gastric juice.

An excretiont on the other hand, is the separa-

tion from the body of such a fluid as urine

by the kidneys, or bile by the liver-fluids of

no further use. The chief excretive mechan-
isms will now be considered.

66. Lungs. By the process of respiration,

carbonic acid is excreted by the lungs. This

substance, carbonic acid, is produced in

connection with the activities of all living

matter. It is formed in the tissues, especi-

ally in the glandular, nervous and muscular

tissues ; it is abundant in lymph ; it exists

in the blood in a state of loose chemico-physi-

cal combination with the potassium salts and
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with the haemoglobiii of the red cells. The

lymph surrounding the living tissues is, as

slready explained, a respiratory as well as a

nutritive medium. The living elements, in a

sense, breathe in the lymph. They receive

oxygen from it and they give up oxygen to it.

The tension of the oxygen in lymph is high,

whereas that o! carbonic acid is low, as it

is quickly removed. This facilitates the

interchange of gases, which we may regard

as an internal respiration. The lymph ulti-

mately reaches the blood and carries the

carbonic acid with it. Further, in the tissues

themselves there is an absorption of carbonic

acid by the small capillaries and veins. The

blood thus becomes venous. It is carried

away to the right side of the heart by the

veins, from thence it passes by the pulmonary

circulation to the lungs, and there the carbonic

acid is got rid of into the air cells of the lungs,

and, finally, it reaches the outer air in the

air of expiration, ^ow the carbonic acid

passes out of the capillaries into the air cells

has not yet been clearly made out. The

tension of the carbonic acid in venous blood is

4
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greater than the tension of the gat in the air

cells of the lung, and it may be supposed that

this tension would drive off the carbonic acid.

Still there are difficulties with regard to this

purely physical explanation, and it may be

that the cells found on the delicate wall

between the biood and the air aay exert

selective action, and, in a manner analo-

gous to true secretion, excrete the carbonic

acid.

67. Respiration, however, is a double

function. Not only is carbonic acid eliminated

in the air cells of the lung, but oxygen is

absorbed into the blood, and by the blood

it is carried to the tissues. There can be no

doubt the oxygen is taken up by. the all

important constituent of the red cells called

haemoglobin. It combines to form a loose

union with this pigment The red corpuscles,

laden with oxygen, are hurried to the tissues,

and there a reverse process occurs. The

oxygen leaves the oxy-haemoglobin probably

in successive small quantities, passes into

the lymph, and is at once taken up by

the living tissues. In the air cells of the
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lung the oxygen pastes through the thin

wall between the blood and the air possibly

physically, inasmuch as the tension of the

oxygen in the air cells, especially at the

end of an inspiration, is greater than the

tension of the oxygen in the blood,—but again

various considerations lead us to suppose that

the taking up of oxygen may be a vital

process due to the activity of the cells lining

the air cells and also lining the vessels. The
air bladder of a fish is the representative of the

lung; in many cases it contains a large

percentage of oxygen, secreted from the

blood of the fish by the epithelium lining

the bladder. (It is remarkable, however,

that in shallow water fishes the gas in the

air bladder is chiefly nitrogen.) This oxygen
was in the first instance separated from the

water by the blood vessels of the gills as the

water flowed over them. In the tissues,

again, internal respiration may not be entirely

a physical process, as we are dealing with
living tissues. Here, again, there may be
selection of living gases by living cells.

What we usually think of as respiration

.Ml
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is a series of muscular movements by which

the chest expands, as in inspiration, and

the air rushes into the upper air passages

to mix with the air already there : this

is followed in ordinary expiralion by an

elastic lecoil of the chest wall by which the

air is expelled from the upper air passages.

The air in those passages mixes with the air

in the ultimate air cells by a physical process

of diffusion of gases. The whole of this process,

the distension and recoil of both chest wall

and lungs, constitutes a pulmonary ventilation.

The essential phenomena of respiration are,

however, in the air cells and in the tissues.

The lungs may eliminate a small amount of

water by evaporation from the respiratory

gases, and, occasionally, other matters

may pass off which taint the breath. The

mechanism of external breathing is carried

on by a complex system of muscles and by a

special innervatioa

68. Kidneys. Excretion is also carried on

by the kidneys. These organs, which may be

regarded as highly modified tubular glands,

separate from the blood, water; various
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s&Iine matters, chiefly chloride of sodium
(common salt) and phosphates of the alkalies

(potash and soda), and of the alkaline earths

(lime and magnesi ,
; variou?' nitrogenous

substances, more epf dally u ea, uric acid,

creatinin, etc. ; aiid pigmentary matter.

The kidneys also take a slight part in the

elimination of carbonic acid. These matters

are separated from the blood mainly by the

activity of the epithelial cells lining the

uriniferous tubules. In the cortical part of

the kidney there are remarkable structures

known as the Malpighian Bodies^ consisting

of a glomerulus or ball formed by a network
of capillaries, surrounded by the dilated end
of a uriniferous tubule, so as to form a capsule

lined by a peculiar form of epithelium. The
end of the tubule is infolded over the capillary

nodule so that a double wall surrounds the
nodule. Thus a somewhat complex membrane
is formed like a kind of cap, and three layers,

blended together, separate the blood from the
urine—namely, the wall of the capillaries and
a double wall formed by the infolded end of
the tubule. This was once supposed to

4
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orm a filtration apparatus by which the

watery constituent of the urine, holding salts

and other matters in solution, was filtered

from the blood through the thin membrane

nto the end of the tubule It would appear,

however, that the process is not one of simple

physical filtration, but that there is a selective

action due to the vital activity of the epithe-

lium. A minute vessel passes from the

glomerulus or ball of capillaries, and this

divides again into capillaries which ramify

on the first portion of the uriniferous tubule.

The epithelium in this portion is of a peculiar

kind, and it has been thought that it has to

do with the sepn ration from the blood of nitr>v

genous matters. There is still considerable

obscurity as to the precise mechanism by

which urine is formed.

69. In a healthy man about fifty ounces are

excreted daily. Its colour is due to a mixtu'^

of pigments, chiefly urochrome and a small

amount of urobilin. The reaction to test-paper

is acid, due chiefly to the presence of the acid

phosphate of soda. The origin and destination

of the nitrogenous constituents require special

Ac
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notice, more especially as illustrating the

modes of excretion. It is evident that

nitrogenous waste matters should be soluble

so that they may be carried off in the urine

UreUt of which about five hundred grains are

eliminated daily, is readily soluble in water

It is a carb-amide, and is represented by the

formula CO(NH,). It contains the same ele-

ments as cyanate of ammonia, but it has nov

the same molecular structure. Under the influ-

ence of various enzymes, it takes up water,

and is changed into ammonium carbonate,

which gives the ammoniacal odour to decom-

posing urine. In such urine we always have a

precipitate of phosphates of lime, phosphate of

magnesia, and the ammoniaco-magnesian, or

triple, phosphate, as these are not soluble in an

alkaline fluid. As already pointed out, a large

proportion if not the whole of the urea is

formed in the liver by the splitting up of pro-

tein matter that has come from the intestine,

and, to be more precise, it is formed from

amino-acids. This is sometimes spoken of as

the exogenous formation of urea. Along with

urea we always find traces of ammoniih

4 II
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One of the substances produce jy the

decomposition of muscIe-protopIa:>m is a
nitrogenous body called creatine. By union
with the elements of water, it splits into urea
and sarcosine, showing a relationship to the
former substance, and possibly part of it

may ultimately be converted into urea, as it

does not appear normally in urine. A
closely allied substance, dilfering from
creatine as regards its formula by the loss

of the elements of water, is creatinine,

which always exists in urine. It is in all

probability formed, not from the creatine

of muscle, as was once supposed, but from
the metabolism of protein in the liver,

and as it is poisonous it is thrown out in the

urine. There is still obscurity on this point.

Another nitrogenous waste product in the

urine is uric acid, of which from seven to ten

grains are separated daily. Unlike urea, it is

highly msoluble, but being an acid it unites

with the alkalies, soda and potash, to form
urates, which are highly soluble, and in this

form it is thrown out. If in excess, or if there

i« not sufficient base to unite with it, uric acid
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may appear in various crystalline forms in

the urine, and when this habitually occurs,

various symptoms of illness may appear

which are spoken of as gouty or rheumatic.

There can be no doubt that uric acid is derived

from the breaking down, not of cell-substance,

but from the oxidation of nuclein, one of the

chief chemical substances in the nuclei of

cells. This shows that even nuclei, on which

the activity of cell-life so much depends, are

the 'seat of metabolic changes, and that

there are processes of breaking down. It is

known that nuclein yields, during certain

chemical reactions, a chain of nitrogenous

bodies, all more or less closely related, known

as the purine bases. These are purine,

hypoxanthin, xanthin, adenin, guanin, and

uric acid. They sometimes appear in the

urine and they abound in such tissues as

are the seat of active metabolism. Certain

foods, such as liver and sweetbread, contain

these substances. These bases may thus be

formed exogenously from food stuffs or endo-

genously by the metabolism of tissue. Any
increased activity in nuclei, implying tear

*
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and wear, is shown by the appearance of
these bodies.

We have only recently had a glimpse into
the transformations by which members of

this series, ending in uric acid, are formed.
This is done by the activity of various enzymes
found in the tissues. These have been
extracted and their chemical activities studied,
and there can be little doubt that each of these
nucleo-zymases takes its share in the work.
Some may bring oxygen into play (oxidases),

while others effect specific chemical changes.
It would seem that in the liver there also
may be an enzyme which breaks up uric acid
itself. The ultimate result of these remark-
able changes is that substances arising from
the breaking up of nuclei are gradually trans-
formed into uric acid, which (as urates) is

eliminated in a soluble form. Finally, a
substance known as hippuric acid is elim-
inated in small amounts in the urine. It

abounds in the urine of herbivora, arising from
substances in the food of such animals, and be-
longing to the benzoic acid series. If benzoic
acid is given to a man, it unites with glycine
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in the liver, with the separation of the

elements of water; hippuric acid is thus

ormed and appears in the urine. This is a

striking example of a synthesis in the living

body.

70. Another organ by which excretion is

effected is the skin This structure not only

has a protective function, as it covers the

whole surface of the body, but it has also an

excretory function. Carbonic acid is to a

small extent eliminated. The sweat, consist-

ing of water holding a small amount of salts

in solution (chiefly chloride of sodium, and

phosphates), is separated by numerous long

tubular glands, the sweat or sudoriparous

glands, lined with epithelium. This fluid, at

certain temperatures, may at once pass into

a state of vapour or gas, thus taking up heat,

and cooling the surface, or, as in profuse

sweating, it may appear as sensible drops on

the surface of the skin. A kind of oily

matter is secreted by another set of glands

in the skin, the sebaceous glands, which some-

times open by ducts on the surface, or into the

little pouches from which hairs spring.
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Sebaceous matter contains, in addition to

water and a very small amount of salts,

various fatty acid substances. The sebaceous

matter lubricates the surface of the skin.

The skin, however, has other important

functions. It is not only the organ by which

variations of temperature are experienced,

but it has to do with the regulation of the

temperature of the body. This will be noted

in connection with animal heat. It is also

the seat of various sensory mechanisms con-

nected with the sense of touch.

71. Matters are also excreted from the

body by the bowel. These consist of the

refuse materials of food which have never

really entered the tissues of the body, and

which are therefore not true excretions.

Along with these there are bodies derived

from the bile, such as pigments, ecc, and

the secretions of the numerous mucous glands

found throughout the whole length of the

bowel, and more especially in the great

bowel. Little is known of the chemical

nature of those matters, nor of the exact

origin of the large amount of saline
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matters, chiefly phosphates, found in the

faeces. Finally a large portion of dried

faecal matters consists of bacteria, which

have already been referred to as existing

in enormous numbers in the alimentary

canal.

72. There is still another organ which, from

one point of view, may be regarded as excre-

tory, namely the liver. A portion of the bile

is undoubtedly thrown out in the faeces, but

others matters are re-absorbed and return to

the liver. This organ is the seat of numerous

chemical and vital processes that are in a

sense hidden. These will be further con-

sidered.

78. The bile is an alkaline fluid containing

usually a large amount of a mucus-like matter,

which gives it a peculiar " ropy " character

when poured from one vessel into another. It

contains two nitrogenous pigments, bilirubin

and biliverdin. In the bowel bilirubin is

robbed of oxygen by reduction processes and
becomes the pigment of the faeces, stercobilin.

Part of the latter may be xe-absorbed, and is

then eliminated in the urine as urobiliut one
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of the pigments of the urine. The origin of

these pigments is undoubtedly the decom-

position of the haemoglobin of effete or

worn out red blood corpuscles. Where the

haemoglobin is s^t free and decomposed is

doubtful. This prooably occurs both in the

spleen and in the liver. It is important to

note that all the blood that has passed through

the spleen goes to the liver. The relation of

bilirubin to the blood pigment is undoubted,

as haemoglobin is a compound of haema-

tin, containing the all-important iron, and a

globulin. If the iron is removed from haematin

wc have a body called haemaioidin^ or iron-free

haematin, produced. This is identical with

bilirubin. Thus we see the steps of the pro-

cess for the elimination of waste pigmentary'

matters

74. The bile contains the sodium salts of

highly complicated acids, known as the

bile acids, forming glycocholate and tauro-

cholate of sodium. The first is the more

abundant in human bile. Both contain

nitrogen; taurocholic acid alone contains

sulphur. Each may be split up into (a) an

^f^
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acid, eholalie acid^ associated with glycin in

glycocholic and with taurin in taurocholic

acid. Both the origin and the ultimate fate

of the bile salts are in obscurity. As they both

contain nitrogen, and one contains sulphur,

we must look for their origin in protein

metabolism, but we know nothing of the steps

of the process. In the bile (in human bile

glycocholate of soda forms the chief part of

the solids) they reach the intestine. We are

not aware of any special function fulfilled by

them in connection with either intestinal

digestion or intestinal absorption. Only a

very small amount of the bile salts appears

in the faeces. It follows that they must be

re-absorbed and carried back to the liver by

the portal circulation and again eliminated

in the bile. Thus a kind of bile-salt circula-

tion has been imagined, but there is no hint

as to any use of this arrangement. Traces

of substances may appear in the urine that

may have originated from chemical changes

in the bile salts. Lastly, small quantities of

cholesterin or cholesterol may be found in bile.

It forms the chief constituent of gall-stones.

1
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concretions foimed in the bile ducta and in the

gall bladder The origin of this substance is

still imperfectly known, but it is formed from

metabolism of tissue. It is present in all cells,

and when these are broken down, it is not

thrown out as a waste product, but is used up

to form new cells. Thus, red blood corpuscles

are disintegrated in the liver and cholesterin

appears in the bile. It is then re-absorbed,

probably with other substances, and is carried

to the tissues to form new cells. This is a

striking example of physiological economy.
75. By those vario is processes of excretion

waste matters and injurious matters are

removed from the blood, as has already been

explainetl. This fluid is therefore maintained
in a condition of physiological equilibrium,

and this is more remarkable when we consioer

that it is constantly the seat of exchanges.

It is almost momentarily receiving matters

on the one hand and giving them up on the

other. In a sense, everything removed from
the blood must more or less alter its quality.

From this point of view the growth and
development of the epidermic cells on the

!i
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lurface of the skin, and which are constantly

being shed from the surface in myriads, the

growth and development of all epidermic

appendages, such as hairs, nails, horn, feathers,

et'*., remove certain matters from the blood

and alter its quality. We may indeed go

farther and say that the development and

growth of all tissues, as they depend on matters

taken from the blood, must alter that fluid.

Thus we may understand that the abnormal

development of any tissue or organ must have

a similar effect, and in some such way the

nutrition of one organ must affect that of the

others.

! J
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CHAPTER X

HIDDEN PROCESSES AND ULTIMATE PHENO-

MENA OF NUTRITION

76. There are not a few processes occurring

in the body which are so hidden as not to be

at all evident to a superficial examination;

and yet they are of the highest importance.

Several examples of these may now be referred

to. First, we will consider what is usually

called the glycogenic function of the liver.

This organ, the largest gland-like structure in

the body, consists of myriads of cells, the

hepatic cells, and it is more richly supplied

with capillary blood vessels', than any other

structure in the body. It receives two kinds

of blood, red arterial blood from the systemic

circulation by the hepatic artery, and blood

more like venous blood, often laden with

matters derived from the alimentary canal-

portal blood—by the portal vein. The blood,

144
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after circulating through the liver, is carried

off by a single vein, the hepatic vein, which
pours it into the systemic venous circulation.

There it mixes with other venous blood,

reaches the right side of the heart, passes to

the lungs (pulmonary circulation), is sent on to

the left side of the heart, and is then propelled

by the systemic circulation to all parts of the

body. Thus, as already mentioned, the whole
of the blood that has circulated through the
alimentary canal passes through the liver

before it reaches the general venous system.

This is the portal circulation. In the cells of

the liver very active metabolic changes take
place, new substances are formed, complex
bodies are split up, possibly red corpuscles are

decomposed, and as the result of all this, we
have bile formed, which, as already seen,

passes into the first portion of the small bowel,
the duodenum. The formation of bile was at
one time regarded as the proper function of the
liver. But it is now known that this is not
the case. The bile is only a by-product led
off from this remarkable manufactory.

77. As already pointed out, the blood with

.': it
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which the liver is supplied by the portal

system contains during the digestive and

absorptive processes large amounts of pro-

teid and of carbo-hydrate in the form of

grape sugar. What happens to the proteid

has already been discussed (p. 66). A portion

of it, however, may be decomposed into a

nitrogenous and a non-nitrogenous portion.

The nitrogenous portion may, by synthesis,

assist in the formation of other molecules of

proteid or of certain bodies found in the liver,

such as the complicated bile acids which,

united to soda to form the bile saUs^ appear in

the bile (p. 140). In the chemical changes

affecting the nitrogenous portion one of the

bodies formed is undoubtedly urea (p. 132).

This substance often represents an excess of

proteid in the diet ; at all events a meal rich

in proteid is followed by an increased forma-

tion of urea. The urea is washed out of the

liver by the blood, but as it is quickly removed

by the kidneys, it appears in the urine, and

the percentage amount in the blood is always

small. On the other hand, the non-nitro-

genous residue of the proteid may apparently
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be transformed into a carbo-hydrate, and it

may be one of the sources of the distinguishing

carbo-hydrate in the liver known as glycogen,

78. The chief source of glycogen, however,

is undoubtedly grape sugar that has arrived

in the portal blood from the alimentary

canal. Glycogen is a non-nitrogenous body
much resembling starch, indeed it may be
regarded as an animal starch. After a period

of digestion and absorption, it is found in

the form of minute granules in the interior

of many hepatic cells. For a time it is st red

in these cells, so that the liver is a storehouse

of carbo-hydrate. It is interesting to note

that in digestion, as we have seen, all

carbo-hydrate is transformed into grape sugar,

while in the liver we find the process reversed

and a kind of starch, glycogen, is again formed
from grape sugar. The first transformation

is accomplished by various enzymes, while the
second is effected by the living hepatic cells,

or possibly by an enzyme in the cells While
absorption is going on, a certain amount of

grape sugar passes through the liver un-
changed, and is carried to the muscles, where

!
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it is used up in the chemical processes occur*

ring in that tissue connected with contraction.

During the intervals between absorptive

periods, and while no carbo-hydrate is derived

from the bowel, the muscles still require

carbo-hydrate, and this they obtain from the

store of glycogen stored in the hepatic cells.

How the glycogen is removed from the cells,

and again re-transformed into sugar, either

in the hepatic cells, or in the colourless cor-

puscles, or in the muscular tissues themselves,

has not yet been clearly explained. Probably

again enzyme action is called into play.

Another enzyme has been found in the liver,

capable of transforming the glycogen into

sugar, and various sugar-forming substances

have been found in muscle. There appears to

be in muscle, especially at an early stage

of development, a variety of glycogen, or

carbo-hydrate destined for its nutrition. The

phenomena that occur in the hepatic cell

are unknown. It is possible, as already sug-

gested, that the transformations in protein

matter, as well as in carbo-hydrate matter,

may be one intricate chemical operation—a

I
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series of decompositions succeeded by syn-

theses—one result of which is the throwing

out of useless residues that are found in

some of the constituents of the bile. The

glycogenic function gives us only a glimpse

into the nature of the complex chemical

phenomena occurring in a hepatic cell. In

the liver also there appears to be a destruction

of effete red blood corpuscles with the decom-

position of haemoglobin, and the excretion in

the bile of pigments and of cholesterol.

79. In recent years a remarkable discovery

has been made with regard to certain organs

that were previously a puzzle to physiologists,

such organs as the thyroid body or gland

found in front of the upper end of the trachea

or windpipe ; the two suprarenal bodies found

immediately above the upper end of each

kidney; the pituitary body found at the I eof

the brain ; the spleen, Ijring on the left side of

the stomach ; and various organs now known
to belong to the Ijrmphatic system, such as

the lymphatic glands, the tonsils, and the

Peyerian glands found in the small intestine,

more especially in its third and lower portion.

it
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the ileum. These organs all agree anatomi-

cally in having no duct Hence, they are

sometimes called the ductless glands. It is a

misnomer to call them glands, as they are not

in any sense true glands, and they would be

more aptly designated " body " or " bodies."

All those organs that belong to the lymphatic

system proper contain a peculiar kind of

tissue, known as Ijrmphoid tissue (found also

in the marrow of bone and below mucous

surfaces), consisting of a network of fine

fibres, with small masses of protoplasm at the

junctions of the fibres, as if the tissue were

formed of star-shaped cells, the rays of which

unite or anastomose to form a network. These

lymphatic bodies are concerned in the develop-

ment and growth of colourless cells of the

blood, but it is probable they have other

hidden functions at present unknown.

80. The other bodies above mentioned are

now known to form what have been termed

internal secretionsy which have important

physiological effects. Thus the thyroid body

forms a chemical substance, now known as

thyroidin, which contains iodine, and which
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seems to have the property of destroying

mucinoid material, probably absorbed, in a

more or less modified condition, from mucous

surfaces. At all events atrophy of the thyroid

body produces a peculiar disease known as

myxoedema, in which the cellular tissues are

infiltrated with a mucinoid matter, while there

are symptoms of an anaemia (deficiency of red

cells of the blood). This condition is much

modified or disappears on administering raw

thyroid, powdered thyroid, or the thyroidin

extracted from the organ of the sheep or

similar mammal. As curious nervous symp-

toms appear after removal of the thyroid it

may have other internal fimctions.

81. The suprarenal bodies were at one time

thought to have to do with the formation

or modification of pigment, and possibly this

may be the case, but they are now known to

produce a chemical substance termed adrena-

lin, which has a specific action in stimulating

non-striated muscular fibre. Thus it stimu-

lates the coats of the arterioles, causing

their calibre to be very much diminished,

and as the heart still vigorously beats, the

;
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pressure of the blood in the great vessels is

much increased, a condition, within limits,

favourable to a vigorous circulation. Adrena-
lin is now used medicinally, as a powerful
styptic by which bleedings may be arrested.

This is a striking example of a so-called internal

secretion.

82. Similarly the pituitary body appears to

exert an influence on the growth and develop-

ment of bone, and morbid conditions of the
organ are apparently related to a curious
disease called acromegaly, in which the bones
of the face and fingers in particular become
enormously developed. This subject, how-
ever, is still obscure.

83. Another organ which is the seat of

many hidden processes is the spleen. It is

the largest of the ductless glands. It has
a strong fibrous capsule, and passing from
the capsule in all directions into the interior

of the organ we find septa or partitions of

connective tissue and unstriated muscle,
dividing the organ into numerous compart-
ments. These are filled with spleen pulp.

This pulp consists of finer fibres forming a
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kind of network, in the meshes of which are

numerous granular corpuscles like those found

in lymph. There are also numerous red

corpuscles and also cell-like bodies enclosing

red corpuscles or pigmentary matter. The
splenic artery which brings blood to the spleen

divides into branches like the twigs of a tree

;

there are no capillaries; the blood infiltrates

the pulp ; and from the spaces in which the

pulp lies veins originate which, by confluence,

form the splenic vein. The blood of the splenic

vein, as already mentioned, passes to the

liver (p. 140). The spleen has also curious little

masses of lymphoid tissue, called McUpighian

corpuscles, which are closely connected with

the branching vessels. The chief function of

the spleen is the formation of colourless blood

corpuscles, especially by the lymphoid tissue in

the Malpighian bodies. The blood of the splenic

vein is always rich in white corpuscles. There
is little doubt also that disintegration of effete

corpuscles occurs in the spleen, and from
these chemical substances are formed like

those originating in nitrogenous metabolism,

such as those of the uric acid series (p. 185).

ill
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Curious rhythmical movements of the spleen

have been studied, and on a tracing of these

movements large waves occur about once in a

minute ; on these there are smaller waves due

to respiratory movements ; and on these, again,

still smaller waves, corresponding to the beats

of the heart. This rhythmic mechanism

must assist in the transmission of blood

through the organ. It is influenced by special

nerves.

84. llie thymus gland, found in the chest

behind the breastbone, is a blood gland of

later foetal and early infantile life. Very

little is known of its functions.

85. It is suspected that other organs,

having definite fimctions with which we are

acquainted, have also hidden functions little

understood. In this way the kidneys may

have a hidden function ; at all events removal

of a kidney, or even a portion, has been foimd

to affect the general nutrition of the body.

In some similar way the generative organs,

ovary and testis, especially during their

development, may influence the nutrition of

other parts. This is seen to a marked degree
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in many animals, more especially in birds in

the growth of epidermic appendages, such as

the wattles of the male turkey, or the horns of

the stag. In man also, when puberty is reached

,

there are changes in the general nutrition of

the female and in the appearance of the beard

in the male. Such phenomena have been

termed those of complemenial nuiritiont a

term of little meaning unless we associate with

it the conception that the nutrition of such

organs in some way affects the quality of the

blood, possibly by an internal secretion, and

that this altered quality affects the nutrition

of other organs.

86 We have now to approach what is

known regarding the processes in the living

cell on which the ultimate phenomena of

nutrition depend. Each cell, as we have seen,

is bathed by Ijrmph which has been furnished

by the blood. Under no circumstances does

the blood come into direct contact with the

living tissues outside the vessels. No doubt

the walls of the vessels themselves contain

living elements, and we may regard the wall

of an ultimate capillary as alive. But, so far
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as the outer tissues are concerned, thr.e is

always the internal medium, the lymph.

This supplies the living cell with matters

prepared, as we have seen, by complicated

processes, and now fit for assimilation. The

lymph also supplies the living matter with

oxygen. How they are actually assimilated

we do not know ; we are now in the most hidden

region of life. In the cell we find living proto-

plasm, and along with it, in many cases,

probably in all cases at some period or other

of the life of the cell, matters that have been

stored up so as to form the elements of

secretions, or the substances necessary for the

vital activities of the cell.

As examples, takes the granules in a secret-

ing ceil which has rested for some time, or the

granules in nerve cells, after a period of rest.

If we call the protoplasm a and the stored

matters 6, we do not know whether b has at

one time been part of a, or whether a, by some

hidden chemistry, has made b outside of its

own substance. But there is also inter-

cellular matter, which we may call c, and which

has been formed by a. Such inter-cellular
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matter we see in the matrix or ground

substance of cartilage, the fibrous mat ^

of osseous tissue, and the substance ui

muscular fibre outside the nuclei. The ques>

tion arises—are a, b and c all alive, or are the

phenomena of life to be limited to those

occurring in a, the protoplasm ? There can

be little doubt that life must be limited to the

protoplasm. We can scarcely imagine the

stored matter b or the inter-cellular matter e

to be alive. They do not manifest the general

phenomena of living matter, although they

may be and are highly complex materials.

This brings us then to consider what happens

in a. Undoubtedly there is evidence that

in it there are both anabolic and katabolic

processes, processes both of breaking down

and of repair, as shown by the appearance

in the lymph of chemical substances that

could not have been derived from b but

only from a. According to this view, only

matter taken up into a, assimilated by it,

becomes alive, but it is doubtful if even

here we can draw a dividing line between

what is living and what is dead. We forget

I
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that we may here be in a region where there

are no sudden jumps but transitional processes.

Even when matter has been taken up by

the living epithelium of the alimentary

canal, it has been altered. Thus protein

matters, as we have seen, are split up ulti-

mately to form bodies known as amino-acids;

these, in passing through the living epithelial

cells, are sjmthetized into serum albumen or

other blood proteins ; these again are probably

modified in the protoplasm of lymphoid tissue

and in lymphatic bodies ; and ultimately the

protein matter, no longer like the same protein

that it was at first, is now, in the lymph,

brought near the living matter of the cell.

Here we may assume that these prepared

proteins are linked on to the living matter by

hidden chemical affinities, and thus become

incorporated with it. There have been no

sudden leaps, but a series of processes ; there

is no sharp dividing line between what is dead

and what is living. So-called dead matter,

by these processes, has acquired properties

it did not possess before ; and so-called living

matter has by the process that we call nutri*
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tion developed new properties which we say

are shown only by matter which is alive.

But only living matter can carry out these

transitions. They cannot be accomplished

by either b or c—only by a.

It is conceivable that it is by purely physical

processes that matters are taken up by the

living cell, so as to reach the protoplasm.

The thin layer of structureless matter lining

the wall of a living cell, and indeed, so far,

constituting the wall, may act like a mem-
brane used in physical experiments on osmo-

tic action. It ^s well known that such a

membrane may allow certain substances to

pass, while it is impermeable to other sub-

stances. The matters that can pass through

are soluble in the matter forming the mem-
brane, while insoluble substances are rejected.

In the living matter, the protoplasm, we have

seen that chemical processes occur. But

physical chemists know that many chemical

processes are reversible, that is to say, in the

first stage, from certain bodies (a) other

bodies (b) are formed, and in a second stage,

and under different physical conditions, {b)
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may again become (a) by the chemical

process being reversed. Such phenomena

may happen in a cell, and they may

account for so-called anabolic and katabolie

changes.
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CHAPTER XI

THE LIBERATION OF ENEBOT

87. We have already seen that energy is

liberated by the splitting up of complex

into simpler substances. By liberation we
mean t e setting free of energy as kinetic

energy. Thus by the explosion of gunpowder

or of gun cotton, the mass is resolved into

gases at a high temperature, and the expansion

of these gases is used to drive a projectile

from a cannon. The energy of the explosive

is resolved into heat and motion. This latent

energy may be set free by communicating to

it the shock of a hair trigger, and the amount
of energy of the hair trigger is infinitesimally

small compared with that set free by the

explosion. The energy of the trigger may be
regarded as a liberator of the energy in the

explosive. This analogy helps in understand-

ing the phenomena in certain tissues. Thus
L 161
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in muscular tissue, energy is latent when the

muscle is at rest, but when the nervous impulse

reaches it by travelling in a nerve the muscle

contracts, becomes warmer and does work by

motion, in one form or another. The nervous

impulse is the liberator,—^the muscle substance,

along with the chemical phenomena we have

considered,liberates energy as heat and motion.

In like manner, energy is stored up in all

living matter, in the secreting cell, in the tissues

of the nervous system, and probably in other

living tissues, and it is set free by a nervous

impulse. This explains why heat is developed

in a secreting gland during its activity, and

if we had adequate experimental appliances,

we should find evidence of heat in all vital

activities.

88. Heat is also produced in the body in

other ways. The friction of the blood on the

walls of the vessels as it is driven along in the

circulation is resolved into heat, in other

words all the energy of the circulation becomes

heat. In like manner the movements of

organs causing friction produce heat. But

the great sources of heat are the phenomena
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that occur in muscle and in secreting glands,

The amount of heat produced in other ways is

comparatively small. The body may also

receive heat by the ingestion of hot food or

drink and by conduction and radiation from

the surrounding medium. The amount of

heat thus produced in a living body is very

large, and if it were not lost from t'le body in

in some way, the mean temperature of the

body would soon rise to a degree incompatible

with life. But the arrangements for the

removal of heat are efficient. It is thrown

off from the body into the surrounding

medium by conduction and radiation if the

temperature of the medium is below that of the

mean temperature of the body. Heat is lost

by, in some circumstances, taking cold food

or drink, or by the evacuations. It is also

lost by becoming latent in the evaporation of

sweat from the surface of the skin, that is to

say heat is lost in converting the sweat into

vapour. Thus the body is maintained in

normal circumstances at a mean temperature

in the armpit of 98.40" Fahrenheit.

89. If we estimated all the heat entering the
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body and added it to that produced in the

body itself, say in twenty-four hours, it would

normally be about equal to that given off by

the body in the same time. The income and

the expenditure would be about equal, and

the mean bodily temperature would be fairly

constant. If more heat were produced than

could be got rid of, as in fever, the mean

temperature would rise, whereas if less heat

was produced than was given off the mean

temperature would fall. It would appear that

vital activities can be carried on efficiently

only within a narrow range of temperature.

Hence the danger to life, in many diseases, if

the temperature rises above 104° or 105®. A fall

of temperature ten or twelve degrees below

normal temperature is not so dangerous. The

activity of the skin in producing sweat, and

the evaporation of the sweat, is the great

regulator. Hence there is danger to life in

certain parts of the tropics where there may be

an air temperature above 98° F., and where the

air, at that temperature, may be saturated

with aqueous vapour. Here evaporation from

the skin is impossible, heat penetrates from
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without, and the mean temperature of the

body must gradually rise.

90. Energy is also liberated as motion by the

contractions of the muscles. The muscles may
either perform internal work,—as the beating

of the heart, the movements of respiration, the

movements of the limbs on the trunk, the

movements of the involuntary muscles, as of

the bladder and bowel,—or external work, as

in locomotion or in mechanical labour. All

internal movement is ultimately resolved

into heat. The external work can also be
measured and expressed as heat, and thus the

total energy of the body in twenty-four hours

liberated by a man doing say eight or ten hours

of hard work can be calculated. Further,

the energy represented by the complete com-
bustion of a diet sufficient for a man doing

this work and producing heat during twenty-

four hours can also be calculated. It can be
shown that there is a balance struck between

income and expenditure, and this balance,

in ordinary circumstances, is fairly constant.

It becomes interesting to consider man as a
transformer of energy with special reference

i i.
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to the amount of energy he can liberate as

mechanical work and the ratio of this amount

to the amount of energy appearing as heat.

The best results show that about 25 per cent.

of the available energy appears as work, with

75 as heat. This compares favourably with

many human contrivances. The best steam-

engine can only give about 12| per cent, of

the energy produced by complete combustion

of the fuel, but gas or petrol engines can do

much better—^as much as 96-98 per cent, of

energy can be transmuted by certain electrical

contrivances. The heat of the engine, how-

ever, is a real loss of energy, and all engineers

strive to reduce it to a minimum, bid the heat

of the body is one of the all-important conditions

of its mechanism. The source of error in all

such estimations is that food stuffs are never

completely oxidised in the body, and further

that the methods followed by the engineer in

measuring the output of energy are different

from those of the physiologist. Still the

general statement is fairly correct.

91. In some animals energy is liberated in the

f'>rm of electrical energy or light, as in the electric
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fish and the glow-wonn and fireflies. Even

in the human body there are also electrical

phenomena. Every contraction of a muscle,

the secretion of a gland, and probably also

nutritional changes in the tissues, are asso-

ciated with electrical phenomena, which may

be demonstrated by a sensitive galvanometer

and suitable methods. It can be shown that

antecedent to every muscular contraction

there is generated a change in the electrical

condition of the muscle. Whether this elec-

trical state is an expression of the chemical

changes in the muscle, on which motion and

heat depend, or whether it is an isolated physi-

cal phenomenon, it is difficult to say. Even

the heart beats are associated with electrical

phenomena. Living nerves also show elec-

trical changes similar in kind to those found

in muscle. It is significant that the electrical

organs of fishes are modifications of muscles

or glands. Thus the electrical organs of the

Torpedo occeUata (of the Mediterranean), of

the Gymnotus eledricus or electric eel (of the

Orinoco), and of the skates (Raid) are all

modifications of muscle, while that of the

(j
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mud-fish of the Nile, Malopterunu eleetrictu,

is a modification of glands of the skin.

02. Further, it would appear that modern

views as to the nature of solutions, in relation

to electrical and other actions, must also be

applied to the living tissues. Thus salts may

act not as salts, but in solution the elements

may exist separately as iona, related to either

the positive or negative poles of a current,

or carrying electrical charges, and that

physiological activities may vary according

as the anion (positive pole ion) or the kation

(negative pole ion) comes into play. There are

thus in living matter subtile phenomena of

which we yet know very little.

: I
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CHAPTER XII

THE REOULATINO MECHANISM.

SYSTEM

NERVOUS

98. The nervous system controls and rebates

all the organs and even the tissues of the body

while, at the same time, all the organs contri-

bute to its upkeep and nutrition. In a sense,

too, it binds together the various organs and

systems of organs so that they act harmoni-

ously and it confers individuality on the body

It is the channel, also, by which influences from

the external world act on the central nervous

organs through the organs of sense. Finally

it is the seat of consciousness and of all mental

operations. The nervous system is highly

specialized. At the beginning of development

it arises from the ectoderm of the embryo

and it pursues its own mode of development

So necessary is it to the well-being of the body

that it is nourished and has its waste products

169
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remoyed by special arrangements, while it is,

as far as possible, protected from injury.

94. Essentially, the nervous mechanism

consists of centres, nerves, and nerve-end

organs. The centres are in great masses

constituting the brain and spinal cord, and

in smaller masses found scattered here and

there, known as ganglia. The nerves are

found almost everywhere, as whitish cords,

varying in calibre from the largest nerves,

such as the sciatic in the back of the thigh,

down to minute filaments invisible to the naked

eye and requiring the use of the microscope

for their detection. Each nerve is composed

of minute fibres, all of microscopic dimensions,

and each showing a central rod or axis,

surrounded by sheath, called the white

substance, and this, in turn, usually covered

by a thin membrane, the neurilemma. These

matters are all of soft consistence nnd are

apparently structureless, but, by special

methods, details of structure may be seen.

Thus the central axis is sometimes composed

of fine fibrils, and the surrounding matter,

the white substance, is composed of elongated
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flattened nucleated cells. The analogfy of

a nerve-fibre to a copper wire •urrounded

by an insulating sheath is striking, the wire for

conduction representing the central rod or

axis, while the insulating sheath is the white

substance. Still it is only an analogy. Nerve

fibres vary much in diaract- r!any have no

white substance; primi' ve '•! rr, .rt lesti-

tute of it, and it mak.5- it^ aniicn an-' late

in development. Nm- ' .n.^isti" jcf b iles

of fibres divide ar. » suh^M'i 'e Ji\to more

and more delicate iihijy, ui.ai. as a.^'eady

pointed out, they are so m'nute is to be

invisible to the naked ey*j ' we trace the

axis of a fibre to its beginning we find that it

always originates from or in a nerve cell.

95. Suppose a nerve were laid bare and it

were stimulated, say by gentle shocks of

electricity, so feeble as barely to be felt by the

tip of the tongue, one or more results might

follow: (1) a muscle might contract, and then

we call the nerve motor because it produces

motion of a muscle ; (2) a gland might bej i

to secrete, showing the action of a aecretwy

nerve; (8) blood vessels might diminish in

1
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calibre as occurs when a vaso-motor nerve is

acted on; (4) pain might be felt when the

nerve is sensory and carries impulses to the

brain; (5) if it were a nerve of special

sense, such as the optic or the auditory

nerve, there would be a sensation of light or

colour, or sound ; (6) in an electric fish, the

result might be an electric shock from the

electric organ These phenomena are often

complicated. Sometimes we have a nerve

that has only one function, that of causing,

say, motion or secretion, but usually a large

nerve consists of fibres having different

functions. For example, a nerve may contain

both motor and sensory fibres, and might serve

in part to excite movement, and in part to

convey impressions of touch or temperature or

pain. When a fibre is stimulated no physical

change can be seen with even the highest

powers of the microscope. Nerves may also

be conveniently classified for physiological

purposes into (a) centrifugal, those conveying

impulses from nerve centres outwards, and

centripetal, or those carrying impulses from

the outer parts of the body to nerve centres.
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96. A change p&sses along a fibrewhen stimu>

lated. This may be termed a nervotis impulse.

We do not know what this change is ; no

movement of matter can be observed;

obscure chemical phenomena have been noted,

as shown by the necessity for oxygen and the

production of carbonic acid. Electrical

charges can be detected which seem, like the

nervous impulse, to pass along a nerve, but

are not to be confounded with it ; and the

impulse travels along the fibre with a velocity

of only 200 feet per second, incomparably

slow, as compared with the velocities of

electricity or sound. Recent observations,

made with a new form of galvanometer

—

Einthoven's string galvanometer—^a very sen-

sitive instrument, seem to show that the

velocity is considerably greater than has

been supposed. It would seem also that when

the fibre is stimulated at any point the

impulse travels in both directions. Nerve-

fibres are conductors, but, unlike an electrical

conducting arrangement, they are not only

conductors, because, at the point stimulated,

a change is there generated which is then

I:., J*
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transmitted, and apparently with accumulat-

ing energy. So far as can be observed, all

fibres act alike.

97. Nerves, composed of fibres, may be

divided, and if rejoined they will re-unite

and act as before. This has led to the experi-

ment of dividing two adjacent nerves, (a)

motor, and {b) sensory, and reuniting the

ends so that the upper end of a is joined to

the lower end of 6, and vice versa ; they may

then unite and functions may be restoied.

It is evident that if the upper end of a was

motor and conducted downwards, while the

lower end of b was sensory and conducted

upwards, the nervous impulse in one or the

other nerve must now conduct in the reverse

direction to what it did before division

But if a nerve is only a sensitive conductor, why

are the results of stimulation so various ?

It is due to the fact that the resuU depends

on the ajyparaitts at the end of the nerve. If

the fibres end in muscle, there will be motion

;

if in a gland, secretion ; if in a blood vessel,

change of calibre ; if in a special part of the

brain, sensation or pain. The analogy to
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dectrical arrangements k helpful, but we

mutt be careful to remember it is only an

analc^. Confusion results from introducing

words that have a definite meaning to electri-

cians, such as resistance. There is no evidence

of any such phenomenon in nerve. If,

however, we take the analogy of an electrical

current, it might be caused to produce light,

heat, motion, or the decomposition of water.

All would depend on th«? arrangements at the

end of the wire conducting the current.

Finally, as a nerve is a sensitive conductor,

imtation at any part of its course will always

produce the same effect. We may irritate a
nerve close to a muscle or far from it, but

the result will be a muscular contraction.

We may irritate a nerve near the sentient

brain, or far from it, but the resultant sen-

sation will be the same, only, in this case,

the origin of the impulse will be referred by the

mind to the beginnings of the sensory nerve,

say in the skin of the hand. An illustration

will assist the reader. Suppose a telegraph

message were transmitted from Glasgow to

Edinburgh, and that the clerk in the office in

i
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Edinburgh was in the daily habit of receiving

such a message ; it would not matter to him

if one day the message was transmitted to

him from a station half way between Edin-

burgh and Glasgow ; he would still believe it

came from Glasgow and he would, if necessary,

reply to that city.

98. It is convenient, in the next place, to

consider the end-organs. These are highly

specialized organs found at the ends of

centrifugal nerves, and at the beginnings of

centripetal nerves. The endings of motor

fibres in muscular tissue are an example of the

fhrst, and the structures in the skin connected

with the sense of touch represent the second.

End-organs are adapted to the stimulation

of certain tissues by the nervous impulse

coming from a centre or to the awakening

of a nervous impulse by stimuli acting on

the end-organ. Thus we have end-organs

in muscle at the termination of motor

fibres; nerve fibres can be traced into

actual contact with secretory cells and blood

vessels ; and, in electrical organs, into special-

ized structures constituting the electric tissue

11
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On the other hand, each organ of a special
sense has a teiroinal organ, such as the retina
in the eye, the various organs in the skin
connected with touch, and the wonderful
arrangements in the internal ear suitable
for being acted on by the vibrations of sound.
There are also end-organs in muscle and in
tendons by which nervous impulses are
awakened in these structures by movements,
and the impulses so generated are carried
to nerve centres. We do not know how end-
organs act. Those of muscle, for example,
may in some way excite the muscle protoplasm
so as to cause a kind of physiological explosion
ending in the inevitable contraction. We do
not know how the nervous impulse acts on
a secreting cell. Sensory end-organs, on the
other hand, as we shall see in considering
the senses, are each adapted to the re-
ception of their specific kind of stimulus.
Thus the retina is adapted to light, the
structures in the internal ear to sound, the
structures in muscle and tendon to pressure,
and so on

99. We have next to turn our attention to

{
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the central organs^ which are by far the most

complicated and most difficult to understand.

They consist of the brain, the spinal cord or

marrow, and ganglia. Ganglia are small

masses of nerve matter foimd in many parts

of the body, and they abound in many organs,

as in the heart and in the mesentery. Such

small nodules of nervous matter consist of

supporting tissue, nerve cells, and nerve fibres.

From one point of view, the spinal marrow and

the brain may be regarded as masses of ganglia

fused together during countless ages of evolu-

tion. All ganglia, be they simple or complex,

are known to be composed of certain morpho-

logical elements or structural units. These

units are supported and protected by a

specialized form of tissue, the neuroglia,

which, however, is not ordinary connective

tissue, although that may also enter into the

composition of nervous structures. The units

are known as nerve-cells, or neurones. These

vary much in general form and size, but

they have certain general characteristics.

They are composed of protoplasm in which

there is a well-defined nucleus, and both in
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the cytoplasm (protoplasm of the cell) and
in the nucleus, there are fine fibres and
networks, while chromatin is abundant in
the nucleus. In the protoplasm of the nerve
ceU we find numerous granules. These are
more abundant after the cell has rested for a
while, and they seem to be used up during the
period when the cell is active. The exhausted
cell, during the next period of rest, again
becomes crowded with granules as it revives.
Thus it behaves like a secreting cell. Pro-
cesses, or as they have been called, poles, issue
from the cell. These are sometimes few in
number, but in many cases each cell may
have four, five, or six processes. All of these
processes, except one, divide and subdivide
so as to form smaller and smaller processes,
like a branch of a tree dividing until we
reach the ultimate twigs. The branch of
a tree seen against a winter sky is a picture
of the arrangement. The remaining process
is the beginning of the aocis of a nerve fibre,
around which the white substance is developed
at a later period. The ultimate unit of the
nervous system therefore is now designated

t
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as a neurone^ the fine processes produced by

some of the poles constitute branchlets or

dendrites ; a mass of dendrites forms a dendron,

or tree-like structure, and the process that is

the origin of a nerve-fibre is the axon, or

central rod. Next, imagine the branches

of two adjacent trees freely intermingling, but

not touching each other. This is a picture

of the relation of two or more neurones.

The dendrites do not form a network, as was

once supposed ; they do not even -touch

;

there is, as has been aptly said, contiguity

but not continuity of structure Where den-

drites come close together without touching,

as if they were almost clasping, we have

what is called a synapsis. The dendrites

may sometimes form a network in close

proximity to, or even enveloping, the body of,

an adjacent neurone. This network is called

an arborizcUion. We do not know what

phenomena occur at a synapse or arbori-

zation. The axon is a process of a neurone,

and it may be of great length or it

may be short. Thus axons from neurones

in the lower part of the spinal cord, for

J
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example, may extend unbroken to the foot.

It would appear they may divide and sub-

divide, and as the mass of matter must increase

as the fibre passes onwards, the materia)

forming the conducting central part of a
nerve-fibre must also increase. This has
been well established in the electric fish

Malopterurus. In this animal the electric

organ in each half of the body is set into action

by the activity of one gigantic neurone in

each half of the spinal cord, each minute
portion of the electric organ is supplied by
a nerve fibre, and the sum of the diameters

of these fibres is many thousand times greater

than the diameter of the axon where it issues

from the giant neurone.

100. The central nervous system is built up
largely of masses of neurones, supported by
neuroglia. These masses constitute what is

called the grey matter, found in the centre of

the spinal marrow and in and more especially

on the surface of the brain. Grey matter
is always supplied by a very rich plexus of

capillaries formed by the subdivision of arteri-

oles ramifying and subdividing in the mem-

'
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branes covering the brain and cord. A great

blood supply always means intense physio-

logical activity. Along with the grrey matter,

in the central nervous organs, brain and cord,

there are strands of nerve fibres constituting

the white matter. This is not so richly sapplied

with blood. In both brain and cord there are

special arrangements for removing waste

products. In a sense the organs lie in lym-

phatic sacs or bags, and while there are no

special lymphatics, each minute vessel is

surrounded by a sheath, perivascular so-called,

which contains lymph. The grey matter is

thus richly nourished, while waste products

are quickly got rid of and carried off.

101. Little is known of the activities of a

nerve-cell. As already pointed out, granules of

matter are used up, but we do not know what

is the composition of these granules (Nissl's

granules). Chemical substances of a protein

nature, and especially rich in phosphorus com-

pounds, abound in the protoplasm of a nerve

cell. The activity of the protoplasm depends

more on an ample supply of oxygen and the

removal of waste matters than any other kind
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of protoplasm. It is doubtful if the protoplasm

of a neurone, say in the brain, can act for longer

than a few seconds without oxygen, and the

removal of waste matters. Hence there is

immediate loss of consciousness if the supply

of blood is cut off from the cerebrum, and if

the quality of the blood be altered by the

presence of even small amounts of poisons

the effect is quickly felt. Nervous matter is

also extremely sensitive to shocks or variations

of pressure. Thus a sudden concussion will

often produce unconsciousness. The activities

of the nervous system, and especially mental

activities, depend on the interplay between

grey matter and blood, and the limit of

adaptation as regards blood supply, quality

of blood, and temperature, is apparently

very small. Nearly all the other functions of

the body, in a sense, are working towards

the end of the adequate nutrition of the grey

matter.

102. There are certain definite mechanisms

connected with nervous activity that must

now be noticed. Sometimes if a sensory nerve

is stimulated, there may be no sensation or

!
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pain, but movement of a muscle or a group of

muscles, possibly in some distant part of the
body. This is known as a reflex action. It

implies a sensory nerve, by which an impulse
is carried to a centre, a centre in which a
change occurs, the nature of which we do not
know, and a motor nerve carrying an impulse
to muscles and causing a contraction. The
term reflex, although in general use, is mislead-
ing, as it suggests something reflected like a
ray of light by a mirror; but we have no
better word at present. We know that
something occurs in the centre, as time is

occupied. Assuming the velocity of the
nervous impulse and a given length, both of

(a) sensory and of (b) motor nerve, more time
is occupied in a reflex action than the sum of

times occupied in a and b. This increased
time is in c, the centre. Reflex mechanisms
play an important part in the body Many
are very complicated, involving several sensory
and several motor nerves, and even the
centres may be complicated. As an example
of a simplex reflex, we may take the move-
ment of winking of the eyelids. Here the
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sensory nerve may either be the sensory nerve
of the skin and of the eyeball (the fifth cranial
nerve), or the optic nerve itself through the
retina, while the motor nerve is a branch of
the seventh cranial nerve, the facial, supplying
the muscle that closes the eyelids {the orbicu-
laris palpebrarum). The movements of swal-
lowing and the respiratory movements are
examples of highly complex reflex actions,
involving many nerves and many muscles.
We may or may not be conscious of reflex
movements, but they cannot be arrested by
an effort of the will. Many movements, at
first consciously performed, become reflex
without consciousness, as in locomotion, play-
ing on an instrument and working a machine.
The centres are found in the brain and cord.

103. The nervous mechanisms we have con-
sidered cause increased activity. It is prob-
able that even while apparently at rest
molecular phenomena are occurring in nerve
cells. Thus certain nerve fibres issuing from
neurones in the spinal cord pass to the muscles
of the limbs and keep these in a state of partial
contraction or tonus, as it is termed. In this

il
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way muscles are not loose but firm and slightly

contracted, even while at rest. And when a

more powerful nervous impulse reaches them,

they are ready to contract efficiently. To use

a nautical phrase, the muscles are not on the

*' slack " but alway " taut," and no energy

is lost in " gathering them in." But certain

nerve fibres have the power, not of causing,

but of restraining activity. Such nervous

actions are said to be inhibitory. A striking

mechanism of this kind is seen in connection

with the innervation of the heart

104. This organ has numerous little ganglia

in its own substance, and possibly these may

have to do with its rhythmic contractions,

Although this is doubtful. Two great pairs of

nerves give off branches that can be traced into

the heart. These are the vagi, which come from

the medulla oblongata, the portion of the spinal

cord inside the skull, and the sympathetics,

that arise from a chain of ganglia running along

each side of the vertebral colunm. The fibres in

these ganglia are derived from the cord by the

anterior roots of the spinal nerves. Suppose the

heart to be beating rhythmically, stimulation
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of the sjrmpathetic in the neck causes it to beat

slightly faster, but stimulation of the vagus,

also in t' e neck, causes the heart to beat more

slowly; stronger stimulation may stop the heart

altogether, and it will then be found that it is

arrested with all its cavities dilated, that is

to say, the muscle substance is at rest. This

action of the vagus is said to be inhibitory or

restraining, while that of the S5m[ipathetic is

accelerating.

105. Such inhibitory phenomena have been

found in connection with many nerve centres.

For example the sympathetic is the nerve

that acts on the muscular walls of small

vessels, keeping them in a state of partial

contraction, and thus, as already explained,

maintaining a high blood pressure. If this

pressure rose too high, the heart would have

more work to do in driving the blood onward

with increased resistance. The centre {vaso-

motor)f which thus acts through the sympa-

thetic, is in the medulla, and it is assumed that

impulses are constantly passing from it to the

vessels. This centre, however, may be inhib-

ited by the action of a nerve passing from
i
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the heart upwards. If we stimulate th

nerve, called the depressor^ impulses pas

upwards which inhibit the centre in th

medulla, throwing it, as it were, out of actior

with the result that the arterioles dilate an

the blood pressure falls. Other nerves appai

ently may affect this centre in an opposit

way, causing it to act more powerfully, am

therefore raising the blood pressure. Thes

are called pressor-nerves, in opposition t

the depressors. Most sensory nerves act a

pressor-nerves. Nerve centres are thus oftei

under the action of impulses having contrar

effects, while they are also influenced by thi

quality of the blood circulating througl

them. Inhibitory mechanisms play an import

ant part in the nervous machine. Probabh

the restraining powers of what we term thi

Toill have a physiological basis of this nature

106. The spinal cord may be regarded as i

series of segments combined together to form

one mass. Each segment has a pair of spina

nerves, each connected with the central grej

matter by two roots. The anterior root

consists of motor fibres carrying nervous
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impulses outwards from neurones in the

grey matter. These fibres mostly supply the

muscles of the trunk and limbs on the same
side. They also pass to blood vessels, and
probably to glands, through the ganglia of

the sympathetic The posterior roots con-

sist of fibres that convey sensory impulses

into the cord. On this root there is a gan-

glion containing neurones. Sensory fibres,

coining from the skin, muscles, and other

organs, are related to the neurones in the

ganglia, and from these neurones new fibres

spring, which carry impulses into the cord.

The neurones in the ganglia on the posterior

roots are the first receiving stations of

sensory impulses. Many of such impulses are

then conveyed upwards to the brain, and may
give rise to sensations of various kinds. Each
segment of the cord, however, is connected with

a number of segments both above and below it.

Many of the sensory fibres of the posterior roots

come into relation with neurones in the cord

in one or more segments. From these neur-

ones axons arise, which find their way into

the anterior roots and thence to the muscles.

1
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Thus we have many reflex mechanisms

which do not involve higher centres. Sensor

fibres pass up the back part of the cord ti

higher and higher centres, calling forth highe

reflex mechanisms, but many, as alread;

indicated, ultimately reach the sensory par

of the cerebrum,and give rise to consciousnesso

sensations of various kinds. The sensory pathi

are therefore mainly in the posterior part o

the cord, and these pass ultimately to the braii

on the opposite side^ the crossing taking place ii

the cord and in the medulla. Thus sensory im

pulses from the right side ultimately reach the

left cerebral hemisphere, and vice versa. Man

j

sensory impulses also reach the cerebellum, oi

lower brain. Voluntary motor impulses arise

in the cerebrum, pass downwards through the

lower parts of the brain, cross to the other side

in the bulb or medulla, run down the anterior

part of the cord, and, as they pass down, they

turn into the grey matter and end by arboriza-

tions (like the twigs of a tree) that are close to,

but do not touch, the dendrites of laroe

neurones in the grey matter. These give off

the axons that become the nerves of the
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muscles Thus these large neurones in the
anterior part of the grey matter of the cord
have fibres reaching them from the posterior

roots, and are thus the mechanism of reflex

acts, but they are also related to the upper
cerebral centres so as to be the mechanism
for voluntary acts. It is important to notice
that the axons of neurones in the higher
parts of the nervous system may become
related by arborizations to neurones lower
down, and the reverse is also true, lower
neurones becoming similarly related to higher
ones. It may only be an analogy, but the
whole mechanism suggests a series of relays
such as one might conceive in a very extensive
telegraphic system. In a telegraphic relay

the current may be caused to work a mechan-
ism a long way off ; by this mechanism another
current may be started, and so on, until the
terminal station is reached.

107. It would appear that in movements^
such as those of locomotion, caused by
antagonist groups of muscles, such as those
that bend the forearm on the arm (flexors)

and those that extend the arm (extensors).

! I
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we have a kind of double nervous mechanism

Thus, when a nervous impulse causes flexon

to contract there is, at the same time, an

influence which inhibits or restrains the

extensors. The nervous machinery therefon

is often very complicated.

108. The part of the cerebro-spinal systeno

within the skull consists of the following struc-

tures :—(1) a double chain of large masse:

of grey and white nervous matter, forming

from before backwards ; (a) the corporc

striaiat (b) the optic thalamic and (c) the

corpora quadrigemina ; (2) still farther back

(a) the ponSf {b) the bulb or medulla ; (3]

covering the whole of these masses we find the

two hemispheres of the cerebrum ; and (4) on

the back of the pons and bulb and below th(

posterior part of the cerebrum, we find the

cerebellum. These structures are all connected

with each other by strands of white mattei

formed of nerve fibres, while grey matter is

found in masses or nuclei. The fibres

carry impulses either upwards or dovsTi-

wards. There are also numerous fibres

passing from one lateral half of the brain to
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the other side. The grey matter in the pons
and bulb gives origin to fibres which run
into the great cranial nerves, analogous
to, but much modified from, the pairs of
spinal nerves. We may shortly indicate
the functions of such nerves. Some of the
cranial nerves are entirely motor, convey-
ing impulses to the mujcles of the face on
the opposite side, such as the seventh nerve,
that innervates the muscles of expression

;

others are entirely sensory, such as the optic
and the auditory ; whUe a third class are
sensori-motor, containing both sensory and
motor fibres, such as the fifth, the sensory
nerve of the face, but which also contains
motor fibres for the muscles of the tongue.

109. The bulb or medulla contains centres
connected with respiration, the action of
the heart, and the blood vessels. The latter
is the vaso-motor centre already referred
to. In the bulb also originate the roots of
some of the cranial nerves. Passing through
it we also find the motor and sensory
paths connecting the brain with the spinal
system of nerves. It is important to notice

N
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that both sensory and motor, especially

motor, tracts cross in the bulb. This part

of the brain is therefore all important to life.

If it is destroyed the respiratory, cardiac,

and vascular mechanisms quickly cease. It is

also the seat of reflexes of a complicated

character, such as those of swallowing.

110. The bulb may also be regarded as

the most posterior part of the brain, oi

as the portion of the cord within the

skull. It is in a sense one of the most

important centres of the body because,

as already mentioned, it contains centre*

for mechanisms absolutely essential to life

A study of its functions also illustrate!

several fundamental principles. Although nol

of large dimensions it contains, in addition t(

fibres passing through it, and conveyinj

impulses upwards and downwards, the follow

ing centres: {a) respiratory centres; (b

ctrdiac or heart centres; (c) vaso-moto

centres for the peripheral blood vessels

and (d) centres for swallowing. As eacl

centre is double, owing to the bilateral syin

metry of the nervous system, there are a
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least eight nuclei of grey matter in the
meduUa, aU of which are important. The
neurones in this grey matter are all intimately
related to each other. The bulb is also
richly supplied with capillary blood vessels,
and it lies practicaUy in a lymphatic space
whUe perivascular lymphatic channels sur-
round its vessels. Waste matters are thus
quickly removed. All the blood vessels in
the bulb are of remarkably small diameter,
as one would expect. To and from this
centre, or rather group of centres, there run
numerous nerve fibres connected with the
vagi or pneumogastric nerves, and some of
the cranial nerves. Fibres also pass into the
sympathetic chain of ganglia.

111. As already mentioned, the bulb has
to do with the innervation of the heart and of
the respiratory mechanism. Both of these
movements are rhythmic in their character.
We feel this in the beat of the heart and in
the regular periodic movements of inspiration
and of expiration. If these movements depend
on the bulb, the question arises as to whether
or not the bulb acts automatically. Is there

I!
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such a thing as automatic action in the nervous

system ? One can imagine a nerve centre

acting automatically. Suppose that in some

way nervous energy is stored up in the centre

until there is such a state of tension as to

cause a discharge along certain nervous

paths. This discharge would lower the tension

and there would be an interval during which

energy would be again stored until the next

discharge, and so on. This would be an

automatic mechanism. Research has shown,

however, that this is not the way in which the

nervous centre works. It is not automatic,

but it is influenced, first, by the quality of the

blood flowing through it, and it is, in the

second place, controlled or regulated by

nervous impulses coming by sensory paths

from the periphery. Consider this with refer-

ence to the respiratory mechanism. In-

spiration mainly introduces fresh oxygen

into the blood, and both during inspiration

and expiration there is the removal of carbonic

acid. When the blood contains a certain

proportion of oxygen, even although carbonic

acid is also present, it is bright red arterial
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blood
;

but when it contains more carbonic
acid and relatively less oxygen, it is dark
purplish-hued venous blood. Again, if we
breathe deeply a number of times in succession
so as to introduce as much oxygen as possible,
we can then " hold the breath," that is to say,
we can for a time cease breathing. Divers
do this before they make their plunge into the
sea. In physiological language, blood con-
taining an excess of oxygen produces a state
caUed apnoea, during which respiration is sus-
pended. On the other hand, if the blood
contains more than a certain amount of
carbonic acid, so as to be highly venous, there
is a tendency to make rapid movements
of inspiration so as to get rid of the excess
of carbonic acid and introduce more oxygen.
This happens in asphytma, produced from any
cause. These phenomena can be accounted
for if we consider the influence of the kind of
blood circulating through the respiratory
centre. When the blood is rich in oxygen, the
centre is not stimulated, but when deficient in
oxygen and rich in carbonic acid, the centre is

stimulated so as to produce inspiratory

1
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movements. Two respiratory centres have

been by some assumed to exist in the bulb—

an inspiratory and an expiratory centre.

Then carbonic acid may be supposed to

stimulate the inspiratory, while oxygen might

either stimulate the expiratory or produce no

effect. There can be no doubt, however we

may theoretically explain the facts, that the

quality of the blood affects the respiratory

centres.

112. But the centres for respiration are also

influenced by nervous impulses coming from

the periphery. The lungs are supplied by

the vagi or pneumogastric nerves. These

contain both sensory fibres for carrying

nervous impulses upwards to the bulb, where

the vagi originate, and motor fibres which

supply the muscles of the larynx and the

muscular fibres in the walls of the bronchial

tubes. The larynx is highly sensitive through

the medium of a sensory nerve, the superior

laryngeal branch of the vagus, which leaves

the main trunk in the neck and is dis-

tributed to the lining membrane of the

larynx. Experiment has shown that if the
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vagus be divided in the neck then irritation

of the upper end of the nerve causes deep
inspirations, and that strong stimulation

may stop breathing with a kind of spasm at

the end of an inspiration. This shows that the

impulses coming from the lungs are carried

upwards to the respiratory centre in the bulb,

and that they more especially stimulate

inspiration, possibly by acting on the in-

spiratory centre. On the other hand, stimu-

lation of the superior laryngeal branch of the

vagus causes expirations, and strong stimu-

lation may stop respiration at the close of an
expiratory spasm. Impulses therefore coming
sometimes from the larynx excite expiations.

Now one can imagine the terminal fibres of

the vagus in the lungs to be stimulated by
venous blood ; impulses would then be sent

to the inspiratory centre in the bulb. This

would be stimulated, with an inspiration as

the result. But inspiration is a muscular act

involving the diaphragm and the muscles that
raise the ribs, while expiration is an act mainly
due to an elastic recoil of the lungs and of the

walls of the chest. Consequently there is no
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necessity for calling into play the expiratory

centre except occasionally when there is

more or less obstruction to the free exit of

air from the lungs. This explains the

mechanism of coughing, which consists of

violent expiratory efforts. But the inspira-

tory centres may be influenced through other

nervous channels. Strong stimulation of

almost any sensory nerves will cause inspira-

tions. Slapping the skin with a wet cloth,

plunging into cold water, a sudden draught of

cold air, pain, will usually cause inspirations.

Probably the first breath of a newly-bom

child is thus excited. Finally, impulses may

come to the respiratory centres from the

higher centres in the brain. Thus, within

narrow limits, we can voluntarily control the

breath. When by certain morbid changes in

the higher centres, there is unconsciousness,

breathing may still go on, but in a curious,

fitful way, as if a mechanism regulating the

respiratoi^ itres had been interfered with.

So that the respiratory centres are maintained

in a condition of physiological equilibrium by

numerous nervous impulses coming to them by
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sensory filaments, and also by the quality of

the blood flowing through them. They are
not automatic.

118. The same is true of the other centres

in the bulb. Thus the cardiac centres, acting

downwards through the vagi, tend to inhibit or
restrain the contractions of the heart, as already

explained, while fibres that find their way from
the cord into the sympathetic have an accele-

rating action (p. 187). We may therefore

assume the existence in the bulb of inhibitory

and accelerating cardiac centres. These again
are influmced by peripheral impulses. From
the heart impulses may pass to the bulb centres

and then to the cerebral centres and from them
again downwards to the centres in the bulb.

Impulses may also reach the cardiac centres

along any sensory nerve, andm this way there
may be a degree of inhibition or acceleration,

or impulses may come from the seat of con-
scious emotion in the cerebral centres and
terror may cause the heart momentarily to
nJiss its beats.

114. In a similar way the vaso-motor centres
in the bulb may be influenced. The action of

r
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in
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this centre is to maintain the arterioles in a

certain state of contraction, and this, as abeady

explained, keeps up the blood pressure. But

this centre may be inhibited by impulses

coming from the heart by the depressor

nerve (p. 188), while the centre may be stimu-

lated to greater activity by many sensory

nerves which thus act as pressor nerves and

raise the blood pressure. Again, the centre

may be influenced by impressions coming to

it from the brain centres, thus producing the

blush of shame or the pallor of fear. It has

been found that the vaso-motor centre pos-

sesses a kind of inherent rhythm. Thus when

all peripheral impulses have been prevented as

far as possible from reaching it, the blood

pressure still goes through a slow series

of variations—^that is to say, the muscular

walls of the arterioles have a slow rhjrthniic

movement, contracting and expanding in

obedience ^o impulses still coming from the

vaso-motor centre. {Traube-Hering curves of

blood pressure).

115. These nervous mechanisms are pictures

of the mode of action of all nerve centres.

ip
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There is no automatism, at all events in

the nervous centres, but rather a series of

changes induced by the quantity and the

quality of the blood and by nervous impulses

from many quarters Thus the body works

as a whole. There is no autocratic centre;

the most autocratic, the cerebrum itself, the

seat of what we term the will, comes under

the same law.

116. The pons consists mainly of great trans-

verse bands of fibres passing from one side of

the cerebellum to the other. In it there are

bundles of fibres passing upwards and down-
wards and masses of grey matter for some
of the roots of cranial nerves. The pons is

intimately related to the cerebellum, as the

transverse fibres form what are known as the

middle peduncles of that organ.

117. Immediately above the pons we find

the crura or peduncles of the brain, containing

the great motor and sensory paths. They
also contain nmnerous fibres connecting the

cerebellum with the cerebrum. Near the

peduncles we find four small bodies, the

corpora quadrigemina. These consist of layers

i«!
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of white and grey matter, showing a char-

acteristic structure, and connected with the

fibres that come from the retinae of the eyes.

They are thus the first recipients of visual

impressions transmitted by the fibres of the

optic nerves These nervous impulses may

call forth contraction of the pupil, the round

aperture in the iris of the eye, or they may

excite more complex reflexes, along with the

action of the other ganglia in front of them,

the optic thalami and corpora striata. These

impulses, however, do not give rise to con-

sciousness. A sensation excited by impulses

coming from the eyes arises only when the

impulses are transmitted upwards from the

corpora quadrigemina to the visual centre in

the cerebrum. By the nervous arrangements,

also, the nasal and temporal halves of the

retinae are correlated to each other. Thus

all the fibres from the temporal side of each

retina pass to the corptis on the same side,

while those from the two nasal halves of the

retinae cross and reach the corpus on the other

side. Thus the right corpus receives impulses

from the temporal side of the right retina and

r^ '
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the nasal side of the left, whiJe the left corpus
receives fibres from the left temporal and the
right nasal side. This secures single vision
with two eyes, if the image falls on correspond-
ing parts of the two retinae, as, for example, if

it falls on the right temporal and left nasal.

But if one image was formed on both temporal
or both nasal halves of the retina, there would
be double vision, as in squinting.

118. The optic thalami are sensory centres,

receiving impulses from below, and from them
impulses pass upwards to the cerebrum, where
they excite consciousness. They (a) may act,

however, as reflex mechanisms in conjunction
wth the two masses immediately in front of

them, the corpora striata (6). These are motor
centres, receiving impulses from the motor
regions of the cortex of the cerebrum (c).

If a and b act together, without the influence
of c, there may be complicated reflex move-
ments, such as occur in the walking of the
somnambulist, or the unconscious perform-
ance of complicated movements.

119. The highest of all centres is the
cerebrum, consisting of two hemispheres, show-
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ing complicated convolutions. These convolu-

tions constitute an immense web of grey matter

showing numerous neurones of a peculiar

pyramidal form, arranged more or less in

layers. Numerous fibres pass in all directions

connecting one part of the cerebral mass with

the other. All the structural details indicate

co-ordination of function. Thus the convolu-

tions are connected by many asaociationd

fibres ; fibres pass from the anterior to the

posterior parts of the cerebrum ; and numerous

fibres form the great transverse commissure,

known as the corpus caUosumt which connects

one hemisphere with the other. Other smaller

transverse commissures exist The cerebrum

receives nervous impulses from all parts oi

the body. The sensory tracts in the cord

send numerous fibres upwards, and these reach

the grey matter of the cerebral convolu-

tions, in the posterior and lateral regions,

forming arborizations or networks near motoi

neurones that lie in layers in the grey matter,

more especially in certain convolutions on

the lateral aspect of the cerebrum. From these

motor neurones fibres (axons) pass downwards
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through the corpora striaU into the pedunclei
and then downwards in the pons and bulb
(where they cross or decussate); they then
pass down the anterior part of the cord,
until they reach the segment or segments
of the cord, in which they end by becom-
ing related to the great motor neurones
in the anterior part of the grey matter (see

p. 190). Fibres to and from the cerebrum are
related to the deep origins of the cranial
nerves. Finally, the cerebrum receives numer-
ous fibres from the cerebeUum. The physio-
logical mechanism of the cerebrum is stUl
obscure. Port;ions of the grey matter of the
convolutions are concerned in the reception
of sensory impressions that are translated
into consciousness.

120. Definite districts of grey matter, more
especiaUy in the posterior and lateral portions
of the cerebrum (temporo-sphenoidal convolu-
tions) receive messages that are translated
into sensations of touch, pressure, temperature,
vision, and hearing. These areas constitute
what are termed cetUres for the special senses.
No centre has been identified with taste.
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The olfactory bulbs and their roots are eon-

nected with smell. In the middle region, on

each side of the great fissure known as the

Sylvian fissure, we find definite moiofr eerUret,

connected with the muscles and limbs and

with the muscles of the tongue and face on

the opposite side; indeed it is highly probable

that every muscle of the body, even the laryn-

geal muscles associated with the production

of voice, has a centre in the cerebrum.

When these motor centres are irritated by

feeble electric shocks, movements of certair

muscles occur on the opposite side of the body.

Thus, stimulation of one centre, say on th(

right side of the cerebrum, will cause a move-

ment of one of the muscles of the left hind leg

Again, stimulation of another centre will

cause movement of the left fore leg. Then

are complex centres for the lips, tongue, etc

It must not be supposed, however, that thes(

motor centres are isolated or that they car

originate impulses. No doubt they are callec

into action by nervous impulses of a sensor]

character coming from other parts of th(

cerebrum, or from below. Th\is they als<
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conititute a reflex mechanism ; this appears
to be the general plan on which the whole
nervous system is constructed.

181. This fact is illustrated by associated
movements, such as those of speech or of the
hand in penmanship. A spoken word rouses
the auditory centre ; this transmits an impulse
to the motor centres of the speech mechanism

;

and the word may be audibly repeated. Or
the message from the auditory centre may
reach the centres for the finr-rs and arm of the
nght hand and the word sp :en may now be
wntten. Again, the sensory impressions may
come from the eye to the visual centre, and it
m turn may excite speech or the movements of
the fingers and hand. These impulses may
be also transmitted to parts of the cerebrum
and give rise to comciouaness. Sometimes in
disease one of the links in this physiological
Cham may be broken. A patient suffering
from some form of cerebral disease, when asked
the question, " What is your name ? " may be
unable to answer, not because he does not
hear (be is not deaf), but because he cannot
utter the words " John Smith " in response,

i i
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as tbc route of the message from the auditorj

centre to the speech centre has been inter

rupted. If the physician writes the words

" Is not your name John Smith ? " and put

the paper before the patient's eyes, there i

the response : " Yes, certainly." Here th

message from the visual centre reaches th

speech centre, and the patient can utter hi

name. Frequently also, a patient in certai;

cerebral diseases may be perfectly conscious c

the name of a particular thing that he want!

say a pencil, but he has forgotten the wor

or uses a wrong one, to his own annoyanc(

All this may be represented by diagrams, bi

we must never forget that diagrams onl

represent men's notions and that the rei

mechanism may be something very differen

The functions of the anterior lobes of the cer

bral hemispheres are unknown. Some h&\

supposed that in them we have the mechanis:

for volition and the impulses that follow it.

122. The cerebellum is a regulating mechai

ism. It may have other functions, but

undoubtedly co-ordinates movements. I

co-ordination we mean that the time ai

J
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extent and order of a given group of .nuscular
contractions must be regulated to obtain a
required result. Thus in writing, many
muscles of the ann, fore-arm, and fingers act,
Agam, m walking, complicated groups of
muscles must combine. It seems that in all
such mechanisms sensory impulses, or rather
impulses from the periphery, of which we may
or may not be conscious, start the mechanism.
Thus, m walking, impulses may come from the
skm of the feet and from the muscles and
tendons of the limb or from the eyes. If these
impulses reach the cerebrum, we may be
conscious of them. Without these impulses
even voluntary motion is irregular and ineffi-
cient. But many may find their way to
the back part of the cord and from it to the
cerebellum by what are called tht inferior
peduncles of that body, which connect it
with the cord. The structure of the grey
matter of the cerebellum is extremely com-
plicated, and although many details are known
to histologists, we can form no conception of
Its mechanism. But the grey matter shows
the usual plan of neurones of various forms, in
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layers. Round these neurones fibres that come

from below form arborizations. From these,

fibres proceed that find their way to the

cerebral hemisphere on the opposite side and

probably end in the motor centres. The

function of the cerebellum seems to be tc

arrange these sensory impulses and to transmit

them to the special motor centre in the cortex

of the cerebrum, so as to bring about th(

co-ordination that is necessary for the requirec

movement. Probably they do this by setting

into action motor centres for the movementi

of special muscles. There is a faint analog)

in the card of a Jacquard loom, which s(

arranges the threads as to enable the othe

mechanisms to weave the desired pattern

Finally, the cerebellum receives impulse

from the retina and from the internal eai

and more especially from the semi-circula

canals of that organ. Such impressions fror

these sense organs assist in the co-ordinatio

of movement, and in the maintenance c

equilibriimi.

123. It cannot be too strongly emphasize

that our knowledge of the physiologic)
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mechanism of the brain is still very imperfect.
When we examine under the microscope
sections that have been prepared by modem
methods, we are bewildered while we admire,
and there is often the involmitary exclama-
tion, " How does it all work ? "



CHAPTER Xin

RELATION TO THE OUTER AND INNER

WORLDS BY THE SENSES

124. When we reflect on the physiologica

nature of the senses, we find that the min*

becomes cognizant of two worlds from whicl

apparently come streams of feeling. There i

in the first place the inner world of our ow

body in which there are physiological opera

tions constantly going on, such as have bee

indicated in the previous pages. Of som

of these operations we are more or less cor

scious, while many others, and probably b

far the greater number, never rise to the lev(

of consciousness even although nervous in

pulses from many organs and tissues may reac

the higher centres. But we have what may t

termed internal senses, such as hunger an

thirst, satiet", the feeling of easy and con

fortable respiration, as when we breathe fres

214
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air, or have a feeling of the enjoyment of

life, such as one has in a state of health while
in the open air and in fine weather. As a
rule, we pay little attention to these internal

senses, which seem to be on the very thresh-

hold of feeling, but we are more or less con-
scious of them when they rise to a certain

intensity. Of many organs we are uncon-
scious, except when the nervous impulses
coming from them cause sensations that rise

to the level of pain. No doubt the nervous
centres are almost constantly receiving ner-

vous impulses which, although they may not
rise into the sphere of consciousness, yet fill

up, as it were, the interstices of our conscious
life and give it completeness. There do not
appear to be any special mechanisms for these
internal senses. The ordinary sensory or
centripetal nerves serve the purpose.

125. But we become cognizant of the outer
world by the five external senses of vision,

hearing, touch, taste, and smeli, and we
learn '.bout our position and movements in
the outer world by nervous impulses concerned
in what is called the muscular sense, and in the
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sense of equilibrium, and of the position

of the head in space. These external senses

have always a special mechanism, namely

(a) an end organ adapted for the reception of

a specific kind of stimulus; (6) a nerve of

special sense ; and (c) an internal receptive

organ in the brain, which may act without

consciousness in reflexes, or with conscious

perception in the cerebrum. As an example

take the sense of vision. The normal stimulus

is light, the end organ is the retina, the nerve

is the optic nerve, the recipient centre is in

the first instance the corpora quadrigemina,

or optic lobes (as they are termed, for example,

in birds), and the centre of sensations of light

and colour are in the cerebrum, more especially

in a special area of grey matter.

126. The senses may be classified thus:

(a) Those in which the stimulus is movement

or pressures, namely—^touch, hearing, the

muscular sense, and the sense of equilibrium

;

and {b) those in which the stimulus is more

of a molecular character, implying chemical

action, namely—^vision, taste, and smell. In

the outer world, according to the conceptions
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of modem physics, matter is in a constant
state of movement, and we also assmne the
movements of the ether as the cause of the
phenomena of heat, light, and electricity.

Such movements impinge on the body of an
animal of the simplest type, and by a slow
process of evolution through countless ages
sense organs and a nervous system have been
produced. Thus a pigmented spot has slowly
become an organ of vision, and a few special-
ized hairs have been developed into a recipient

organ for variations of pressure, a rudimentary
organ of touch or of hearing. As we ascend
the scale of animal life, the sense organs
become more and more complicated until we
find them as m man and in the higher animals.
Each sense organ, as already pointed out,

is adapted to its specific kind of stimulus.
Thus the retina is attuned to receive the
vibrations of light, and in the skin and in the
internal ear we have stmctures adapted for
receiving variations of pressure. These end
organs are composed, putting the matter m a
general way, of (a) modified epithelial ceUs
to protect and support

; {b) a highly special-
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ized form of nervous epithelium, which, in its

turn, is continued into neurones, and these

neurones ultimately, with probably inter-

mediary neurones, end in neurones in the

cerebrum. This is well seen in the retina,

where the specialized receptive epithelium

forms the remarkable layer of rods and cones

(Jacob's membrane) ; the rods and cones and

other structures of the retina are supported by

modified epithelium, forming structures called

the Miillerian fibres ; the layers of granules

in the retina and the layer of large multipolar

nerve cells constitute the neurones. From

these latter arise the fibres of the optic nerve,

which, as already pointed out, carry impulses

to the corpora quadrigemina, and thence to

he cerebrum.

127. The nerve of special sense is normally

stimulated by the end organ, but it may be

stimulated in other ways, as by pressure or

electric shock. Thus pressure on the eyeball

will give rise to dazzling impressions of light

(phosgenes). But the law is that in whatever

way the fibres of the nerve of special sense is

stimulated, the sensation is always of the
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same kiiid. Thus a luminous sensation always

follows stimulation of the optic nerve. When
it is divided by the surgeon, in removal of an
eyeball, if the patient is conscious, there is no
pain but the consciousness of a flash of light.

The same applies to all the other senses.

This law has been called the law of the

specific energy of the nerves of special sense,

but it does not imply that the nerve is anything
else than a conductor. The effect is due, as

has already been explained, to the arrange-

ments at the cerebral end of the nerve, by
which the messages are always translated into

sensations of the same kind.

128. Each sense organ works within certain

limits. Thus a stimulus may be so feeble as

not to produce an effect. This, as regards

intensity, is the threshold of sensation. The end-

organ is adapted to respond, say to vibrations,

within a certain range. Thus, if we look at

a spectrum the eye does not recognize light

or colour below the lower limit of the red, Imt
we know that there are vibrations in existence

that give rise to heat below the red end. The
skin may be affected by these low vibrations.
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a;

but not the retina. As we pass upwards,

either by increasing the intensity or, as in

viewing a spectrum, by increasing the numbei

of vibrations, sensation continues, and it may

vary in intensity, or in quality, or in both.

129. The relation between the strength of

the stimulus applied to an organ of sense and

the intensity of the sensation has been investi-

gated. It is found that the intensity of the

sensation increases with an increase in the

strength of the stimulus, but in a peculiar way*

It is not in direct proportion. For example,

doubling or trebling the strength of the stimu-

lus does not double or treble the intensity of

the sensation, but the latter increases by

smaller and smaller increments until no

difference in the intensity of the sensation

can be observed. Thus, in a very intense

light the additional light of a candle may not

be perceived. Refinements of this law have

been studied, but the general principle is as

above stated. It is evident that there is

thus a protective action against injury from

excessive stimulation.

180. With regard to vibrations, a sensation

1 1 '1'
I

.
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arises when they reach a certain number,
and it changes as they increase. This, as
already pointed out, is well seen in a
spectrum. Proceeding from the low red
upwards we pass through the various colours,

red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and
violet. The rang^i is an octave, that is

to say, the number of vibrations producing
violet are about double the number required
for red. With the sense of hearing, the first

tone audible as a musical tone is produced by
about thirty-three vibrations per second, while
the highest audible tone corresponds to a little

over thirty thousand per second. Thus the
car has in most individuals a range of about
eleven octaves. Beyond the highest audible
sound, there are however many vibrations
which make no impression on the human
ear, just as there are numerous vibrations
beyond the upper limit of the violet of the
spectrum, known to phvsicists, such as the
Rontgen rays. These have no effect on the
human retina, and yet their existence has
been proved by special methods of research.
It is possible, even probable, that some
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animals may hear sounds that are inaudible

to man. Our knowledge, therefore, of the

external world is limited by our senses, and

there may be many phenomena for which

we have no powers of perception. For

example, we have no organ for t' perception

of changes in the electrical condition of sur-

rounding matter, and were we supplied with

such an organ a new world would be opened

up.

181. The delicacy of the sense organs is

remarkable. Thus we may detect a pressure

on the skin of 002 gram. We can detect the

eighth of a degree centigrade when the

temperature of the skin is 18* C. The

shortening of a muscle may be detected so

small as -004 of a millimetre (l-6,000th of an

inch). The ear can detect vibrations of sound

caused by movements of molecules of the air

of '0004 mm. (the l-600,000th of an mch, or

1-lOth of the wave length of green light;

while the retina is even more sensitive ;—the

energy of the feeblest light that can be dis-

tinguished at a certain distance, say 100

yards, is of the same order of magnitude as
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that of the feeblest tone that can be heard by
the ear at the same distance ; one part of sul-

phate of quinine can be detected in 1,000,000

of water ; the odour of one part of bromine,
and even much less of iodoform may be de-

tected in 1,000,000 of air. Possibly the senses

of some animals are even more delicate.

182. Each organ of sense has accessory

apparatus suitoble to it. Thus the eyeball is

a camera for the purpose of forming, in accord-

ance with the laws of dioptrics, an image on
the retina. Vibrations of sound are conveyed
to the internal ear by a complicated conducting

mechanism of a dnunhead, a chain of bones,

and reach a delicate organ in the cochlea,

known as the organ of Corti. By hair-like

processes in the semi-circular canals of the
inner ear, acted on by pressures of fluid in the
canals, varying according to the position

of the head, we appreciate the position of

the head in space, and we regulate the move-
ments of the body accordingly. In the
tongue and nose there are special epithelial

structures, such as the taste bodies and the

olfactory epithelium acted on by odoriferous
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particles. In the skin there are plexuses of

fine nerve fibres, running even among the

cells of the epidermis, which receive delicate

pressures, as in touch. These pressures are

also detected by nerve fibres connected with

specialized structures formed mainly of epider-

mic cells, such as touch bodies, tactile cor-

puscles, and Paccinian bodies. No special

terminal organs for temperature have been

discovered in the skin, but there are points in

the skin sensitive to heat, others to cold, and

both distinguishable from those devoted to

pressure. It would seem there are also pain

spots. There appear to be even different

systems of sensibility in the skin. If a sensory

nerve to an area of skin is divided, sensibility

may return if the ends unite. The sensations

that return first have been termed proto-

paihie, and depend on heat, cold, and pain

spots. But another order of sensations return

later, and seem to depend on tactile sensations

and a finer sense of sensibility to pain. This

kind of sensibility has been called epicritic.

It follows, then, that when we bring the

finger flat against a surface we stimulate
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a complicated mechanism giving rise to
different kinds of sensations. In recent years
it has been mor- -ud more clearly shown
that in all the t rminal or^ijis of the senses
there is differentiation to a degree at one time
unsuspected.

188. It is important also to observe that
there seems to be no correspondence between
the physical nature of the stimulus and the
sensation. They are absolutely unlike. We
have acquired knowledge of the various stimuli,

say light or sound, by observation, experiment,
hypothesis and theory, but there is no simi-

larity between certain wave lengths of the
ether and a sensation of violet, nor between the
varying pressure of a wave in the air and the
sensation of a musical tone. The sound of an
orchestra may be represented mathematically
by a curve, and physically by variations in air

pressures, but the psychical effect is quite a
different thing. We pass at this point from
the region of the physical and physiological
(both may ultimately be the same) into the
still more occult region of the psychical.



CHAPTER XIV

r^.'

THE VOICE

184. The human voice is produced by the

vibrations of the margms of two ligaments in

the larynx called the vocal cords. Voice

should be distinguished from speech. Many d

the lower animals have voice, but none have

the faculty of speech in the same sense as m
find it in man. There may be speech with

out voice as in whispering, while in singing «

musical scale we have voice without speech.

185. The apparatus for the production o

voice consists of (a) a wind chest, the thorax

by means of which a blast of air may be forcec

from the lungs through the windpipe o

trachea to the larynx ; (6) a sound box, th

larynx, containing the vocal cords ; and (c

the throat, mouth, and nasal, and other pas

sages that modify the sound produced in th

larynx. Voice is almost invariably produce*

226
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during expiration, but sounds may also be
produced by inspiratory efforts. The larynx
is formed of cartilages connected by ligaments
and more or less capable of being moved on
each other by muscles, the muscles of the
larynx. The chief cartilages are the thyroid
or shield forming the prominence known as
Adam's apple. Immediately below it is the
cricoid or ring cartilage, shaped somewhat
like a signet ring, with the signet directed to
the back. On the signet there rest two small
cartilages, the arytenoids. These are pyra-
midal in shape, the bases of the two pyramids
resting on the signet of the cricoid while the
apices are directed upwards. The true vocal
cords are two membranes or ligamentsstretched
from the base of each arytenoid forwards to
the thyroid. They are formed of connective
tissue fibres, with which are intermingled
many fibres of elastic tissue. Running in
the larynx from before backwards they leave
a narrow chink between their free edges
caUed the glottis. During calm inspiration
the glottis is widely opened, but on the
approach of an expiration the free margins
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of the cords come closer together aid the

glottis becomes much narrower. If voice is

now to be produced, as when a note is sung,

the margins touch and the glottis is entirely

closed for an instant. The pressure of the

air below the cords is increased by the expira-

tory effort, and there is a puff of air sent out

between the margins of the cords. This

relieves the pressure and instantly again the

glottis is closed by the elasticity of the cords.

Again the pressure rises and there is another

puff and so on, and the margins of the cords

thus move with each puff ; in other words, they

vibrate. So that the organ of voice is on the

principle of the siren, an acoustical instru-

ment by which musical tones are produced

by the fusion of individual puffs of air.

186. The vocal cords can be tightened or

relaxed, and their free margins can be separ-

ated or approximated by the action of special

muscles. Thus, in singing a scale, beginning

with the low note, the cords are gradually

tightened by two muscles, the crico-thyroids,

passing from the sides of the signet of the

cricord upwards and forwards to the thyroid.
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These muscles, when they contract, put the

vocal cords on the stretch, and the stretch

increases as the pitch of the note rises. If we
remember that the true vocal cords pass

forward from the arytenoids to the thyroid, and

if we suppose that each arytenoid is capable of

rotating round a vertical axis passing from the

apex of the pyramid to its base, we can under-

stand howthe glottis is opened andclosed. Two
small muscles, the posterior crico-arytenoids,

pass from the signet of the cricoid to the outer

angles of the base of the arytenoids, and when

they contract they so rotate the arytenoids

as to carry outwards the cords and thus they

enlarge the aperture of the glottis. Their

antagonists are a pair of small muscles, the

latercd crico-arytenoids, which pass backwards

from the sides of the cricoid to the outer

angles of the arytenoids. When these con-

tract they pull the angle forwards and inwards,

and thus approximate the cords. By these

simple mechanisms the position and tension of

the cords is controlled. The amplitude of

movement of each muscle is only a very

small fraction of an inch, and yet a soprano
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vocalist can produce a trill with the greatest

distinctness.

187. When we listen to musical tones

emitted by the human voice we notice varia-

tions of pitch, loudness or intensity, and

quality. Pitch depends on the number of

vibrations executed by the cords in a given

time, or, more correctly, on the duration of

each vibration. Thus in singing a note,

say the middle C of the piano, the cords

vibrate about 256 times per second. Each

vibration therefore lasts the 1-256 of a

second. The greater the number of vibra-

tions in a given time the higher the pitch.

The range of the human voice is about three

octaves—from fa|^ (87 vibrations per second),

to sol ti (768). In men the vocal cords are

more elongated than in women in the ratio of

8 : 2, so that the male voice is of lower pitch.

At the age of puberty, the larynx grows rapidly

and the voice of the boy " breaks " in conse-

quence of the lengthening of the cords, and it

generally falls about an octave in pitch. The

highest pitch reached by the hiunan voice is

recorded of Lucrezia Agujari, who was heard
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by Mozart to sing c in alt, three octaves above

middle c (2,048 vibrations), while the lowest

is that of Gaspard Forster, who gave a note

nearly three octaves below the middle c (42

vibrations). Musical sounds begin with about

82 vibrations per second. These two voices,

therefore, had a range of about six octaves,

but the usual range between the lowest bass

and the highest soprano of ordinary voices

is three octaves. The human ear passes

in range from 82 to 88,768 vibrations per sec-

ond, or about eleven octaves, and it is inter-

esting to notice that the range of the human
voice occupies about the middle of that vast

range. It is said that some have been able

to hear tones produced by 40,000 vibrations

per second. The tone of the 82-foot organ

pipe is produced by about 82 vibrations per

second, while the highest tone of the organ,

that of the piccolo stop, is produced by about

4,000 vibrations per second. With reference

to these figures it is interesting to compare

the range of the human voice.

188. Loudness or intensity depends on the

amplitude of the vibrations of the cords—^the
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greater the amplitude, or extent of move-

ment, the louder the tone. This will be

largely determined, not so much by the force

of the current of air from the lungs as by

the degree of elasticity of the cords.

189. The quality or timbre of the voice

depends on the same laws as determine the

quality of musical instruments. The tone

produced by the vibrations of the cords is a

compound tone depending on a fundamental

tone which gives the pitch, with which are

combined many partials or overtones, which,

as regards the niunber of their vibrations, are

simple multiples of the frequency of the

fundamental. Thus, if the fundamental tone

is produced by, say, 100 vibrations per

second, then the partials are in the order of

1, 2, 8, etc. ; that is, the first partial corresponds

to 200 vibrations per second, the second to

800, and so on. The cavities above the cords,

such as the space immediately above the

cords and below the so-called false cords, the

cavity of the pharynx, nasal passages, sinuses

in the bones of the face, and the mouth, all

act as resonance chambers. These develop,
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by resonance, a selection of the overtones,

and thus give quality to the voice. A very

small change in the capacity of these

chambers will alter the quality.

140. Speech is the expression of ideas by

means of the voice or by the breath (without

voice), as in whispering. Speech sounds are

produced by the articulating mechanism.

Certain open sounds, more or less modified,

give the vowels, which are musical tones.

So-called consonants are produced in many
ways, but these cannot be here discussed.

The simplest view to take of them is that

they are breaks of, or interferences with, the

current of air which, if the mouth were open,

and the articulating mechanism were at rest,

would produce vowel tones. Physiologically

all words are made up of certain sounds

that may be called phones. Each phone may
have its own pitch, intensity, and quality

;

and by their blending a word is produced.

Each phone on a gramophone record is

composed of curves that vary as to number

(pitch), amplitude (loudness) and form (qual-

ity), consequently when the vibratory needle
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again runs over these curves, the sound

must be reproduced. Nature knows nothing

of letters and syllables; words are either

simple phones or combinations of phones,

and each phone is formed of vibrations. This

is nature's longhand method of recording

speech : written or printed letters and sylla-

bles are a species of shorthand invented by

man.

)"



CHAPTER XV

DEATH

141. DuBiNO the earlier years of life and up
to the period of adolescence, the body increases

in size and weight. The processes of growth
are in excess of those of waste. After adoles-

cence, the body may remain for many years

without much variation in bulk and weight

;

but even before middle life signs of decay and
degeneration are noticeable, especially in cer-

tain organs. Grey hairs appear, the teeth decay,

there may be a diminution in the elasticity

of parts and in the power of the muscles, 'md
there may be slow changes in some of the

internal organs that are still compatible with

ordinary health. In advanced life these

changes become more apparent. Some have
supposed that such changes may be due
to the action of poisonous substances, formed
mainly in the alimentary canal, and even the
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phagoc^^ic action of the colourless cells of

the blood has been invoked, but there is no

clear evidence in support of these views.

In old age there is a gradual process of

degeneration more or less of all the tissues

—

the nervous tissues suffer least and last. It is

not easy to understand why there should be

this tendency to degeneration, and conceiv-

ably, in perfect hygienic circumstances, and

with an absolutely clean pedigree, such de-

generation might not occur. Early death

should only be caused by accident. In an

ideal physiological life, death should come

late as a result of gradually increasing weak-

ness without pain or suffering, and it should

be a process as normal as going to sleep. In

most instances, however, degenerative changes

do not affect all the organs alike. Some, sucl]

as the heart, or limgs, or kidneys, probabl)

on account of an error in the mode of life, oi

a want of adaptability to the environment,

may undergo changes that unfit them foi

their work. This disturbs the physiologica

balance and there may be suffering ending

in death. When this occurs, the mechanisn
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of the heart or of breathing, or of the nervous

system, may break down, and death of the

body as a whole takes place. The organs,

or rather, the tissues in the organs, the cells,

the living matter, die more slowly, and at

last these too cease to live The organic

matter of the body then, under the influence

of micro-organisms in the air or the soil,

breaks down by processes of putrefaction,

and, in course of time, it is decomposed
into simpler and simpler organic substances

until the ultimate elements are reached. Thus
organic matter becomes again inorganic.

142. The causes of longevity are not under-
stood

; nor, as already mentioned, is it evident
why the degenerative changes above referred

to should come on. Each species of animal,

at all events among the higher animals,

seems to be so constructed as to have a
longevity peculiar to the species. Attempts
have been made to connect this in some
way with the period of utero-gestation, but
little reliance can be placed on such specu-

lations. It is clear, however, that longevity
is largely a matter of heredity, if accidents
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of all kinds are avoided. The contraction of

a pneumonia or of a fever in early life may be

regarded as an accident which has cut short

the normal duration of life.



CHAPTER XVI

PHILOSOPHICAL QUESTIONS AND THE
TREND OF PHYSIOLOGY

148. In the brief survey we have given of

physiological processes, questions of a philo-

sophical nature cannot have failed to occur
to the mind. There is one always keenly

debated, namely, the existence of a vital force

or energy, as distinguished from the physical

forces with which we are acquainted. It does
not serve any practical purpose either to
deny or to aflfirm the existence of such a
force. As a matter of fact, we are met every-

where with phenomena which cannot be
explamed by our present knowledge of physi-
cal and chemical science. Nimierous in-

stances of such phenomena have been pointed
out, and it is surely scientific and philosophical

to recognize the limits of our knowledge. With
the progress of science we may, and indeed

239
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will, get further into the molecular arena, and

be able to explain some of those phenomena,

which at present are so obscure. We need

not proclaim what we do not know, and assert

that all of these phenomena are in reality

physical, because this is simply begging the

question. There are phenomena, however,

which we may feel assured can never be so

explained. Those of a mental kind can never

be thus accounted for, and no metaphysical

subtleties, either from a materialistic or an

idealistie standpoint, will ever satisfy the

mind. How are we to give a physiological

explanation of human personality ?

144. Progress in physiology can only b«

made by a resolute investigation of all the vital

physical, and chemical phenomena that occui

in living matter and in living beings. This musi

be done by the methods followed by physiolo

gists, with all the help they can receive fron

the rapid accumulation of knowledge. At on(

time anatomical, at other times histological

considerations govern the science. The oldei

anatomists were content to display the organi

and to infer their functions. The cell theory
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and the genesis of tissues (not a hundred years
old) at one time seemed to be the key to an
explanation of vital phenomena. Then came
a time, not so long ago, when physical methods
of mvestigation were in vogue, and it was
thought that many phenomena were merely
physical, requiring for their interpretation
measurement, weighing, and graphic registra-
tion. At the present time, considerations of
chemical phenomena are prevalent in the
minds of physiologists. The structure of the
complex proteins and other bodies is being
mvestigated

; syntheses of many organic sub-
stances have been accomplished ; even elemen-
tary protein-like bodies have been formed,
aiid the formation of complicated proteins is
within sight. Chemical phenomena in the
great processes of respiration, nutrition, and
digestion are being thoroughly investigated.
The agency of ferments is now recognized as
all-important not only in digestion but in
nutrition. Osmotic phenomena in living
matter have received recently much attention,
and some of the visions of advanced physicists
as to the constitution of matter have been

9
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applied tentatively to the explanation (

physiological processes. The result is remarf

able. On all hands it is admitted that tl

phenomena in living matter are much moi

complex than they were at one time thougl

to be, and everywhere we are brought face 1

face with vital conditions which modify tl

physical phenomena, and which, at presen

refuse to be explained. One may be sure thi

a century hence advanced mathematician

chemists and physicists (the physiologists

their day) will still be working at the probler

of physiology.
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GLOSSARY

Abiogenesia (Greek, a, privative; bioa, Me; genesis,
production).—Spontaneous generation.

Accelerator nerves (Latin, accelero, to iiasten).—Nerves
whicli, when stimulated, quicken the rate of the
heart's action.

Adrenals.—^The supra-renal capsules.
Adsorption (Latin ad, to, sorbere, to suck).—The attraction

of gelatin, etc., for certain substances ; not solution
Afferent (Latin affere, to convey to). Conveying towards!
Afterbirth.—The placenta.

Agglutination (Latin, agglutinare, to cement to).—The
gathering together into small masses of bacteria.

Anaesthesia (Greek, a, privative; aisthesis, perception).—
Loss of sensation.

Anion.—An electro-negative body that passes to the
positive pole during passage of a current.

Anod^ (Greek, ana, upwards ; odos, a way).—The positive
pole of a battery.

Argon (Greek, argos, inactive), a recently discovered
element.

Assimilatum (Latin, assimOare, to make like).—Conversion
of foodstuffs into living matter.

Axilla.—The armpit.
Axis cylinder.—The central filament in a nerve fibre.

Ba4Mu3 (Latin, baeillum, a Uttle rod).—Bacilli are micro-
organisms.

Bacteria (Greek, bacterion, a rod).~Unicellular micro-
organisms having no chlorophyll.

Basement Membrane.—A delicate membrane on mucous
and serous surfaces, bearing epithelium.

245
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Btatlodtnn (Greek, Ncutono, germimte; dtrma, sUii) —
A layer of cells formed by lepefttod divieion of the

primitiTe odUt.

Broumian movement.—^Rapid motion of minnte micro-

oopical particles, first described by R. Brown,

botanist.

Brunner't Cflands.—Small racemose (grape-like) glande

foond in the duodenum.

CalorimeUr.—An apparatus for measuring the heat ol

combustion.

Cobrie.—Th rmal unit
Cartilage.—Gristle.

Casein.—^A proteid, forming chief constituent of cheese.

Formed from easeinogen, by action of acids or rennin.

CaAodet or fatode.—Negative pole of a battery.

Cation, or Ration (Greek, katan, that which goes down).-

An electro-positive body that passes to the negative

pole during the passage of a current.

Centroaome,—^A minute body found within a cell.

Chemiotaxie (Greek, diemia, chemistry; taxis, order).-

A propwty of attraction drawing micro-orgauismi

or their products to the white corpuscles of the blood

Chondrin.—A proteid found in cartilage, etc

Chrfnnatin (Greek, chroma, colour).—Colourable mattei

found in the nuclei of cells.

Chyle (Greek, chyloe, juice).—A milk-like fluid absorbec

by the lacteal vessels in the villi of the small intestine

Chyme (Greek, chymoa, juice).—Semi-digested mattei

that passes from the stomach into the duodenum.
Coagulation (Latin, eon, agere, to drive together).—Th(

formation of a blood dot.

Colloids (Greek, kolla, glue or jelly).—Non-crystallisabh

matter that does not pass through an animal mem
brane in ordinary circumstances.

Corpus, corpora.—Bodies, such as corpora quadrigemina

four twin-lik9 bodies.

CV^«<a2{oM2«.—Substances that in dialysis pass throagl

animal membranes.
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matter

OtOU ««m.—Tbe true i^in.

CykNasUma (Greek, kutot, a oeU; bbulema, growth).—
ObD protoplasm. Cylopkum, protoplannio matter
Ola oelL

Defeiuive bodies.—anhtiamm in the blood that tend to
deetroy mioro-oiganiama. (OermWdW; germ-deetroy-

Deglutition.—Aot of swallowing.
Deliquescent.—Melting away by absorption of water.
Z)«fifia.—The skin.

Dialyais (Greek, dialusis, a loo8ening).-Separation of
substances by means of an animal membrane.

DiajAragm.—MidnS, a membrano-muscular partition
between thorax and abdomen.

Dissociati(m.-Sp]itting up of compounds without chemical
change.

Duodenum (Latin, duodeni, twelve).—The first portkm of
the small intestine.

Sctoderm, Sndoderm (Greek, ektoa, outward; endon,
mward).—Two layers of the early embryo. Ecto-
derm is sometimes termed the epiblast, and the endo-
derm, the hypdbkut.

Elastic tissue.—YtiUow fibrous tissue, found in certain
hg^ments.

Emuision {Utin, enwJgere, to milk out).—A special kind
of mixture of various substances (see text).

hndosmose (Greek, endon, within ; osmosis, impulsion).—
T^e passmg of a fluid through an animal membrane
from a rarer into a denser fluid.

^nzymM—Chemical substances secreted by Uving cells
or by micro-organisms which act catalyticallv.
Sometuies termed ferments,

Epidermis (Greek, epi, upon; derma, the skin).—The
superficial layer of the skin, covering the dermis, or
cu<M vera, the true skin.

^pi^to«M (Greek, ep», upon; glottis, glottis).—A fibro-
cartilage m front of the glottis to protect the openimr
mto the larynx.

t~»«.B
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SpiMium (Qnek, tpithemt, to pUoe upmi).—^A ky«r ot

layan ol edk on a bMein«Kt membnuMi
EffOnrodexIrin and oeAroodexfrin are dextoim fonned bom

taroh by the action of saUva. The fint paww into

•agar.

Sxerdion (Latin, exeemere, to eeparate from).

FaOopian Tii6m.—Doots paaring from the ovary to the

uteroa.

Fecundation (Latin, feeundare, to make froithil).—^The

blending of the male and female element!.

Fermentation (Latin, fervere, to boil).—Changes in certain

matters oaosed by enaymes or micro-organiame.

Fibrin (Latin, fibra, a fibre).—^The fibrous element in

blood dot
Fibrinogen {fibrin and, Greek, gennao, to produce).—The

substance in blood from which fibrin is former).

FibrinopUutin, a globulin in blood.

Qanglion (Greek, ganglion, a tumour).—^A nodule of

nervous matter, forming a nerve centre. In it are

found nerve-fibres, nerve cells, and supporting tissue.

Odatin (Latin, gdu, frost).—^A proteid found in white

fibrous and other tissue.

Glycogen (Greek, glueue, sweet; gennao, to produce).—

Animal starch, formed chiefly in the liver.

Haetn-, Haema-, Haemaio.—^Terms applied to substances

derived from blood, such as Haemalin, Haematoidin.

Haemoglobin.—^The colouring matter of the blood.

Haenudyaina.—Substances t^bat dissolve red blood cells.

Haematoblaste.—Small bodies in blood, or blood plates.

Hietohgy (Greek, hislos, a web ; logos, an account).—^The

structure of the tissues.

Hormones (Greek, hormao, to arouse).—Chemical sub-

stances formed in epithelium which excite the secre-

tion of glands.

Hyperaeethena (Greek, huper, above ; aiMheais, sensation).

—Excessive sensibility.

Hypertrophy (Greek, huper, in excess ; trophe, nutrition).—

Excess of nutrition.
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Imbibitum (Lfttin, imbiben, to drink in).—The piimijT of
fluid into dead or Uring tiMues.

ItMbMom (Lfttin. inMto, to rwtrain).—Arrest of function
of » nerre centra.

InotiU (Greek, m, ino», mueole).—A kind of lugar found
in mueole.

/oiM.—The diaMoiAtioc of moleculee into elemente or
iona, e name given to the elemente of a liquid let free
by the paeiage through it of an electric current
(eUetrofyns). Ions set free at the anode are anunu ;
those at the katode, kaiioiu,

IrritabaUy (Latin, irrUare^ to provoke).—The property of
living matter by which it is affected by a stimulus.

Jejunum (Latin, jejunm, hungry).—Upper two-fifths of
small intestiniD.

Karyokinuis (Greek, kanum, nucleus ; kineo, to move).—
The changes that occur in a nucleus in connection
with cell division.

Keratin (Greek, keraa, horn).—A substance found in hairs,
nails, and other epidermic tissues.

Laevuhae (Latin, laevus, left).—One of the substances
formed from cane sugar by the eniyme invertasc/
The other substance is dextrose.

Lysis (Greek, lusis, solution).—Occurs in many words, such
as ana-lysis, para-lysis, etc.

Maevh germinative.—The germinal spot in the ovum.
Malpighian corpuscles.—SmM bodies in the cortex of the

kidney consisting of a plexus of capillaries, formLig
a ball, which is surrounded by the beginning of a
uriniferous tubule (the capsule). Malpighian glome-
ruli, in the spleen.

Mes (Greek, middle); mes-enterio (Greek, enteron).—
Glands

: small lymphatic glands found in the mesen-
tery; the membrane which connects the small
intestine with the posterior wall of the abdomen (a
reflection of the pwitoneum).
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Marrketon {Qmk, morpht, form ; hgo$, mi aoooont).—
The Mienoe th*t inrMtigatw th« laws of form and
arrangemciit of parte of tha bodiaa of plante and

Myotin (Greek, miu, muole).—A globnlin found in

mneolai

Myxo9d$ma (Greek, muca, maooi ; oedema, a welling).—
A diaeaee in which the thyroid body is atrophied and
the oonneotiye tissnes of the body are infiltrated

with a muoos-like matter.

Neuron.—A nenre oelL See text
NveleiH,—^A oomplioated ohemioal sabstanoe oontaining

phoephoms, found in nuclei.

NurUua.—A kernel, a body found in cells.

Oetopkagu* (Greek, oisophagos, oio, oisOt to carry ; phago,
to eat).—^The carrier of food, the gullet

Ontogenesis (Greek, onto, things ; genesis^ creation).—The
history of the development of the individuaL

Pepsin (Greek, pepto, to digest).—The ensyme of the
gastric juice.

Periosteum (Greek, periosteos, around the bones).-The
oonneotiTe tiMue covering of the bones.

Pharynx (Greek, pharungx, the throat).—The musculo-
membranous bag or cavity leading into the gullet.

P&ieeiaii.—The afterbirth.

Protein (Greek, proteno, to be in the first place).—A sub-
stance containing carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and
nitoogen. Ex. : Albumen (white) of egg.

Proteolyaia.—^The decomposition of proteins.

Proiojiasm (Greek, pir<aoSt <^t; plasma, something
formed or mouJded).—See text

Piyalin (Greek, ptuaJon, saliva).—The enayme of saliva.

Pylorus (Greek, puZe, a gate ; ora, care).—A gate-keeper.
The passage leading from the stomach into the

duodenum.

Baeemose (Latin, ractmus, bunch of grapes).—A special

form of gland with branching ducts and acini or

pouches, at the termination of the smallest ducts.
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Reehm (L*tiii, rtehu, ttndght).—The iMt pert of tha
bowd terminating at the anna.

iZflMin.—The ensjme found in the fourth itomaoh of
niminanti, and in the gaatrio juioe of young m^tnTnalt.

Rods and eoMM.—Struoturea in the eztmmal layer of the
retina.

Rod* of Corfi.—flpeoialiwd epithelium in the mUa inUr-
media of the oochlea.

SehitomifeeUt (Greek, tckizo, to ipUt; imuhes, imiiblot,
a muahroom).—Split fungi multiplying by flHion.

Starelin.—A lubatanoe in the duodenum which, by
abaorption into the blood, stimulatea the panoreaa to
seoreto.

Sero-therapff.—Tht injection of specially prepared blood
•erum in the treatment of variona dinpaaw.

Siatd (Greek, skat, akatot, dung).—A subatanoe in faeoea
arising from deoomposition of proteids.

SpermakMaM (Greek, rperma, semen ; Uadano, to germi-
nate).—Cells that form spermatoioa.

SpermaUnoa (Greek, tperma, semen; toon, an animal).

Thymus (Greek, thumos, an onion).—A blood gland of
early lift found behind the breast bone.

Thyro (Greek, thweos, a shield).—AppUed to thyroid
cartilage of larynx, and the thyroid body.

Trophobkut (Greek, tropheo, to nourish ; bUutoa, a germ).—
A portion of the epiblastic layers of the embryo that
has to do with the formation of the placenta.

Urea (Greek, won, uron).—A crystalline substance found
in the urine. Uric acid. See text

FoM-motor.—Term applied to nerves that gorem tixe
smaller arterioles.
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Veasels, etc..

Discovery of

Anatomist.

jniimonary

GREAT PHYSIOLOGISTS

1500—AohUlini, 1461-1612. Release of anatomy from
the influenoe of Qalen. Practice of dissection.

1630—Vesalius, 1614-1664. Anatomy of heart and
vessels.

1640—Falloposis, 1628-1662. Colombus. died 1559.
Cirotdation valves.

1560—Eustachius, 1620-1574.

Servetus, 1609-1663.

circtUation.

1660—Fabrioius al aquapendente, 1637-1619. Vessels.
1680—GaesalpinuB, 1619-1603. Anatomist Forerunner

of Harvey.
1610—WaUam Harvey, 1678-1667. CircuUUion of the

blood. De motu cordis et sanguinis, published
1628.

1620—Asselli, about 1622. Discovery of the lacteals.

1640—Borelli, 1608-1679. Animal motion. The heart.
1660—Pecquet, about 1621. Discovery of thoracic duct

Boyle, 1627-1691. Laws of gases.
1660—ICalpighi. 1628-1694. Discovery of eapiUaries,
1670—Leeuwenhoek. Microscopical inveriigations.

Hooke, 1636-1702. Theory of respiration.
Mayow, 1646-1679. TAeory of respiration.

1680—Ruysch, 1638-1731. Art of injecting vessels.
1700—Boerhaave, 1668-1738. General physiology.
1710-Stephen Hales, 1677-1761. Hydraulics of

circulation.

Morgagni, 1682-1771. B^;inning of pathology.
1740—Haller, 1708-1777. Theory of muscular irritability.
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1780-Johii Hunter, 1728-1793. Action of vmmIs. etc.
SpaUansani, 1729-1799. Digutiw fnuM, rupira-

Hon, generation.

Galvani, 1737-1798. Animal electricity.
Hewwn, 1719-1774. Fonotaou of blood fflands.

1770-Volta, 1746-1826. Eleotridty.
lAmarok, 1744-1829. Theory of development.

1780-GaU, 1768-1828. Diaseotion of brain.
1790-Hnmphry Davy, about 1799. Gases from blood.
ISOO-Thomas Young, 1773-1820. Measurement of time,

theory of colour, hydraulica of circulation.
Charles Bell, 1774-1842. Functions of nerves.

18ia-Majendie, 1783-1866. Theory of absorption.
1820—Beaumont, about 1824. Gastric digestion in man.

Gemelin, 1788-1863. Animal chemistry.
E. H. Weber, 1796-1878. Circulation, muscular

action, senses.

MarshaU Hall, 1'"'0.1867. Reflex actions.
Flourens, 1794-lL \ Central nervous system.
Poiseuille, 1799-1869. Circulation.

1830-nJohann MuUer, 1801-1866. General physiology.
Great handbook. Foundation of modem Oer-
man school of physiologists.

Schleiden, 1804-1872. CeU theory.

Mattencei, 1811-1869. Electro-physiology.
Magnus, about 1836. Analysis of gases of blood.

1840-Claude Bernard, 1813-1878. Vaso-motor nerves,
glycogenic function, etc.

John Goodsir, 1814-1867. Secretion, etc.
Fechner, 1801-1887 Psychophysical actions.
Darwin, 1809-1882. « Origin of Species," 1869.
Andrew Buchanan, 1798-1882. Coagulation of

blood.

1860-Ludwig, 1816-1896. HydrauUcs of circulation.
Hermann Hehnholt*, 1812-1894. MiiM]»--rate of
nerve impulse, hearing, vision, appHealion of
physical methods of research.

Donders, 1818-1890. Vision.
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Da Bois RejmoncU 1818-1898. Eleotro-phyBiolog^
Lister, 1827-1912. Blood-ooagaUtion, mioro

organisms, aaepHe methods in wrgery.
Mora rooeot physiologists, chiefly British, whos
writings are readily available

:

1. Wooldridg^ Halliburttm, Hammanton, Fischer (svn
theses of proteid-Uke bodies).

2. Electro-physiology.—Hermann, Kronecker, Burden
Sanderson, Waller, Gotch.

3. Respiration.—Edward Smith, WnMim*
4. Qlands and Seorotion.—^Langley, Starling, Bayliaa

Sohafer (internal seeretions).

6. Nerves.—Langley, Gotch, Sherrington.
6. Nerve Centres.—Hitsig, Fritsch, Ferrier Waldeyei

(neuron theory), Golgi, Ramon y Gajal, Sherrington
7. Heart.—Qaskell,Einthoven; Pulse—Mackensie.

.u^
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iBMtmoir, 101
Aehronutin, 40
AggtutinlM, 116
Agajul, Lncrefla, voice of, 280
Amyloptln, M '

^
^'»,'™*»«*. 80; ulnuU motion,

Antitoxint, 114
ArborlutioiM, 180
Arteriea, 121
4»y*enokI CtftiUffw, 227
4«phyxto, 197
Aaiimilatioii, 26

^"lM°**'°
°"^'" meclMuitom,

"^•,t3«'j^'»:
PigmenU, 139;

Bile, circulation of. 141
BMiniMn, 189
BiUTeniin, 189

g~rp™c!|., 12; put«; 112
•

BoweU,'«cretk by. 188
Branner't Gland M
Bulb. 198

CtpUlMie;, 121, 122
Carbo-hydntci, 82
CaUlytlc action, 78
Cell, 88, 39
Cenbellum, 216
Cerebrum, 306

ChronuMoines, 40. 42
Chyme. 96
^•^tjoD, 118. 120
CoUoldal matter, 20, 81
Connective tiwues, 6«
Contractibllity. 69

Creatln, 134
ftpatinin. 134
Cricoid oartUage, 227wn» of cerebrum, 203
Cytopiaun. 89

Death, 28, 285

«»phr«gm, 47
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pifeition, OS
Dinodatlon. 69
DnctlcM (landa, 160

5*r. range of, 281
Ectoderm, 46, 47
Electrical fishes. 167
Embrrology, 15
Endodertn. 4«, 47
End-organa. 176. 216

Enterokinase. 76

Erepsin, 76, 99
Erythrocytet. 112
Evolution, 20
Excretion. 126

Fate. 73
Fecundation, 44
Fibrin, 116
Flbrinosen, 116
Food. 92
Forster. Oaapaid, voiee of. 2S1
GMglto. 178
Gastric Juice. 94
Glycogen, 147
^Iy5?««nio function, 144
Great Intestine. 99
Growth, 60

Haematoldln, 140
Haemolysins, I13
Heart, nerves of, 187
Heat, animal, 162
Hqwtlc vein, 103
igwdlty, 46. 52
Bvpone aoid, 136
Hormones, 76
Hyaloplasm, 40

Immunity, 114
Inhibition, 187
Internal secretions, 150
JS^*}^.<«««tionln.96

EaryoldneslB, 45
Kidneys, 180

Lactesls, 102
Ifoeocytes. 59
L eberkutin's glands, 09
Lipase, 76, 98
Living or^nisms, general eharao>

ters of, 20, 21, ksT, 26TohemKi
composition of, 21

"»«««»•
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Luiigv, 126
Lympoktict, 110

MftlpUtbian bodies. ISl
Matter and energy, S6, 77
Medulla oblongata, 104
Mesenchyme, 48
Mesenteric glands, 101
Mesodenn, 40, 48
Motor centres, 208
Motor tracts. 100, 209
Mttllerian dnets, 48
Muscle, 68

Nerve cells, grannies in, 182
Nerve fibre*, 170
Nerves, as oouduetors, 176;

effects of sttmolating, 172
Nervous activities, 86
Nervous impulse, rate of, 178
Nervous system, 160
Neurones, 178
Nucleus, 30
Nutrition, complemental, 165

Opsonins, 116
Optic tlialami, 205
Organ, bJghcst tone of, 2^1
Ovary, 42
Ovum, 42
Oxidases, 136
Oxidation. 66

Pancreatic Juice, 08
Pepsin, 76, 04
Peptones, 06
Phagocytes, 118
PhiloBopbieai questions, 230
Phona. 283
Phosgenes, 213
Physics, relations to physiology.

Physiology, comparative, 13; de-

Pbysiolo^ca'l chemistry, 10
Pituitary body, 162
Placenta, 60
Plant life, 85
Pons varolii, 203
Portal system, 102 ; p. vein, 102
Proteins, 82, 106
Protopathic, 224
Protoplasm, 88; building up of,

156
Proteolytic, 76
Proximate principles, 22, 80
Ptyalln, »8

Pulmraary ventUatlun, IW
Pulse, 120
Purine basis, 136

Receptaculnm cbyll, 101
Beduction, 01
Keflex acts, 184
fiennin, 70
Respiration, 126 ; nerves uf, it

Betlna, 218

Salts, 84
Sciences, relation to Physiolog

12, 141
Secretion, 83
Senses, 214: tilassiflcation, 21t

delicacy of, 222
Sensory, centres, 207 ; tracts, 21
Skin, 137 : sensitiveness of, 224
Soap, 26, 00
Somatopieure, 46, 47
Speech, 233
Spermatoioon, 48
Spinal oonL 188
Splaactanonieure, 40, 48
Spleen, 162
Steapsln, 76
Stomach, digestion in, 04
Suprarenal bodies, 161
Synapsis, 180
Synthesis. 60

Thorado duct. 101
Tbrombhi. 76, 117
Thyroid, 160; cartilage, 227
Tbymos, 164
Tissues, 38, 41, 61, 65, 03
Tonus Of muscle, 186
Toxins. 114
Trophoblast, 40
Trypsin, 70

Urea, 16. 183
Uric add, 134
Urine, 132

VariabiUty. 20
Vaso-motor centres, 201
Vibrations, 180
Vocal cords, 227
Voice, 226 ; mediantam. 22ti

range of. 230 ; quality of, 23ii

Waste matters output, 125
WoUBan ducts, 48

Zoology, 12
Zymogen, 72
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I^ A. G. BxAounr, Author of "The Making of Qmada," etc.The story of the Dominion brought down to the morrow of tha
elections of 1911.

37. PEOPLES (sr PROBLEMS OF INDIA
By Sir T. W. Holdekness, K.C.S.I., Secretary of the Revenue,
btatisucs, and Commerce Department of the India Office.

42. ROME
By W. Wakde Fowlb^ M.A., Author of "Social Life at Romem the Age ofCicero,"" Life ofJnUusCwar," etc

" """^

In Preparation

By Prot GiLBSKT Mvuat, D.Litt
ANCIENT GREECE.

LL.D., F.B.A.

ANCIENT EGYPT. By Dr F. L. Griffith, M. A., F.R.S.
^ ^Z°f^^"'f^°^^ ^^ ^^^OPE. By H«««tT FaHM.

M.A., F.B.A. •

THE REFORMA TION. By Principal Limd.at, LL.D.
A SHORT HISTORY OF RUSSIA. By Prof. Miltooko».MODERN TURKEY. By D. G. HocAim,. M.A.
^"l^j^^^^^'ONOF CITIES. ByPrttP^TaiacGEDD.,,
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2. SHAKESPEARE

By John Masbtibu). " Th« book is a Jov. W« hav* had half-*-

doMn mor* leaned books on Shakespeare in the last few years, but
not 00* BO wim.''—MmMek**ttr Gumrdimm.

27. ENGLISH LITERATURE: MODERN
By O. H. Maiii, M.A. " Altogether a fresh and iodiridual book."

35. LANDMARKS IN FRENCH
LITERATURE

By G. L. Stkachxy.

^9. ARCHITECTURE
By Prof. W. R. Lbthabv. With over forty Illustntiona.

In Preparation

KNGUSH LITERA Tl/X£ . MBDIMVAL. By Prof. W. P.
KsR, M.A.

ANCIENT ART AND RITUAL. By Miss Jami HAiutnoN,
LL.D., D.Litt.

THE RENAISSANCE. By Mrs R. A. Taylor.
ITALIAN ART OF THE RENAISSANCE. By Rocbr E.

Fry, M.A.
THE ENGLISHLANGUAGE. By L. Pbarsall Smith, M.A.
ENGLISH COMPOSITION. By Prof. Wm. T. Brbwstkr.
GREA T IVRITERS OF AMERICA. By Prof. W. P. Trkht

and Prof. J. Erskini.

GREAT WRITERS OF RUSSIA. By C T. Hagberg
Wright, LL.D.

THE LITERATURE OF GERMANY. By Ptt>f. J. G.
Robertson, M.A., Ph.D.

Philosophy and "Religion

15. MOHAMMEDANISM
Bif Pro' D. S. Margoliouth, M.A., D.Utt. "This generons
diiUing's worth <X wisdom. ... A delicate, hamorous, and most
responsible tractate by an illuminative ptciimu."—IMfy Mail.



40. THE PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHT
Bjr tbs Hoo. BnmuNo Rumbu, F.R.S.

In Preparation
TNEOLD TKSTAMENT. By Prof. Gbohob Moou, D.D.,

BRTWKElf THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS. Bt
R. H. Cmaklxs, D.D.

THE MAKING Of THE NEW TESTAMENT. By Prd.
B. W. Bacon, LitLD., D.D.

COi^ARA TIVERELIGION. By Prof. J. EtTLiK CAiraimi,

A HISTORY OF FREEDOM OF THOUGHT. By Prof.
J. B. BuBY, LL.D.

ETHICS. ByG. E. MooKR.
BUDDHISM. By Mrs Rhys Davids, M.A.
NONCONFORMITY AND THE FREE CHURCHES. By

PrindpAl SsLBiB, M.A.

7. MODERN GEOGRAPHT
By Dr Mabion NswBioiN. (Illnstrmted.) "G«oK(«iAy, BgBin:
what B dnll, tedious study that was wont to be 1 . . . But Miss
Marion Newbigin invesU its dry bones with the Aesh and blood
of romantic interest, taking stock of geology at a fairy>book of
Kimat."—Dmify Ttligra^h.

9. THE EVOLUTION OF PLANTS
By Dr D. H. Scott, M.A, F.R.S., late Hon. Keeper of the
Jodrell Laboratory, Kew. (FuUy illustrated.) "The informa-
tion which the book provides is as trustworthy a first-hand know-
ledge can make it . . . Dr Scott's candid and iamiliar st^c makes
the difficult subject both fascinating and t»x9."— G*rd*n*rt'
CArmdclt.

17. HEALTH AND DISEASE
By W. Lkslib Mackenzie, M.D., Local Government Board,
Edmburgh. "The science of public health administration hasMd no abler or more attractive exponent than Dr Mackenae.
He adds to a thorough grasp of the problems an Uluminating
•tyle, and an arresting manner of treating a subject often dull
»nd sometimes unsavoury."—ff^^^Mu/.
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i8. INTRODUCTIONf MATHEMATICS
By A. N. Whitbhbao, ScD., r.R.8. (With DiagiuH.) •< Mr
WhiMbwd hms diachargad with compicuotia aooeaaa tha taalt ha
ia ao axcaptioiially qnaliflad to undartaka. For ha ia ooa of our
graat authoritiaa upon tlio foundatioM of tha idaaca, and haa
tha fanadth of viow which ia ao requiaita ia praaantinn to tha

raadar iu aima. Hia expoaitioo ia daar and atrildag."—IFm/-
mhuitr Gmattit,

19. THE ANIMAL fVORLD
By Profcaaor F. W. Gamblb, D.Sc.. F.R.S. (Many Illnatiationa.)

"For tha thoughtful and philoaophically mindad atndant at tha

praaant day," lays Sir Olivar Lodga, in hia Introduction to thia

volnma, "anch a boolc ia moat timely and halpM. ... I am glad

to liava tha opportunity of commending tha seriaa to that incroaaing

number of readara who are hungry for truatworthy and aaaiailabla

informatioa."

20. EVOLUTION
By Profeasor J. Arthur Thomson, M.A., and Profatior Patrick
Gbddbs. Thia volume, which, aa the Mmmhuttr Gtimrdian
aaya, "ia in ita aurvty the most comprehenaiva of thoae devoted

to Science, and ia in a aenae tha key to them all," cummarises tha

facta of Variation and Heredity, Selection, Function, and Environ*

ment, and the chief Evolution theories, and concludea with aa
important " re>interpreUtioB " of the development procaaa.

22. CRIME AND INSANITT
By Dr C. A. MsRaaR, F.R.CP., F.R.C.S., Author of "Text-
Book of Insanity," etc. "Furnishes much valuable information

from one occupying the highest position aoiong medioo-l^al
paychologists."—^{tAm* Ntw*.

28. PSrCHICAL RESEARCH
By W. F. Barrstt, F.R.S., Professor of Physics, Royal College

of Sdeace, Dublin, 1873-1910. "As a former President of the

Psychical Research Society, he is familiar with all the developmenu
of thia moat fascinating branch of science, and thus what he has to

say on thought-reading, hypnotism, telepathy, crystal-vision, spirit-

ualism, divinings, and so i», will be read inth vndity."—Dmtdtt
Ctmritr.

31. ASTRONOMr
By A. R. HiNKS, M.A., Chief Asatstant, Cambridge Observatory.
"Original in thought, eclectic in substance, and critical in treat*

ment. ... No better little book is available."—S'cAm/ H^grid.
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3a> INTRODUCTION TO SCIENCE
Br J' AiTNUK TMomoN, M.A., lUgku PraA
HfaMry, AbwdMS Unh-mlty. '" "

9t Nalonl
tot^thatt who kftva not ytt

. NiMd of Um Librwy, ibU would form ma apwopriaM
iatradwlioa. PtoImiw ThoBMon s dalightfnl litaimnr styto k w«ll
kaowB ; aaA hmn ha diicoiinw fradihr asd «uily on um mtthftdt of
ckoca ud ita nfauioiu with philowfiAjr, vt, rtUgiflB, wid ptactiad
lift."—Attrdtm Jntmmt.

36. CLIMATE AND fVEATHER
By H. N. OicuoM, D.ScOxoo., M^.. r.R.S.K.. Prwidaat af
tb* Royal Metaorological Society; Profe«*or of Goocnphy ia
Univtntiy Coltega, Rtading. (With Oiacnat.)

41. ANTHROPOLOGT
Sr R. R. Mabbtt, M.A., RomIw is Sodal Aathiopologyb Oilbrd
uvwiity.

Iw Preparation
MLSCTXrCITV. By DrGuMirr Kafp.MA TTER AND ENERGY. By F. Soddy, M.A., F.R.S.
CHEMISTRY. Py Prof. R. Mbldola. F.rIs.
THE MAKING OF THE EARTH, fey Prof. J. W. GitnoKy.

THE^MINERAL WORLD. By Sir T. H. Hoti mib, K.C.I.B.,

PRINCIPLES OF PHYHIOLOGY. By Prof. J. O.
McKbndiiick.

ViSJill''^^ i»OZ>K. By Dr A. Keith, M.D., r.R.CS.
PSYCHOLOGY. By Prof. Wm. McDoccaIx, M.A.PLANT LIFE. By Prof. J. B. Farmbr, F.li.S.

I. PARLIAMENT
iLBErr. K.C.B , K.CS.I., Clerk of die Hotue ofComnona. "Th«
best book pa the hutory and nractice of the House of Commona
•lace Bagehot's ' Constitution.*^—y*r*»>lf>» Pctt.

5. THE STOCK EXCHANGE
By F, W. Hirst. Editor of "The Economist." "A Uttia tnatise
which to an nnfinandal mind must be a revelation. . . . The bo<^

i^L ?'' ^^(oroas, and sane as Bafehot't ' Lombard Street,' than
wnich there is no higher compliment.^—itf^rMiVv Ltmdtr.

6. IRISH NATIONALITY
S!li5*2. J- *• P*?"^- "^ glowing as it b learned. No bookcwdd be more timely."-/)«/, iv«t»*. "A powerful study. ... A
"ggi^cent demonsmtion of the desenrcd vitality of the Gadic



10. THE 80CUUST MOFBMBNT

i6. THE SCIENCE OF WEALTH
•Mr J. A.

fwiaov amoa« «»ingj^oBoiii^. '.'."' The %nx.^k ^^^^SaL
tbk. OriKiiMl. rMMMabte, ami Ult»inM^^4»

By f. A. HoMtm, M.A.
poiitto« amooK iH
teqntbwadmlnl

21. LIBERALISM

bMpiindplM which form . I«g, p« of thb book."l#'«ASK

i

24. T/f£ EVOLUTION OF INDUSTRT

I?j5Si?/,£i^^
fat«iud in th« prmnt Mat. ctwrnt^Z

30. ELEMENTS OF ENGLISH LAfV

princip^M imdCTlyiny th« rules of Enflish Uw, and w« cmTtSwZ
prinapha with a minimum of trouble?'—Jc^i^ a-» /Tww^

38. r/fjg SCHOOL
An IntrodmHim to The Study oj Edueaiien

Iw Preparation
CONSERVATISM. By Lord Hugh Cbpil MA m « /v 1 %

^ACi:/s^ mi:^<3g j:/;^g."'B"E. n. b.hni.tt. m.a.

London: WILLIAMS AND NORGATE
And of all Bookshops cmd Bookstalls. -
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